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Abstract

i

Abstract

The scope of the present Ph.D. thesis was to investigate the mechanics of collisions 
between icebergs and ship structures. Large reservoirs of oil and gas and new sailing 
routes in the Arctic area are two large motivations for the present research. Human 
activity in the Arctic demands well-designed naval architectures for facing different 
kinds of ice loads. According to modern design codes, ship and offshore structures are 
usually designed under the ultimate limit state (ULS) methods and checked with the 
accidental limit state (ALS) methods. The methods and assumptions presented in this 
thesis are only valid for ALS design. 

This thesis considers three topics related to the iceberg collisions with ship structures: 
external mechanics, internal mechanics and residual strength assessments. 

Collisions between icebergs and ship structures are quite complicated processes. For 
simplicity, this problem was split into its external and internal mechanics. External 
mechanics talks about the translational and rotational momentum balance. It is believed 
that the impact mechanics of iceberg collisions with ship structures should be presented 
in three dimensions. Thus, a new formulation of impact mechanics was proposed that 
describes the impact in three dimensions. All forces except for impact force are 
neglected. This new three-dimensional method degrades to existing two dimension (2D) 
method. It was successfully applied to the calculation of the demanded dissipated 
energy for iceberg and ship collisions. 

Internal mechanics deal with both deformations of icebergs and ship structures. 
Nonlinear finite-element analysis (NLFEA) was used in this research. The commercial 
code LS-DYNA 971 was used to assess the internal mechanics of both icebergs and ship 
structures. Deformations of both icebergs and ship structures should be well captured by 
numerical simulations. However, due to the difficulties of simulating ice, NLFEA is not 
straightforward. To facilitate such simulations, a plasticity-based material model for 
icebergs was developed in this thesis. Iceberg crack propagation was simulated by 
element erosion. An empirical failure criterion for detecting those failed ice elements is 
proposed. Numerical examples showed that the new iceberg model gives good results. 
The model was successfully implemented in LS-DYNA 971 through a user-defined 
subroutine. Subsequently, the integrated numerical analysis of iceberg-ship collisions 
was then successfully performed. Efforts were made to investigate the internal 
mechanics of both icebergs and ship structures during collision, such as local structural 
behaviours and ice failure. Two scenarios of iceberg-ship collisions were investigated: 
iceberg collisions with foreship and side-ship structures. In the first scenario, efforts 
focused on the investigation of the detailed internal mechanics of the icebergs and ship 
structures. The strength of ship structures was varied by adjusting the parameters of the 
steel material model, thereby varying the relative strength of icebergs and ship 
structures. A comprehensive discussion is based on the simulation results. The 
discussion addresses contact pressure, iceberg shapes and collision locations. In the 
second scenario, investigations focused on the influences of the iceberg shapes. Simple 
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iceberg shapes representing “sharp” and “blunt” icebergs were used. The results show 
that “blunt” icebergs may behave as rigid bodies. 

Finally, the residual strengths of the ship structures after impact, which may be caused 
by the icebergs, was assessed. A simple plasticity method and a single stiffener model 
were developed to quantify the residual strengths of the damaged ship structures. In the 
simple plasticity method, elastic and rigid-plastic methods were combined to derive the 
end-shortening curve for damaged stiffeners. In the single stiffener model, proper 
boundary conditions were proposed. Both methods were verified against numerical 
simulations. Generally, good results were obtained. From this work, a rapid method to 
assess the residual strength of damaged ship structures is suggested. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1  Background and motivation 

“Considered as a whole, the formal economy of the Arctic is of fundamental geo-political 
importance. Indeed, it permits the production of raw materials that contribute to meeting the needs of 
the industrialized world.” 

     ----Arctic Human Development Report, Duhaime, G. (2004)  

The Arctic Human Development Report (AHDR), which was signed by the leaders of 
all Arctic countries, states that oil and gas exploration, production and transportation 
would be the driving force behind the formal development of the Arctic economy in the 
coming decades.  

According to assessments made by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS ) in 2008 (Figure 
1-1), about 30% of the world’s undiscovered gas and 13% of the word’s undiscovered 
oil are stored in the North Arctic Circle (Gautier et al., 2009). The Arctic is regarded as 
the Middle East of the future. Oil companies began to explore oil and gas in the Arctic 
area, such as the Hibernia field project, as early as the 1980s. Started more recently, the 
ongoing Shtokman project in the Barents Sea is one of the largest natural-gas projects in 
the world. It can be expected that human activity in the Arctic area will definitely 
increase in the near future. 

However, the decreasing number of ice features in the Arctic makes sailing routes from 
Western European countries to East Asia or North America increasingly possible 
(Figure 1-2). The voyage made by MV Nordic Barents in July of 2010 was a historic 
breakthrough in Arctic shipping (see Nilse, 2010). With these new shipping routes, the 
distance of traditional routes can be reduced by one-third. If these routes become 
reliable, the Arctic may become one of the world’s busiest shipping areas. 

However, Arctic exploration is still in the early stages. One major reason is due to the 
harsh environment in this area. Ship structures need to be specially designed to 
withstand the ice loads they may meet. According to modern ship design codes, ship 
structures should be designed under the principles of an ultimate limit state (ULS) and 
verified with the principles of an accidental limit state (ALS). Accidents between naval 
structures and ice features may cause severe damage, such as penetration, flooding or 
even the sinking of ship structures. The biggest maritime disaster in history, the Titanic, 
is an example of a casualty that is frequently mentioned. In connection with the 
potential explorations of the Arctic discussed above, the probability of iceberg-ship 
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collisions is increasing, which makes the research on icebergs’ impact loads to ship 
structure a necessity. 

Figure 1-1 Assessment units (AUs) in the Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal (CARA) color-coded by 
assessed probability of the presence of at least one undiscovered oil and/or gas field with recoverable 

resources greater than 50 million barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE). Probabilities for AUs are based on 
the entire area of the AU, including any parts south of the Arctic Circle, from USGS (2008). 

Figure 1-2 The Arctic Marine Area, from AMSA (2009). 

Aside from the famous Titanic disaster, collisions between icebergs and ship structure 
have caused significant structural damage and economic costs. The Overseas Ohio 
directly hit an iceberg on the 2nd of Jan., 1994. The bulbous bow was ruptured and the 
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ballast tank was holed. The cost to repair the damage to ship, as shown in Figure 1-3, 
was at least $1 million.  

Figure 1-3 Damaged bow of Overseas Ohio after collision with iceberg, from Hill (2006). 

On 21st of July, 1996, a bulk carrier Reduta Ordona was hit by an iceberg in Hudson 
Bay while heading for Churchill, Manitoba. Hull structure was severely damaged and 
cracks were observed (Figure 1-4). 

Figure 1-4 Structure damage of Reduta Ordona after collision with iceberg, from Hill (2006). 

The ice features in both of these collisions were small icebergs, according to Hill (2006). 
After the Titanic disaster, collisions between ships and medium or bigger icebergs (with 
heights above sea level larger than 15 meters and an approximate mass larger than 
2,000,000 tons) will be rare due to modern high-tech radar and satellite systems. 
However, smaller icebergs, also termed as bergy bits or growlers, are quite difficult to 
detect prior to collision, and bad weather conditions can make detection even more 
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difficult. These collisions may cause severe structural damage to ship structures, 
especially for ships that are not strengthened for ice loads. 

1.2  An overview of research on iceberg collisions with 
marine structures 

The research on collisions between icebergs and marine structures has been mainly 
motivated by the explorations of oil and gas fields in Arctic and sub-Arctic areas (e.g., 
the Shtokman field in the Barents Sea and four fields off the east coast of Canada 
(Hibernia, Terra Nova, Hebron, Whiterose)). The earliest related research appeared in 
the 1980s, including the work of Cammaert and Tsinker (1981), Curtis, et al. (1984), 
Kitami et al. (1984), Arockiasamy et al. (1984), Duthinh and Marsden (1986), Neve 
(1987) and Johnson and Prodanovic (1989). Although various collision scenarios were 
investigated, iceberg impact loads were usually simplified by analytical equations and 
were then implemented into equations of motion. Pressure-area relationships or the 
crushing strength of ice was often chosen to represent the iceberg impact load. Detailed 
studies on the structures of icebergs interactions were not possible at that time. 

Kierkegaard (1993) made a comprehensive study on iceberg-ship collisions that focused 
on the deformations of ship structures. Icebergs were idealised as rigid objects due to 
their extremely complicated mechanical behaviours, as stated by the author in his thesis. 
Løset and Kvamsdal (1994) were the first to simulate icebergs’ structural interactions 
with the commercial code LS-DYNA 971. In this software, the iceberg is simulated by a 
material with a so-called ‘Tsai-Wu’ yield surface. Fuglem et al. (1996) assessed iceberg 
impact loads using probabilistic methods. Again, the icebergs’ mechanic behaviours 
were simply represented by a pressure-area relationship.  

Brown and Daley (1999) did a computer simulation of the lateral collisions between 
icebergs and a moored structure in the Terra Nova oilfield. A pressure-area relationship 
was used to assess the icebergs’ impact loads, and the loads were output to a computer 
code (Working Model 2D), which solved the equations of motion. Croasdale (2001) 
summarised the relevant local ice-load data with the aim of providing design guidance 
for severe ice-load events to offshore structures, such as icebergs and pack-ice impacts. 
However, the present experimental data are insufficient to fully describe the ice loads 
caused by iceberg impacts. Ideally, the pressure-area relationship should be considered 
together with an iceberg’s aspect ratio. The pressure-area relationships obtained from 
aspect ratios that are not suitable for icebergs should be separated.  

R. Gagnon has carried out both experimental and numerical work on iceberg impacts 
(e.g., Gagnon and Gammon, 1995; Gagnon, 1998; 2004; 2006; 2008; 2011). Together 
with his colleagues, he carried out bergy-bit impact trials on the CCGS Terry Fox off 
the northern tip of Newfoundland (Gagnon et al., 2008). A comprehensive research 
study was made from these trials. However, no structure damage was reported in that 
experimental study, which may be due to the relatively small energy of the collision 
conducted (Figure 1-5). Gagnon also tried to do numerical simulations of iceberg 
impacts. His idea was to simulate ice by implementing a ‘crushable foam’ material 
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model in LS-DYNA 971. The results were promising but have not yet been applied to 
structure-iceberg interactions simulations. Researchers in Korea have shown interest in 
iceberg impact problems recently (e.g., Han et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Oh, Kim and 
Lee, 2009). Those works deal with carriers of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) colliding 
with icebergs, which is a plausible scenario in the Arctic. Intensive attention was paid to 
the ship’s global response due to iceberg impacts, but little work was done to investigate 
the local iceberg deformations.  

Figure 1-5 Bergy bit impact trials, from Ritch et al. (2008) 

With respect to the Shtokman field development, Eik (2009), Eik and Gudmestad (2010) 
and Eik and Marchenko (2010) performed comprehensive studies on iceberg 
management and its influences on iceberg impact loads to offshore structures. 
Probabilistic methods were used to assess the iceberg impact probability and its 
corresponding impact loads. However, no further studies on local structures and iceberg 
failures have been conducted. 

To investigate iceberg and ship collisions, it is convenient to use a separation of external 
mechanics and internal mechanics to divide and describe the problem. External 
mechanics refers to translational and rotational momentum and energy balance. Internal 
mechanics refers to the local deformations of ship structures and ice. The literature 
review conducted above mainly obtains iceberg impact loads from the perspective of 
external mechanics. Little work has been done on the internal mechanics of such 
scenarios. The main reason for this is that the complex mechanical behaviours of ice 
demand significant efforts. Further, the coupling between icebergs and ship structures is 
even more complicated. However, this thesis attempted to take the first step forward. To 
the author’s knowledge, this is the first work involving detailed discussions of both 
external and internal mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions.  
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1.3  Problem description and objectives 

Based on the design principles of ALS, the research on iceberg and ship collisions can 
be categorised into following three aspects with respect to the distribution of strain 
energy dissipation (Figure 1-6). 

� Strength design; 
� Shared-energy design; 
� Ductile design. 

Figure 1-6 Energy dissipation for strength, ductile and shared-energy design,  
based on NORSOK (2004) 

Ships operating in the Arctic regions have always been designed to resist ice. However, 
those design rules are traditionally fairly prescriptive; the actions and resistance 
variables are often mixed so that the design philosophy is somewhat disguised. 
Nevertheless, the resistance models used in design formulations were either elastic or 
based on plastic bending mechanisms. In either case, the acceptable deformations are 
small. The ice action is typically expressed by pressure-area relationships. 

Modern codes for offshore structures typically require design checks carried out by ULS 
and ALS methods. The ULS check is typically based on actions with annual 
probabilities of occurrence in the range of 10-2. The resistance is predominantly based 
on elastic resistance models. The ALS check is carried out for actions with annual 
frequencies in the range of 10-4. The resistance may be assessed by nonlinear analysis 
methods; the structure may undergo yielding, buckling and large permanent 
deformations on its member and sub-structure levels, but the overall integrity will not 
be impaired. 

In the ISO (2010), the ice actions associated with the ULS and ALS design checks were 
denoted as extreme level ice events (ELIE) and abnormal level ice events (ALIE). The 
ELIE corresponds roughly to the assumptions used in ship-design rules. In this case, it 
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is reasonable to base the design of the ship side on pressure-area relationships. The 
plating should be able to crush the ice and hence resist the maximal credible ice 
pressure for a given area, which depends on the layout of the shell panels (e.g., 
stiffeners and frame spacing). In the ALIE check, however, it is a matter of survival or 
of gross damage leading to the spill of cargo and associated pollution, etc. It is not 
natural to base the design on pressure-area relationships because the pressure 
experienced in a collision depends on the relative resistance of the ship, the iceberg and 
the damage evolution. This can only be assessed accurately if both the ship and the ice 
are modelled and if the interaction between the two structures is taken into account. 

What is needed for realistic designs for accidental iceberg impact is, in addition to 
iceberg mass and speed, knowledge about iceberg shape and a continuum-mechanics 
model of icebergs. Both issues are associated with substantial challenges. 

Icebergs may take on a variety of shapes (Figure 1-7). A few attempts have been made 
to characterise the shapes (e.g., Sanderson, 1988; McKenna, 2005), but so far, a 
common agreement on a set of standard shapes to be used for ALS design has not been 
established. An alternative approach to the characterisation of iceberg shapes on the 
basis of empirical surveys is to characterise the shapes with respect to structural 
resistance to icebergs impacts. In principle, a “spear-like” protrusion of an iceberg has a 
large puncturing potential (Figure 1-8 (a)). However, in such cases, the ship side may 
simply crush the ice. A vertical, planar-surface iceberg represents significant 
confinement of ice, which may become virtually rigid relative to the structure (Figure 
1-8 (d)). However, the associated large contact area yields significant energy dissipation 
on the ship side and no penetration of the inner hull (unless the iceberg’s kinetic energy 
is very large). Icebergs with intermediate shapes (Figure 1-8 (b, c)), will cause both 
deformations to the ship structure and the iceberg itself. 

Figure 1-7 Different iceberg shapes. 
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Figure 1-8 Illustration of ship structure scantlings and different shapes of iceberg edges 

The present thesis attempted to assess iceberg impact loads by considering both ship 
and iceberg deformations and followed the principles of shared-energy design in ALS. 
The objectives of the present thesis were: 

� To develop a new three-dimensional (3D) analytical method that describes the 
external mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions; 

� To develop a new user-defined iceberg material model, which can be further 
applied to integrated numerical simulations;

� To perform integrated numerical simulations of iceberg-ship collisions and to 
discuss the results; 

� To investigate the residual strength of ship structures after damage; such 
damage may be caused by grounding or iceberg impacts. 

The icebergs discussed here were limited to small icebergs, say growlers or bergy bits, 
with heights above sea level of less than 5 meters. The approximate mass may be 
several thousand tons. For ship structures, both ice-strengthened oil-shuttle tankers and 
floating production, storage and offloading (FPSO) units were considered.  

This thesis was carried out as a part of the Strategic University Programme 
Scenario-based Approach to Risk Analysis of Ship Collision and Grounding 
(ScenaRisC&G) funded by the Research Council of Norway. 

1.4  Methodologies and assumptions 

Iceberg-ship collisions are quite complicated processes. Due to this fact, reasonable 
simplifications were made in the present research. The main methodologies used are 
listed below: 

� The split between external and internal mechanics for iceberg and ship 
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collisions and the coupling between them was linked by the total dissipated 
strain energy; 

� Stronge’s impact theory was applied in the external mechanics study; all forces 
except for the impact force were neglected; 

� The iceberg material model was assumed to be strain-rate independent; 
� Element erosion was used to simulate ice failure. Failed ice was numerically 

removed from the simulation, and thus, the force from the crushed ice was not 
considered;

� The rigid-plastic method was used to develop an end-shortening curve for 
damaged stiffeners, and all damaged stiffeners were assumed to have the same 
end-shortening curve. 

1.5  Scope of work 

Present thesis includes following chapters: 

Chapter 1, the introduction; 

Chapter 2, the external mechanics; 

Chapter 3, the ice material modelling; 

Chapter 4, the integrated numerical analysis; 

Chapter 5, the residual strength assessment; 

Chapter 6, the conclusions and recommendations for further work. 
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Chapter 2 

External Mechanics 

The external mechanics of ship and iceberg impact demands a three dimensional 
analytical solution. A new method was developed accordingly in Paper [I] by Liu and 
Amdahl (2010). 

2.1  Introduction 

A ship collision is a multi-physical and highly coupled process. However, in ALS, the 
analysis of collision may conveniently be split into two uncoupled processes: namely, 
external mechanics and internal mechanics, see Pedersen and Zhang (1998). The 
external mechanics deals with rigid body motions and determines the energy to be 
dissipated as strain energy. The internal mechanics is concerned with how the strain 
energy is dissipated in the striking and struck objects and involves the assessment of the 
structural resistance during large deformations, either by means of a plasticity theory or 
by using non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA) method. The internal mechanics of 
iceberg and ship collision will be discussed in details in Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis. 

Experience has shown that iceberg and ship impacts, particularly oblique-type collisions, 
produce considerable motion in the components of sway, yaw and roll, see Johnston et 
al. (2008). Thus, modelling a ship and iceberg collision should take the six degree of 
freedom (6DOF) into account for each object involved. In particular, if the collision 
happens at the bow of a ship, the shape of the outer shell determines the contact force 
direction and has a significant influence on the final dissipated energy; this fact has not 
been taken into account in previous studies. 

In this thesis, a fully 3D solution to the ship collision problem is proposed based on 
Stronge and Pedersen and Zhang’s work (see Stronge, 2004 and Pedersen and Zhang, 
1998). The two dimension (2D) case can be treated as a special case. The vertical 
geometry shape is taken into account. The main point of this approach is that all 
equations are formulated in a local coordinate system, which allows the dissipated 
energy along each axis in the local coordinate system to be obtained in a closed form. 

In conjunction with iceberg and ship collisions, the shape and inertia properties of the 
iceberg are associated with significant uncertainty, notably because the major part of the 
iceberg is submerged. Ralph, McKenna and Gagnon (2008) carried out a series of 
investigations to characterise the underwater iceberg shapes using a sonar system. The 
mass of the iceberg can be estimated by empirical equations on the basis of iceberg’s 
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main dimensions for the part above sea level. For the inertia properties, a calculation 
should be made based on the shapes detected. However, in order to illustrate the 
application of the present model, a simplified iceberg shape is considered. 

2.2  Stronge impact theory 

Stronge (2004) has done a comprehensive research work on the impact theory. The 
so-called local coordinate system is established to derive the equations of motion, 
e.g., 1 2 3n n n� � � (Figure 2-1). The basic assumptions are: 

� The impact duration is short, and the impact force is large, so all other external 
forces are neglected; 

� The deformations are limited to a small area within the contact surface. 

Figure 2-1 Collision between two rough bodies. The rigid bodies have contact pints C and C’ that are 
separated by a deformable particle, after Stronge, W. J. (2004). 

Consider two bodies that collide at contact point C . The bodies have no displacement 
constraints except that they are mutually impenetrable atC . If the surface of at least one 
of the bodies has a continuous curvature atC , there is a common tangent plane that 
constrains pointC . First, define a common normal direction n�  that is perpendicular to 
the common tangent plane. Let in� , i =1, 2, 3, be a set of mutually perpendicular unit 
vectors with 1n�  and 2n�  at the tangent plane, while 3n� = n�  is normal to this plane, as 
shown in Figure 2-1. A local coordinate system 1 2 3n n n� � � is established. The bodies have 

masses M and M �  and inertia tensors îjI and îjI � for the second moments of their masses 
atG andG� , respectively. The diacritical mark � here indicates the variable is referring 
to the axes passing through the centre of gravity, and the prime mark 'over a symbol is 
used to distinguish variables for different collision objects. A direction vector ir
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connects G to the contact pointC , while ir�  locates C� relative toG� . Let îV and îV �be 
the velocities of the centres of mass, while i� and i�� are the corresponding angular 
velocities for the bodies in in�  of the local coordinate system. At the contact 
pointsC andC� , the bodies are subjected to forces iF and iF � .These contact forces are 

mutual reactions applying an impulse to each body. The impulses ( )iP t and ( )iP t�  are 
given by 

i idP F dt� (2.1)

i idP F dt� �� (2.2)

The equations of translational and rotational motion for each body can be expressed as 

î iMdV dP� (2.3)

îj j ijk j kI d r dP� �� (2.4)

And

î iM dV dP� � �� (2.5)

îj j ijk j kI d r dP� �� � � �� (2.6)

where a repeated index (e.g., j or k ) indicates summation, and the permutation tensor 

ijk� takes the values +1 if the indices are in cyclic order, -1 if the indices are in anticyclic 
order and 0 for repeated indices.  

The velocity of each contact point, iV and iV � , can be obtained from the velocity of the 
respective centre of mass and the relationship between the velocities of two points on a 
rigid body. 

ˆ
i i ijk j kV V r� �� � (2.7)

ˆ
i i ijk j kV V r� �� � � �� � (2.8)

Let the relative velocity be 

i i iv V V �� 	 (2.9)

Any incremental change in the reaction impulses acting on the rigid bodies is equal in 
magnitude but opposite in direction if the infinitesimally small deforming element has 
negligible mass. 

i i idp dP dP�� � 	 (2.10)

From the above equations, we find 
1

i ij jdv m dp	� (2.11)
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where the elements of the inverse inertia matrix 1
ijm	 are given by 

1 1 1 1 1( ) ( )ij ikm jln kl m n kl m nm M M I r r I r r� �	 	 	 	 	� � � �� � � � (2.12)

The inverse inertia matrix is symmetric, i.e., 1 1
ij jim m	 	� . The following are representative 

elements: 
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1

11 2 33 2 3 23 3 22 2 33 2 3 23 3 22( 2 ) ( 2 )m M r I r r I r I M r I r r I r I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	� � � � � � � �� � 	 � � � 	 � (2.13)

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
12 1 3 23 3 21 1 2 33 2 3 31 1 3 23 3 21 1 2 33 2 3 31( ) ( )m M r r I r I r r I r r I M r r I r I r r I r r I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	� � � � � � � � � � � �� � 	 	 � � � 	 	 � (2.14)

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
13 1 2 32 2 31 1 3 22 2 3 21 1 2 32 2 31 1 3 22 2 3 21( ) ( )m M r r I r I r r I r r I M r r I r I r r I r r I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	� � � � � � � � � � � �� � 	 	 � � � 	 	 � (2.15)

In these expressions, it should be noted that the matrix ijI  of moments and products of 

inertia has an inverse, which is denoted by 1
ijI 	 , e.g., 1

21 13 23 12 33
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) / ( )ijI I I I I det I	 � 	 .

2.3  The new formulation of external mechanics (Paper [I]) 

The impact theory developed by Stronge (2004) has been successfully applied to 
investigate the external mechanics of ship collision. A new formulation of the external 
mechanics of ship collision has been developed. This new method describes the impact 
mechanics of ship collision in three dimensions. 

2.3.1 Transformation matrix 
Two coordinate systems are used during the derivation of equations, namely the global 
and the local coordinate system. They are established as follows: 

� Global coordinate system ( XYZ , see Figure 2-2): The origin of the XYZ-system 
is placed at the centre of gravity (COG) of ship. The X-axis lies in the symmetry 
plane of the striking ship pointing towards the bow. The Z-axis is oriented out of 
water;

� Local coordinate system ( 1 2 3n n n� � � , see Figure 2-3): The local coordinate system is 
similarly established as method described in section 2.2. It is further assumed 
that the hull shape at the collision point of ship determines the direction of the 
local frame. 

Figure 2-2 Global coordinate system of the ship 
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For simplicity, the influence of hydrodynamic forces is considered by introducing the 
added mass factors in both the mass and inertia matrices. Consequently, the mass M
and M �  in Stronge’s theory should be replaced by the mass matrices ijM and ijM � . As 
discussed by Salvesen, Tuck, and Faltinsen (1970), the mass and inertia matrices are 
significantly simplified due to the lateral symmetry of the ship hull (symmetry about the 
X,Z-plane in the global coordinate system). If we put the origin of the coordinate 
system in the COG of the ship, then the mass and inertia matrices can be assumed to be 
diagonal matrices with reference to the global coordinate system, e.g., ˆ ˆ,ij ijM M � and
ˆ ˆ,ij ijI I � . However, it does not apply to the iceberg because its shape is usually irregular. 

Field measurements are necessary if accurate results are required. To begin, a simplified 
iceberg shape can be used. Then, the formation of ijM , ijM � and ,ij ijI I �  in the local 
coordinate system 1 2 3n n n� � �  can be generated if the transformation matrix is known. 

Figure 2-3 Collision point geometry and the local coordinate system, modified from Daley (1999). 

The transformation matrix between local and global coordinate system is derived based 
on the definition of hull angles as defined by DNV (2009) (Figure 2-4). 

� 
 : waterline angle 
� � : frame angle 
� � � : normal frame angle 
� � : sheer angle 
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Figure 2-4 The definition of hull angles, DNV (2009) 

The transformation matrix is as follows: 

( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
lg

cos sin
T sin sin cos sin cos

sin cos cos cos sin


 


 � 
 � �

 � 
 � �

	 �
� �� � �� 	 	 	� �

� � �� �	� �

(2.16)

2.3.2 Derivation of energy dissipation 
The impulse in each direction, in�  ( 1,2,3i � ), is given by 

i idp f dt� (2.17)

where if  is the i’th component of the interaction force acting on the infinitesimally 
small deforming element in the in�  direction. 
The relative acceleration is��  in each direction is 

i
i

dvs
dt

��� (2.18)

According to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.10), 

i i if F F�� � 	 (2.19)

By substitution of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) into Eq. (2.11), we obtain 
1

i ij js m f	��� (2.20)

The acceleration can be written 

i i
i

i

ds dss
ds dt

�
�

�� (2.21)
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Substituting Eq. (2.21) into Eq. (2.20) and integrating over the impact duration t , it can 
be seen that 

1 2 0 2 2

0 0

1 1(( ) ( ) )
2 2

t t t
ij j i i i i i im f ds s ds v v v	 � � 	 � �� � � � (2.22)

where 0,t
i iv v are the relative velocities before and after the collision in the in� -direction, 

and 2
iv�  is the change of the squared relative velocities t

iv  and 0
iv . Note that it is not 

always positive. 
2 2 0 2 0( ) ( ) ( 2 )t
i i i i i iv v v dv dv v� � 	 � � (2.23)

where idv  is the relative velocity change in the in� -direction:
0t

i i idv v v� 	 (2.24)

Further,

1 1 1

0 0

t tj j
ij j i ij i i i ij

i i

f f
m f ds m f ds E m

f f
	 	 	� � � �� � (2.25)

Substitution of Eq. (2.25) into Eq. (2.22) yields 

2

0
1

1 1( ) ( )
2

t

i i i i
j

ij
i

E abs f ds abs vf
m

f
	

� � � ��� (2.26)

where ‘abs’ indicates to calculate the absolute value because the force if  and ids may 
be not at the same direction. If we define an equivalent mass variable im  as follows: 

11 j
ij

i i

f
m

m f
	� (2.27)

Then, the dissipated energy has the following form: 

21 ( )
2i i iE abs m v� � (2.28)

Eq. (2.28) shows that the complicate 6DOF can be simplified to a 1DOF problem in 
each direction if the equivalent mass im  and change of the squared relative velocity 

2
iv�  can be derived. These can only be done by introducing proper boundary 

conditions, such as the friction definition, relative velocities. For detailed solutions, 
please refer to Paper [I] by Liu and Amdahl (2010). 

2.4  Validation 

The new method has been validated against existing method and experimental data 
available. It agrees excellently well with the 3DOF method developed by Pedersen and 
Zhang (1998) if the vertical eccentricity is not considered. And further, 3DOF method 
by Pedersen and Zhang (1998) will overestimate the dissipated energy level if the 
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vertical eccentricity exists, in which the roll motions for each collision objects are 
activated (Figure 2-5, 6). This feature can only be captured by present method. 

Figure 2-5 Scenario of numerical example 

Figure 2-6 Energy ratio of total dissipated energy with ˆ
ẑ xxr R .

2.5  Application example 
One numerical example of ship and iceberg collision has been successfully performed. 
The iceberg was idealized as a cone shaped object (Figure 2-7). A parametric study was 
performed. The calculated energy dissipation was normalised versus the maximum 
possible energy dissipation 0E , associated with a central, plastic impact as following: 
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2

2
0

ˆ
(1 )

ˆ1 ˆ
2 1

ice

ship
iceberg ship

iceberg

ship

v
v

E M v M
M

	
�

�
(2.29)

where ˆ ˆ,ship icev v  are velocities under the global coordinate system of ship and iceberg 
respectively, ,ship icebergM M are the mass of ship and iceberg respectively. As seen from 
Figure 2-8, it is observed that a very large normal frame angle � � is favourable with 
respect to small energy dissipation for the given iceberg shape. As � � decreases, the 
energy dissipation increases and attains a maximum for 020� � � to 030 . Figure 2-8 
shows that the 3D method produces a smaller energy ratio than the 2D method, which is 
expected because the 3D method allows transfer of the kinetic energy into motion 
components in all 6DOFs. The 2D method proposed by Pedersen and Zhang (1998) is 
quite conservative in this case. 

However, large uncertainties still exist due to the lack of field data on iceberg 
dimensions, such as mass, added mass factors, location of COG and shapes. In this 
respect, probability methods may provide an meaningful approach. For instance, Liu, 
Garee and Amdahl (2011) used the so called Bayesian Network method to assess the 
iceberg impact loads. 

Two additional works have been done regarding the further application of present 
method. The first one is the parametric study on the external mechanics of iceberg 
collision with ship structures (Liu, Amdahl and Løset, 2010). The second one is the 
application of present theory on calculating the dissipated energy level for a 
semi-submersible collision model test (Hu, Liu and Amdahl, 2010). Present new 
method has been proved to be an accurate and efficient tool on assessing the external 
mechanics of ship collision problems. 
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Figure 2-7 Proposed collision scenario of iceberg collision with ship, from Liu and Amdahl (2010). 

Figure 2-8 Energy ratio and mass ratio relationship, from Liu and Amdahl (2010). 
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Chapter 3 

Ice Material Modelling 

A new material model of ice was developed in this thesis. Ice-material modelling is 
used to facilitate the numerical simulations of iceberg and ship collisions. The ice 
material model in this thesis was presented in Paper [II] by Liu, Amdahl and Løset 
(2011a).  

3.1  Introduction 
Iceberg ice falls within the category of a multi-year ice, which has survived at least two 
summer seasons. It is composed of freshwater ice from land-based glaciers flowing off 
the land into the sea. Iceberg ice can be idealised as an isotropic material, as it shows no 
significantly different mechanical properties in each direction (Sanderson, 1988). In this 
sense, it is comparatively simpler than sea ice. However, iceberg ice is also influenced 
by temperature, porosity, grain size, strain rate and confinement. In general the ice 
becomes weaker and softer with increasing temperature, porosity and grain size. The 
effect of the strain rate (loading rate) was discussed by Schulson (2001) (Figure 3-1). 
Strength increases with increasing strain rate until brittle failure takes over after which 
strength decreases. There exists a transition from ductile to brittle, with a strain rate of 

310	 . In iceberg collisions, it is believed that the strain rate is greater than the transition 
value, as discussed by Liu et al. (2011a) and Derradji-Aouat (2005).  

Figure 3-1 Ice strength plotted against strain rate, from Schulson (2001) 

During a collision with structures, ice within the contact area undergoes large 
confinement and compression (Figure 3-2). High-pressure zones exist in these areas, 
which may be as high as 70 MPa. For ice features next to the edge, spall and extrusion 
are more likely. A phase change from ice to water is possible in these small areas. Thus, 
for high hydrostatic pressures, the ability of ice to resist deviatoric stresses is reduced. 
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Yield-surface techniques, such as von Mises, Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb, 
cannot model this phenomenon.  

Researchers have tried to use proper yield surfaces to assess the maximum ice loads 
delivered to ship structures (e.g., Riska, 1980; Nadreau and Michel, 1986; 
Derradji-Aouat, 2000; 2003; Bjornar, 2001; Heinonen, 2004). It was concluded that a 
shear-cap yield surface, such as that of “Tsai-Wu” (e.g., Tsai and Wu, 1971) could 
simulate ice-impact behaviours. 

Figure 3-2 Schematic illustration of the main process of spalling, extrusion and 
high-pressure zone formation, from Jordaan (2001). 

Numerical ice models for simulations are not well established. Carney et al. (2006) 
presented an ice model for high-strain-rate ice impacts that was designed for very 
high-velocity collisions (on the order of 100 m/s). Gagnon (2008) simulated growler 
impacts to ships with a ‘crushable foam’ material model to simulate the ice behaviour; 
the model was developed by Hallquist (2007). However, input for the “crushable foam”
model suffered from the lack of a physical explanation. Further, ice cracks and damage 
were not considered.  

In this thesis, a simple plastic model was proposed. This material model was based on 
plasticity theory and was strain-rate independent. The ‘Tsai-Wu’ yield surface and 
associated flow rule were combined to describe the constitutive behaviours of iceberg 
ice.  

3.2  Yield surface of iceberg ice 
The determination of yield function f  for iceberg ice should be based on triaxial 
experimental data. Jones (1982) has done a series of experiments with polycrystalline 
ice under triaxial stress state. The strain rate ranges from 6 11.4 10 s	 	� to 2 11.4 10 s	 	� and
the confining pressure varied from 0.1 to 85 MPa. All tests were performed at -12ºC. 
Nadreau and Michel (1986) summarized the data by Jones and proposed a ‘Teardrop’
shaped yield surface which agrees quite well with Jones’ data (Figure 3-3). Nadreau and 
Michel’s yield surface can be written as a function of the stress invariants: 

3 2
1 1 1 2( ) 1 0ijf aI bI cI dJ� � � � � 	 � (3.1)
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with 1I being the first invariant of the stress tensor and 2J the second invariant of the 
deviatoric stress tensor, , , ,a b c d are constants which are dependent on material tensile 
and compression strength. One of the main advantages of this formulation is its ability 
to account for the hydrostatic pressure at which ice can take no shear and may be treated 
as water. It is seen that the yield surface expands with increasing strain rate. However, 
this may not apply to iceberg ice. 

Figure 3-3. Teardrop yield surfaces and Jones’ triaxial experiment data,  
reproduced after Jones (1985) and Nadreau (1986). 

Gagnon and Gammon (1995) carried out the triaxial experiments with iceberg and 
glacier ice. Triaxial tests were conducted on cylindrical samples with strain rates 
ranging from 5 14 10 s	 	� to 1 12.7 10 s	 	� , and confining pressure ranging from 0 to 13.8 
MPa. The temperature varied: -1ºC, -6ºC, -11ºC and -16ºC. Even though the available 
experimental data cover a limited span of hydrostatic pressures (Figure 3-4), a similar 
elliptical yield envelop as Nadreau for the iceberg ice is proposed as by Derradji-Aouat 
(2000):

2 2

max

1
c

p
p

� � �
�

� � � �	 	
� �� � � �

� � � �
(3.2)

where � , maxq ,� , cp are constants.� is the octahedral stress and p is the hydrostatic 
pressure. Figure 3-4 shows the yield surface proposed by Derradji-Aouat for the iceberg 
ice for a temperature of -1ºC. 
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Figure 3-4. Elliptical yield surfaces for iceberg ice, reproduced after Derradji-Aouat (2000). 

Mathematically, the yield surface proposed by Derradji-Aouat (2000) is the same as the 
so called “Tsai-Wu” yield surface for the condition 0� � . The Tsai-Wu yield surface 
has been used for modelling of ice mechanics for years, see Liukkonen and Kivimaa 
(1991), Riska and Frederking (1987), Løset and Kvamsdal (1994) and Kierkegaard 
(1993). However, its application to integrated FEM simulation of structure – iceberg 
impacts has not been done before. 

The Tsai-Wu yield surface for isotropic material is usually written in following form: 
2

0 1 2( , )f p q q a a p a p� 	 � � (3.3)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure, 1

3 3
kk Ip �

� �  and q is the deviatoric stress, 

3 :
2 ij ijq s s� , ijs are the deviatoric stress components, 2a , 1a , 0a  are constants which 

should be fitted to triaxial experimental data. The elliptical yield surface is adopted in 
the present work to describe iceberg behaviour. In order to make the implementation 
convenient, the Tsai-Wu yield surface is rewritten in 2p J	 space as follows: 

2
2 2 0 1 2( , ) ( ) 0f p J J a a p a p� 	 � � � (3.4)

where 2J is the second invariant variable for deviatoric stress tensor, 2
1 :
2 ij ijJ s s� .

Figure 3-5 shows a comparison of the recommended inputs based on various data 
sources in 2p J	 space. It is seen that there are big differences existing which are due 
to the different data sources and the fitting methods used to approach the experimental 
data sets. 
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Figure 3-5  Illustration of Tsai-Wu yield surface in 2p J	  space. 

3.3  The new numerical ice model (Paper [II]) 
The Tsai-Wu yield surface was chosen in the present research to describe the 
constitutive behaviour of iceberg ice in various loading conditions. The numerical 
material model with a Tsai-Wu yield surface was successfully implemented into the 
commercial code LS-DYNA 971 through a user-defined subroutine. A cutting-plane 
algorithm was employed to map the plasticity back to the yield surface in numerical 
simulations (Simo and Hughes, 1998). The yield surface was obtained from the curves 
fitted to the triaxial experimental data. The temperature and strain-rate influence on 
iceberg strength were discussed in detail by the authors; see Liu et al. (2011a). The 
difference in strength between the tensile and compression states was described with a 
cut-off pressure cutp .

Numerical simulation of ice cracks is still a large challenge. A common way to simulate 
failure is to use an erosion technique in which elements violating the failure criterion are 
deleted. Erosion is an easy and efficient procedure and was employed in the present 
work. Prior experience has shown that erosion does not simulate elastic or brittle 
failures very well due to stress-wave issues (Liu, Amdahl and Løset, 2009). Therefore, 
the ice was assumed to be perfectly elastic and plastic. An empirical, user-defined 
element failure criterion based on the stress state and the effective plastic strain was 
introduced (Figure 3-6). In this manner, a quasi-brittle material model was proposed and 
successfully simulated using the commercial code LS-DYNA 971.

Unlike level ice-structure interactions, the ice in an iceberg impact is well confined. 
Hydrostatic pressure plays an important role during this process. As discussed by 
Schulson (2002) and Schulson and Duval (2009), hydrostatic pressure and friction may 
trigger different failure mechanisms, namely frictional or Coulombic faults and 
non-frictional or plastic faults (Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-6 Schematic sketches of two kinds of compressive shear fault. Coulombic faults form under 
lower degrees of confinement. Plastic faults form under higher degrees of triaxial confinement, from 

Schulson and Duval (2009) 

Coulombic faults are mainly due to shear forces at relatively low confinement pressures, 
while plastic faults develop under conditions where confinement is sufficient to 
suppress friction sliding. Taking iceberg impacts as an example, ice particles suffer 
shear forces at the very beginning. Numerically, ice elements should be kept during this 
phase until shear forces reach a certain value after which the ice elements may be 
ejected away as discussed by Schulson (2010). Thus, the failure criterion should 
become easier to satisfy, as pressure increases during Coulombic faults. However, the 
ice failure mechanism can also enter a plastic-fault phase. In a plastic-fault phase, the 
ice will be much stiffer due to the increasing hydrostatic pressure. Thus, the failure 
criterion should be more difficult to reach as pressure increases. This understanding of 
the failure criterion proposed in present study agrees the investigations carried out by 
Jordaan, Matskevitch and Meglis (1999). In that study, damage theory was used instead. 
Pioneering work done by Liu et al. (2009) proposed a U-shaped strain-based failure 
criterion to simulate ice-fracture mechanics and showed promising results.  

Finally, an empirical failure criterion, as follows, was proposed in the present doctoral 
thesis; see Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6).  

2 :
3

p p p
eq ij ij� � �� (3.5)

2
0

2

( 0.5)f
p
p

� �� � 	 (3.6)

where p
eq� is the equivalent plastic strain; p

ij� is the plastic strain tensor; f� is the failure 
strain; 0� is the initial failure strain, which should be adjusted according to 
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experimental data; and 2p is the larger root of the yield function. If p
eq f� �  or if the 

pressure is less than the cut-off pressure cutp , erosion is activated. This failure criterion 
is based on trial-and-error and is purely empirical. Only one input parameter ( 0� ) is 
needed (Figure 3-7). 

Figure 3-7 Illustration of the failure criteria curve (p2=100 MPa). 

3.4  Validation 

The validation of the new ice model has been performed by conducting numerical 
examples. As one of the examples, the experiment carried out by Johnson (1987) was 
used to validate present iceberg model (Figure 3-8). 

Figure 3-8 Sketch of test arrangement at Pond Inlet, from Daley (1994). 
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The pressure was calculated by dividing the contact force by the nominal contact area, 
which depends on the penetration distance. Good agreement between simulations and 
tests was obtained if the contact area is larger than 0.3 m2 (Figure 3-9). Initially, the 
simulation predicted a significantly higher pressure than that recorded in the 
experiments (contact area less than 0.3 m2). As discussed by Johnson (1987), significant 
noise in the experimental displacement curves caused difficulty in precisely locating the 
penetration distance in the beginning of denting. This may explain the large 
discrepancies for small contact areas. However, the simple iceberg material model 
yielded promising results and agrees reasonably with the ISO-ALIE design curve (ISO, 
2010).

Figure 3-9 Numerical results and experimental data (pressure with nominal contact area).

3.5  Application example 

Present iceberg material model has been successfully applied to simulate the head-on 
collision between iceberg and ship. The simulation was carried out in the same 
environment as that used in the previous validations. Figure 3-10 shows that the strain 
energy was dissipated in both the iceberg and the ship structure for the bow collision 
with iceberg and rigid wall. In scenario A, the penetration distance corresponding to an 
energy dissipation of 18.2 MJ is 1.5 m; the ship structure undergoes minor plastic 
deformations while the iceberg dissipates most of the energy (Figure 3-11(a)). In other 
words, the ship bow structure is strong enough to crush the iceberg. For scenario B, 75.5 
MJ is dissipated for a penetration distance of 3.9 m. Both the ship bow and the iceberg 
experience large plastic deformations. Ice particles have been eroded extensively 
(Figure 3-11(b)), and the bow is subjected to significant crushing behaviour. It is 
interesting to see that there is a ‘maximum crushing distance’ for the ship bow 
corresponding to the present ice material model. From this point, the bow structure 
begins to undergo significant permanent deformation (see the turning point symbol ( ) 
in Figure 3-10). This takes place for a penetration of 1.7 m, which corresponds to an 
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internal energy dissipation of 25 MJ. Using the results of the external mechanics 
calculations, the associated iceberg mass is estimated to be 1,750 t. In other word, if the 
iceberg is heavier than 1,750 t in the present scenario, the bow will be crushed. In future 
studies, a failure criterion will be included for the steel material so that tearing of the 
shell plating can be accounted for as well (Chapter 4).  

Figure 3-10 Internal Energy vs. Penetration distance 

Figure 3-11 Bow and iceberg deformation (penetration distance=1.5 m (a), 3.9 m (b)). 
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Chapter 4 

Integrated Numerical Analysis 

The integrated numerical analysis of an iceberg collision with foreship and ship side 
structures has been successfully performed. The newly developed iceberg material 
model in Chapter 3 was used. This work was presented in Paper [III] by Liu, Amdahl 
and Løset (2011b) and Paper [IV] by Liu, Amdahl and Løset (2011c). 

4.1  Introduction 

Due to the complexity mechanical behaviours of iceberg ice, researches on simulating 
the iceberg and structure interactions are mainly conducted by neglecting the iceberg 
behaviours, as discussed by Liu et al. (2011a). For a realistic design against an 
accidental iceberg impact, we require knowledge about the iceberg shape and a 
continuum mechanics model of icebergs, in addition to iceberg mass and speed. Both 
issues are associated with substantial challenges. 

The integrated analysis of ship-iceberg collisions in this chapter means that the 
deformations of both ship and iceberg are taken into consideration in the non-linear 
finite element simulations. This analysis corresponds to the shared-energy design 
method in the ALS design stage. To authors’ knowledge, this was the first attempt to 
simulate both iceberg and structure deformations at the same time. A comprehensive 
discussion based on the results of numerical simulation was presented. 

The demand for energy dissipation is another issue of importance. The iceberg with its 
associated added mass represents a kinetic energy, where the impact speed often is 
largely governed by the ship speed. Only a fraction of the kinetic energy must, however, 
be dissipated as strain energy. Depending on the collision geometry, a significant part of 
the impact energy will remain as kinetic energy. This determination is conveniently 
made by splitting the analysis into two tasks, namely, an assessment of i) external 
mechanics and ii) internal mechanics. The result of external mechanics is the demand 
for energy dissipation. This result provides a useful perspective on the amount of 
deformations that is to be expected in the structure and the ice. The distribution of 
damage and energy dissipation is determined in the integrated analysis of internal 
mechanics. A major objective of the present work was to study the distribution of 
damage in the ship and the iceberg as a function of the relative strength of the two 
structures. A further objective was to determine the size of iceberg impacts that a typical 
tanker can resist without jeopardising the acceptance criteria. 
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Two collision scenarios were proposed (Figure 4-1), namely the iceberg collision with 
foreship and ship side structures, which were presented in Paper [III] and [IV] 
respectively. 

Figure 4-1 Scenarios of iceberg collision with ship. 

4.2  Material models 

The steel material model which used was developed by Aslos, Amdahl and Hopperstad 
(2009). The so called ‘power law’ relationship was used to simulate the stress-strain 
plastic behaviour. The RTCL damage criterion was employed in the integrated analysis 
in case steel fracture and crack happens in the simulation. Detailed information can be 
found in the paper by Aslos et al. (2009). The key data for the steel model are listed in 
Table 1. To investigate the relative stiffness between ship and iceberg, the yield stress 

y� has been varied from 75 MPa, 125 MPa, 150 MPa, 235 MPa and 285 MPa and 
,K n are adjusted accordingly. 

Table 1. Steel material model inputs. 

Items Value 
Density ! 7.89"103  kg/m3

Young’s modulus E 210 GPa 
Poisson ratio# 0.3 

Yields stress y� 285 MPa 
Strength index K  740 MPa 

Strain index n 0.24 

The iceberg material model was developed by Liu, Z. et al. (2011a), which is based on 
the so called Tsai-Wu yield surface. Chapter 2 has presented details about this new ice 
model. The data obtained based on the work done by Derradji-Aouat (2000) can be used 
for simulation of local structure deformation. The data for the present iceberg material 
model are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Iceberg material model inputs. 

Items Value (Derradji-Aouat, 2000) 
Constant 0a 22.93 MPa2

Constant 1a 2.06 MPa 
Constant 2a -0.023 

Initial failure strain 0� 0.01 
Young’s modulus  E 9.5 GPa 

Density ! 900 kg/m3

4.3  Iceberg collision with foreship structures (Paper [III]) 

4.3.1 Ship and iceberg models 
A FPSO designed for abnormal ice condition was adopted for the numerical simulations 
(Figure 4-2).  

Figure 4-2 Proposed iceberg shapes. (a) Foreship model, (b) R=2000 mm, (c) R=1000 mm. 
Notice that (a,b,c) are not at the same scale level. 

The end of the ship bow structure was fixed. The ship bow structure was big enough to 
minimize the boundary influences to the results. The iceberg was free to move against 
the ship bow with velocity of 4000 mm/s. Vertically, collision positions were placed at 
the middle of two vertical stringers (side view in Figure 4-3). Horizontally, two 
locations were considered, one was on the top of the web frame and the other was 
located in the middle of two web frames (top view in Figure 4-3) 
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Figure 4-3 Illustration of collision location. 

4.3.2 Results 
Prior to the detailed discussion regarding to internal mechanics, the external mechanics 
of iceberg collision with foreship structures was discussed. According to Liu and 
Amdahl (2010), the maximum dissipated energy in a collision between ship and iceberg 
is reached if the impact is purely plastic and central (collision force through centre of 
gravity), as discussed in section 2.5 of Chapter 2 in present thesis. Eq.(2.29) can be 
rewritten as: 

2
0

1
2 icebergE M v$� � (4.1)

where ,ship icebergM M are the mass of ship and iceberg respectively. Generally, the added 
mass factor should be considered, see the discussion in Liu and Amdahl (2010). 
However for simplicity, it was simply neglected in present discussion. 

1 (1 ) ( )iceberg ship ship ship icebergM M M M M$ � � � � , and $ is usually close to 1 in this 
research as focused was place on growler or bergy bits collisions with ship structures. 
Say a ship with 150,000 tons collides with an iceberg of 1,000 tons, then 150 151$ � .

ˆ ˆship icev v v� � 	 is the relative velocity between ship and iceberg. The demand for energy 
dissipation in a ship-iceberg collision may therefore be expressed as follows based on 
Eq. (4.2): 

0E E%� (4.2)

where %  is a factor that depends on a variety of parameters, such as the collision 
position, the water line angle, the frame angle of ship, the relative centre of gravity 
(COG) position and the velocity direction between the ship and iceberg. To quantify the 
value of %  is a challenge. The work done by Fuglem, Muggeridge and Jordaan (1999) 
sheds light on how to assess% . As to the iceberg and ship collision case, if we consider 
the iceberg collision with the foreship structure as the most likely scenario, a factor of 
0.3 may be conservatively assumed based on previous study by Liu and Amdahl (2010). 
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Figure 4-4 E versus v� .

The demand for strain energy dissipation for foreship collisions with different iceberg 
sizes is plotted in Figure 4-4 as a function of the relative speed based on Eq. (4.2). For 
example, if an iceberg with a size of 5000 tons collides with the foreship of a 150000 
tons vessel with a relative velocity of 5 m/s, then the estimated total dissipated energy is 
18.2MJ. If the iceberg size is 10000 tons, the demand for energy dissipation becomes 
35.2MJ. These values are comparable to present criteria for accidental collisions with 
platforms in the North Sea (14MJ for supply vessels, 40-60 MJ high energy collisions 
with passing vessels, see Moan, Amdahl, Wang et al. (2003)). The required energy can 
either be dissipated as strain energy in the vessel or by crushing of ice or both 
“structures”. Such value gives a direct measurement on the damage extent if we connect 
it with the following internal mechanics analysis. 

Prior to discussing how the deformation and energy dissipation are shared by the ice 
and the ship structure in the integrated analysis, it is interesting to investigate how ice 
pressures develop on the contact surface. The ice pressures were obtained by assessing 
the output data of contact pressure per node, which corresponds to a square mesh of size 
0.014 m2 (120 × 120 mm2) in the present simulation (Hallquist, 2007). Gagnon, R. 
(2008) used a new impact panel to measure forces and pressures during collisions of a 
ship with bergy bits - and small icebergs. It was concluded that the contact zones 
consisted of relatively small regions of hard ice (pressure in the range of 8-20 MPa for 
contact areas varying from 0.002 m2 to 0.03 m2) usually surrounded by a larger area of 
softer pulverized ice, where the pressure was around 2.5 MPa. To compare with this 
finding, the contact pressures in the numerical simulation were investigated. 
Screenshots of the contact pressure at time 0.005 s and 0.15 s are presented in Figure 
4-5(a, b). The contact pressure at the very beginning (at time 0.005 s) is in the range of 
16-37 MPa. The maximum contact pressure at time 0.15 is 15.5 MPa (red colour in 
Figure 4-5(b)). The high contact pressure points in the range of 8-15.5 MPa at 0.15 s are 
distributed randomly within the contact surface. Several nodes are picked up for 
investigation, as shown by Figure 4-5(c). It is seen that the contact pressure in the centre 
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area is generally higher than that in the area close to the edge. This is as expected since 
the ice at the centre area is well confined. The failure criterion embedded in the material 
model which determines the “erosion” of ice elements plays an important role on 
inducing such big variation of contact pressure as Figure 4-5(b) presents. However, 
other reasons, e.g. the dynamic stress wave and the contact algorithm used by LS-DYNA
may also exist. Anyway, it still provides a reasonable good ice impact loads to the ship 
structure.

Figure 4-5. (a) Screenshot of the contact pressure (unite: MPa) on the ship outer hull, at time 0.25 s. (b) 
Contact pressure variation for those nodes picked within contact area, at time 0.25s. 

A comprehensive discussion based on simulation results has been performed afterwards. 
The discussions include the investigation of contact pressure to patches with different 
sizes (Figure 4-6), the load-deformation curve (Figure 4-7), iceberg shapes and also the 
collision locations. Some of the conclusions are as follows: 

� Impacts with the icebergs with modelled properties will not cause severe 
damage to the ice strengthened foreship with the nominal yield strength 
of 285 MPay� � studied, The maximum deflection of the side is 137 mm; 

� If the ship structure is not designed as strong as the present model, then the 
iceberg impact may cause severe damage to the structure side. Severe 
penetration and fracture is observed in the case when 75 MPay� � ;

� In all the simulations, the stiffeners beneath the contact area are subjected to 
significant folding and can not effectively support the forces created in the 
plating. If not hit directly the stringers and web frames may support the 
membrane forces produced in the side when it undergoes finite deformations;   

� Icebergs may take on infinitely many shapes. Both on macroscopic and local 
level. Some few attempts have been made to characterize iceberg shapes, but 
accepted standards for iceberg shapes is far from being established by the 
engineering community, probably because the need for this has not even  been 
recognized up to now. In ALS analysis the need for characterizing iceberg 
shapes can no longer be circumvented. In lieu of relevant data, it is proposed to 
approach the iceberg shape issue from the ship scantlings point of view. It is 
proposed to use the aspect ratio rA  to describe the shapes of the leading edges 
of icebergs. And it is further suggested that rA  can be defined in the structure 
damage point of view. 
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Figure 4-6 Contact pressure for a loading patch of 16nodes (0.22m2) located at the contact area centre. 
Rigid vs. Integrated. 

Figure 4-7  Load-deformation curves, R=2000mm. 

4.4  Iceberg collision with ship side structures (Paper [IV]) 

4.4.1 Ship and iceberg models 
The ship structure model here is based on the side scantlings of a FPSO tanker which 
has been designed for ice loads (Figure 4-8).  

Generally speaking, two categories, namely “sharp” and “blunt” iceberg profiles are 
proposed. Both “sharp” and “blunt” can be simply represented by revolving a parabolic 
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or a circle profile line about its symmetry axis. The iceberg profiles based on different 
parabolic or circle lines are created. The 3D iceberg shapes can be easily obtained by 
revolving the profile lines with the X-axis for 360°. In this paper, the iceberg shapes are 

modelled based on the parabolic line 21
500

X Y� 	 , and half circle lines, 2 2 2( )Y X r r� � � ,

where r  equals to 1000 mm, 2000 mm and 3000 mm. All the icebergs modelled have 
the same height of 2000 mm along the X-axis. Thus, a round platform is additionally 
attached to the half sphere when 1000 mmr � with an inclination angle of 025 . The final 
iceberg shapes are presented in Figure 4-9. 

Figure 4-8 The side structure model with illustrations on boundary conditions and collision locations. 

Figure 4-9 FEM models for local iceberg part (Parabola, round platform plus half sphere and sphere).  

The locations of the initial contact during the ship-iceberg collision are assumed to be in 
the middle of the structure model, thus the influence of the boundary conditions’ is 
minimized. Three typical locations are proposed, as seen in Figure 4-8. If we 
considering a grid (2215 mm×600 mm) between stringer/web frame and two 
longitudinal stiffeners, the three points A,B,C are distributed evenly along this grid. 
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4.4.2 Results 
The iceberg and side ship collision has been simulated. Results are presented by the 
deflection of ship structure or the energy dissipation with iceberg displacement (Figure 
4-10). The simulated iceberg damage patterns are illustrated in Figure 4-11. The 
collision location shows significant influence when both the iceberg and side structure 
endure large deformation. The web frame and stringer support in the cases of types A 
and C increases the side structure stiffness significantly compared to the case of type B 
where the location of collision is in the middle of spacing. The integrated analyses differ 
a lot from the rigid analyses in most cases. And the difference is highly dependent on 
the iceberg profiles. The iceberg with “sharp” profile has the biggest difference while 
the “blunt” has little. In the present study, when the radius of circle profile is bigger 
than 2000 mm, the iceberg will be stiff as rigid; thus, the rigid analysis is valid in such 
cases.

Figure 4-10. Maximum deflections of outer shell with the iceberg displacement. 

Figure 4-11 Iceberg damage patterns. 
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Chapter 5 

Residual Strength Assessment 

The residual strength of damaged ship structure has been analysed by analytical and 
numerical methods. The results was presented in Paper [V] by Liu and Amdahl 
(2011).

5.1  Introduction 

Even not explicitly expressed in Paper [V], the method used here can be also applied 
to investigate the residual strength of ship after the collision with icebergs. As 
investigation performed in previous chapter, if the ice strengthened ship structure 
collides with bergy bits or growlers, the probably damaged caused will be only 
moderate dent. Fracture may not happen in such cases. Paper [V] presented both 
numerical and analytical methods on how to assess the residual strength of such 
damaged ship structures. 

The double bottom structure of a 140,000 m3 shuttle tanker was the subject of the 
present study (Figure 5-1). The damage was simulated by colliding the double bottom 
structure with rigid indentors in LS-DYNA 971. Subsequent to the introduction of the 
damage, the double bottom was subjected to compression created by forced inward 
displacement of the boundaries. The forced displacement should mimic global 
bending of the hull girder. In pure bending and in the elastic phase the displacement 
will vary linearly over the double bottom height 

Figure 5-1 Profile and dimensions of the double bottom model. 
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As shown in Figure 5-2, the boundary conditions were divided into three groups: the 
forward (FOR) frame, the afterward (AFT) Frame, and the centre nodes. The 
six-degree constraints for all three groups are also listed in Figure 5-2, in which 1 
indicates fixed and 0 indicates free. The symmetry conditions were imposed on the 
centre line nodes. The nodes for the AFT and FOR frames were rigidly connected and 
behaved as a rigid section. The nodes for the AFT frame were fixed on the X, Y and Z 
displacements, and the rotation was free about the Y axis. A bending moment was 
applied. The nodes on the FOR frame had fixed displacement on the Y axis and fixed 
rotation about the Z axis. These conditions were due to the combined compression 
and bending loads added to these nodes in the simulation. These boundary conditions 
cause the membrane forces during the denting stage in the simulation to be balanced 
by the middle span of the total double bottom structure. 

Figure 5-2 The boundary conditions. 

Besides the numerical simulation, analytical method was developed. To obtain the 
residual strength of damaged ship structures, the end-shortening curves for damaged 
stiffeners are crucial. Two simplified models were proposed, namely the elastic and 
rigid-plastic method (purely analytical) and the 3-span single stiffener model 
(semi-analytical). 

5.2  The new models (Paper [V]) 

5.2.1 Elastic and Rigid-plastic method 
A new damage model for stiffener was proposed, as shown in Figure 5-3. The 
following relations apply: 

e
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where ,e e
w fh b are effective web height and flange width after damage, 
 is the 

tripping angle. The effective web height and flange width is used instead of 
,w fh b when calculating the section properties in the N M	 relationship.   

Figure 5-3  The simplified damage mechanics at the cross section of a stiffener 

5.2.2 A 3-span single stiffener method 

A 3-span single stiffener method was also developed. The boundary conditions were 
listed as seen in Figure 5-4. 

Figure 5-4 Illustration of the boundary conditions and the damage pattern  
for the single-stiffener model 

5.3  Results 
Firstly, the residual strength of damaged double bottom structure was presented based 
on the simulations, as seen in Figure 5-5. It was interesting to observe that for a given 
number of damaged stiffeners, the peak resistance B shows fairly small sensitivity to 
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level of indentation, while the resistance A at buckling of outer panels is significantly 
more sensitive. In other words, initial buckling is considerably influenced by the level 
of denting, while the resistance of the damaged stiffeners, which are well into the 
post-collapse region at point B, does not depend that much on the denting. 

Figure 5-5 Ultimate strength of the bottom, Case intact and Case 150d.

Secondly, analytical and semi-analytical methods were developed to assess the 
residual strength of damaged stiffeners. The residual strength of damaged ship bottom 
structures was finally predicted, as seen in Figure 5-6 for the case of 50mm denting 
distance. Generally, good results were obtained. 

Figure 5-6 Results for the 50 mm denting cases.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recommendations for future work 

6.1  Conclusions 

The present doctoral thesis represents comprehensive research regarding the external 
and internal mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions. The residual strength of damaged 
ship structures was assessed as well. These research results have been all published in 
journal and peer-reviewed conference articles. To give an overview of the present 
doctorial work, the following conclusions are summarised. 

6.1.1 External mechanics 
To investigate the external mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions, a 3D impact theory 
was developed (Paper [I]). Stronge’s 3D impact theory was successfully applied to 
describe ship collision problems.  

The new formulation of impact mechanics was developed under a “local frame” 
system, which is determined by the geometry of the ship at the contact point. All 
variables in the equations of motion were formulated under the local frame system. A 
transformation matrix from the global to the local frame system was established by 
introducing the definition of hull angles. The equations of motion were solved with 
proper boundary conditions, which included the definitions of friction and the slide 
and stick mechanisms during impact.  

Numerical examples showed that the 3D method degenerates to the existing 2D 
method if the ship side is vertical and the vertical eccentricity is neglected. Excellent 
agreement between the present 3D method and the existing 2D method was obtained. 
However, the new 3D method shows that the energy to be dissipated as strain energy 
is significantly influenced by vertical eccentricity when the collision takes place amid 
ships, which means that the 2D method may overestimate impact energy by 
neglecting vertical eccentricity. 

The new 3D impact theory was successfully applied to analyse ship-iceberg collisions. 
The results showed that the existing 2D theory may produce very conservative values 
for the energy ratio. The normal frame angle of the ship influences the energy ratio 
significantly. The worst frame angle for the iceberg collision is in the range of 20 to
30 .
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6.1.2 Ice material modelling 
To facilitate the research on the internal mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions, a 
numerical model of icebergs was developed (Paper [II]). The new ice material model 
is based on plasticity theory and is strain-rate independent. An erosion technique was 
adopted to simulate ice fractures. The present model provides a useful tool for ALS
design of ship structures with respect to iceberg impact loads.  

The material model consists of two parts: a perfectly elastic, plastic material model 
and a user-defined failure criterion. The difference in strength between the tensile and 
compression states is described by a cut-off pressure. The perfectly elastic, plastic 
material model is described by a yield surface called “Tsai-Wu” and the associated 
flow rule. The inputs of the “Tsai-Wu” yield surface should be derived from triaxial 
experimental test data from iceberg samples. The effects of a temperature gradient 
may also be taken into account. Although the present material model is strain-rate 
independent, a discussion regarding the strain-rate’s influence on the mechanical 
properties of the ice was performed. It was concluded that the strain rate during an 
iceberg-ship collision is usually high, larger than 3 110 s	 	 , where the iceberg ice should 
be in brittle failure mode. The user-defined failure criterion is based on the hydrostatic 
pressure and an effective plastic strain. It was developed from ice-fracture mechanics 
and trial-and-error numerical simulations. The new ice material model was 
successfully implemented into the commercial code LS-DYNA 971 by user-defined 
subroutines. The “Cutting-plane” algorithm was adopted for the numerical 
calculations of plasticity development in the material model. 

Numerical examples showed that the present model yields good results. The 
rigid-wall numerical example showed that the ice model may produce different 
pressure-area relationships based on various input parameters of the yield surface. The 
numerical denting test showed that the ice model can produce good results compared 
to experimental data. The simulation undergoes mesh convergence and the 
computational time is acceptable. 

The application of the present material model to the simulation of a head-on 
iceberg-ship collision was successfully performed. During such a collision, the ship’s 
bow and the iceberg share the total dissipated energy. The iceberg dissipates most of 
the energy initially. In the scenario analysed, the bow will be crushed if the iceberg is 
heavier than 1,750 tons. 

6.1.3 Integrated numerical analysis 
The internal mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions involve research on both ship 
structures and icebergs. Internal-mechanics research is extremely challenging due to 
the lack of proper numerical models for ice. With the developed model, detailed 
research on the internal mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions was performed by 
conducting integrated numerical analysis. Two collision scenarios were investigated, 
namely iceberg collisions with foreship structures (Paper [III]) and with ship-side 
structures (Paper [IV]).  

Integrated numerical analysis of iceberg collisions with foreship structures (Paper 
[III]). 
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The integrated numerical analysis of iceberg collisions with foreship structures 
involves discussions of both the external and internal mechanics. The steel model of 
Aslos et al. (2009) and the iceberg model of Liu et al. (2011a) were applied 
successfully in numerical simulations. This represents the first recognition of 
equivalent importance for both iceberg and ship structural deformations in numerical 
simulations. 

For external mechanics, the demanded dissipated energy in an iceberg-foreship 
collision is mainly determined by the iceberg and ship masses and the relative 
velocity between them. A fully plastic impact represents an upper bound for the 
required energy dissipation. Based on typical foreship geometries, it was found that 
the required energy dissipation is only 30% of the energy of plastic impact. Thus, a 
significant amount of energy is transferred into kinetic energy by deflecting the 
iceberg. Large icebergs represent the largest damage potential. However, they are 
more likely to be detected by radar. Presumably, icebergs in the range of 5,000 – 
100,000 tons represent the largest risk from kinetic energy potential and detectability. 
If a 5000-ton iceberg collides with a 150,000-ton ship at a relative velocity of 5 m/s, 
the demand for energy dissipation is 18 MJ. This is not dramatic from an ALS point 
of view. The typical kinetic energy used for supplying vessel collisions in the North 
Sea is 11-14 MJ. FPSO has been shown to resist considerably larger energies before 
puncturing the inner tank. 

For internal mechanics, discussions are mainly conducted based on the simulation 
results generated by LS-DYNA 971 in which the newly developed iceberg numerical 
model was used. The ice material model showed many good features in integrated 
analyses. It gave reasonably good contact pressure values for various sizes of patches. 
The contact pressure in the centre area was generally higher than in the area close to 
the edge. This was expected, as the ice at the centre area is well confined. The 
averaged contact pressure in the core area was around 3.5-4 MPa. Impacts with the 
icebergs as modelled will not cause severe damage to an ice-strengthened foreship 
with the nominal yield strength of 285 MPay� � studied. The maximum deflection 
of the side is 137 mm. If the ship structure is not as strong as the present model, then 
the iceberg impact may cause severe damage to the structure’s side. Severe 
penetration and fracture was observed when 75 MPay� � . In all of the simulations, 
the stiffeners beneath the contact area were subjected to significant folding and could 
not effectively support the forces created in the plating. If hit indirectly, the stringers 
and web frames may support the membrane forces produced in the side for finite 
deformations. Icebergs may take on an infinite number of shapes, both on the 
macroscopic and local level. Few attempts have been made to characterise iceberg 
shapes; accepted standards for iceberg shape is far from being established by the 
engineering community, probably because the need has not yet been recognised. In 
ALS analysis, the need for characterising iceberg shapes can no longer be 
circumvented. In lieu of relevant data, it is proposed to approach the iceberg-shape 
issue from the ship scantlings point of view. We propose the use of the aspect ratio 

rA  to describe the shape of the leading edges of icebergs. It is further suggested that 

rA  can be defined in the structural damage point of view.  

Integrated numerical analysis of iceberg collisions with ship side structures (Paper 
[IV]). 
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Similar to the previous subsection, an integrated numerical analysis of iceberg 
collisions with ship side structures was performed. The main focus of this research 
was to investigate the influences of different iceberg shapes and collision positions. 
For comparison, rigid analyses were also performed. In total, 24 numerical 
simulations were carried out.  

The iceberg profiles in the present study were simplified by revolving a parabolic or a 
circular line about an axis. An iceberg with a parabolic profile ( 21 500y x� ) will be 
crushed by a ship, and an icebergs with a circular profile 
( 2 2 2( )Y X r r� 	 � , 3000 mmr � ) is sufficiently stiff to crush the side structure. 
When 1000r mm�  or 2000 mm , the iceberg and side structure share the energy 
during the collision in the integrated analyses. In the rigid analyses, the “sharp” 
profiles represented by the first and second profiles 
( 21 500y x� and 2 2 2( 1000) 1000Y X� 	 � ) penetrate the side structure. In the 
integrated analyses, no fracture was observed in the side structure in any case. 

The collision location showed significant influence on the outcome when both the 
iceberg and the side structure endured large deformations. The web frame and stringer 
provided support for types A and C and increased the side structure stiffness 
significantly compared to type B, where the location of collision was in the middle of 
the spacing. 

The integrated analyses differed greatly from the rigid analyses in most cases. 
Moreover, the difference was highly dependent on the iceberg profiles. Icebergs with 
a “sharp” profile showed the greatest difference, whereas the “blunt” profiles showed 
little difference. In the present study, when the radius of the circle profile was greater 
than 2000 mm, the icebergs were as stiff as they were rigid; thus, the rigid analysis is 
valid in such cases. 

6.1.4 Residual strength assessment 
Numerical and analytical assessment of the residual strengths for damaged ship 
structures was carried out. The research object was the double-bottom structure of an 
oil tanker. The damage was simulated with rigid indenters colliding with the outer 
shell of the double-bottom structure. The residual strength was obtained by applying 
compressing forces to both ends of the double bottom, and the bending-moment 
influence was considered.  

The damage caused by the indentation of the bottom stiffeners primarily affected the 
load-bearing capacity of the stiffeners directly subjected to damage. The bending 
moment and the double-bottom height substantially influenced the residual strength of 
the double bottom. 

The peak resistance (buckling strength) of an individual stiffener was significantly 
affected by the indentation level but the pots-buckling resistance at the point of 
ultimate resistance of the entire double bottom was significantly less influenced. The 
method described in the DNV rules was verified again as an effective and accurate 
method to obtain the post-buckling strength of the ship hull. 
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The simplified damage mechanism for the tripping behaviour of stiffened plates was 
developed. Based on this, the shortening curve was obtained by an elastic and rigid 
analysis method, which showed reasonably good results. It provided a quick and 
efficient method to assess the residual strength of the ship structure. 

A single stiffener FEM analysis model was proposed. Force-end shortening 
relationships obtained with the single stiffener model agreed well with those obtained 
from the double-bottom model. 

Results from the analytical and single stiffener analysis may effectively be used to 
generate the residual strength of the double bottom with a large reduction in 
computation time. The application showed that the present method was able to 
estimate the buckling and post-buckling strengths of the double bottom, which 
provide an alternative way to the general Smith’s method. 

6.2  Contributions 
In short, the main contributions of the present doctorial research were as follows. 

� A new formulation of three-dimensional impact mechanics of iceberg and ship 
collisions was developed. The new method showed that the existing 
two-dimensional method overestimated the dissipated energy if vertical 
eccentricity exists in a collision. It provides an efficient tool for assessing the 
external mechanics of iceberg-ship collisions. The presented method was 
successfully applied to calculate the energy dissipation in iceberg-ship 
collisions; 

� A new numerical material model of icebergs was developed and successfully 
implemented in the commercial code LS-DYNA 971. The pressure and area 
relationships recorded in numerical rigid-wall impact tests were comparable 
with the curve recommended by the international standard code. An 
experimental iceberg indenter test was simulated by the present material 
model, and good agreement was achieved. As an application example, the new 
material model successfully simulated a head-on iceberg-ship collision; 

� Integrated numerical analyses of iceberg-ship collisions were successfully 
performed for the first time. The contact pressure was assessed. Good 
pressure-area relationships were obtained in the numerical simulation, which 
proved the validity of the present material model. A comprehensive discussion 
regarding the different structural strengths, iceberg shapes and collision 
locations was successfully performed; 

� Different iceberg shapes were proposed and integrated into the numerical 
simulations. A ship structure will simply crush a “sharp” iceberg while 
suffering significant deformation if it meets a “blunt” iceberg. This pioneering 
work sheds the first light on the consideration of iceberg shape from the 
structural damage point of view; 

� The residual strength of the damaged ship structure was assessed both 
numerically and analytically. A simple damage model and a three-span single 
stiffener model were both developed. These two models provided a quick and 
efficient tool for assessing the residual strength of a damaged ship structure. 
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6.3  Recommendations for future work 

The topic of iceberg and ship collision is quite new and challenging. There are still 
some aspects of the present doctorial thesis that can be further investigated. For 
instance, following listed points may be recommended. 

� The split of external and internal mechanics simplified the problem 
significantly. However, it is still questionable whether such a split reveals the 
true or the worst case scenario. The neglect of all forces except for the impact 
force may lead to an incorrect estimation of the extent of damage to ship 
structure; see the work done by Tabri, K. (2010); 

� The simplified iceberg shapes in the external mechanics is not sufficient to 
derive useful conclusions. More iceberg shapes and sizes are needed, which 
may be created through Monte Carlo simulation. Thus, more convincing 
conclusions may be obtained; 

� Iceberg material modelling is based on the plasticity theory. The “Tsai-Wu” 
yield surface was used to present the constitutive relationships of ice. However, 
the yield surface was not fully used due to the erosion technique adopted in the 
material modelling. Erosion also fails to simulate the crushed ice during an 
impact, which may play an important role. It is suggested that other numerical 
techniques may be alternatively used for this point of view; 

� The integrated analysis of iceberg-ship collisions is a challenging topic. The 
simulation should be goal-oriented rather than general. For instance, in the 
investigation of iceberg shapes, more simulations of different iceberg shapes 
are absolutely necessary. Only from results based on sufficient simulations can 
general conclusions be made; 

� As to the residual strength study, it is suggested that more simulations on the 
end-shortening curve of damaged stiffeners are needed. The proposed models 
can thus be verified in more detail. 
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A new formulation is proposed for the analysis of the impact
mechanics of ship collisions that can be applied to both 2D and
3D cases. It is assumed that the impact force is large, and all other
forces except the impact forces are neglected. The equations of
motion are solved in a local coordinate system, and a trans-
formation matrix between the global and the local coordinate
system is proposed. The mass and inertia properties are formu-
lated in the local coordinate system. The orientation of the local
coordinate system is determined by the hull shape of the struck
ship at the contact point. A closed form solution of the external
mechanics of ship collisions is derived. Excellent agreement with
an alternative 2D formulation for ship–ship collisions is achieved.
The features of the proposed 3D method are demonstrated by
numerical examples. An application of the method to estimate
the required energy dissipation in ship–iceberg collisions is
included. Results and discussions are presented and finally,
conclusions are made.
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1. Introduction

A ship collision is a multi-physical and highly coupled process. However, in the accidental limit state
(ALS), the analysis of collision may conveniently be split into two uncoupled processes: namely,
external mechanics and internal mechanics [1]. The external mechanics deals with rigid body motions
and determines the energy to be dissipated as strain energy. The internal mechanics is concerned with
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how the strain energy is dissipated in the striking and struck objects and involves the assessment of the
structural resistance during large deformations, either by means of a plasticity theory or by using
nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA).

This paper focuses on the external mechanics, and a new formulation for the analysis of the impact
mechanics of ship collisions is presented. The initial motivation for this work is to study ship–iceberg
collisions. Actually, ship–iceberg impact modelling has been continuously developed over recent
decades. Cammaert and Tsinker [2] used a single degree of freedom (1DOF) model to calculate head-on
collisions between a structure and an iceberg. The structure is rigid and non-compliant. Matskevitch
[3,4] presented a simple 3DOF model of ice–structure interaction, which is a two-dimensional (2D)
model that describes the motion of an ice feature in the horizontal plane. The analysis shows that
eccentric impacts decrease the maximum impact force significantly. One pioneering attempt to assess
the 6DOF problem of ice impacts is made by Popov et al. [5] in the form of a three-dimensional (3D)
model. The 6DOF of the ship is well considered, while the ice motion is limited to level ice, and heave,
pitch and roll can be neglected. The friction has been ignored. Accordingly, this model can only be
considered a semi-6DOF solution.

Experience has shown that ship–iceberg impacts, particularly oblique-type collisions, produce
considerable motion in the components of sway, yaw and roll; see Johnston et al. [6]. Thus, modelling
a ship and iceberg collision should take the 6DOF into account for each object involved. In particular, if
the collision happens at the bow of a ship, the shape of the outer shell determines the contact force
direction and has a significant influence on the final dissipated energy; this fact has not been taken into
account in previous studies.

Pedersen and Zhang [1] developed an impact mechanics model of ship–ship collisions. In that
model, the dissipated energy is obtained through the integration of the contact force and relative
motion in each direction. Finally, a closed form for the dissipated energy is obtained. It is only
valid for the 3DOF (2D) case. The formulation is somewhat complicated, and further development
to the 6DOF (3D) case is difficult. Stronge [7] developed an advanced solution for 3D impacts, but
attention is paid to the accelerations and velocities of the objects involved. In this paper, a fully 3D
solution to the ship collision problem is proposed based on Stronge’s work. The 2D case can be
treated as a special case. The vertical contact geometry shape is taken into account. The main
point of this approach is that all equations are formulated in a local coordinate system, which
allows the dissipated energy along each axis in the local coordinate system to be obtained in
a closed form.

In conjunction with ship–iceberg collisions, the shape and inertia properties of the iceberg are
associated with significant uncertainty, notably because the major part of the iceberg is
submerged. Ralph et al. [8] carried out a series of investigations to characterise the underwater
iceberg shapes using a sonar system. The mass of the iceberg can be estimated by empirical
equations on the basis of iceberg’s main dimensions for the part above sea level. For the inertia
properties, a calculation should be made based on the shapes detected. However, in order to
illustrate the application of the present model, a simplified iceberg shape is considered in this
paper.

In the following sections, a review of the impact mechanics models of Pedersen and Zhang
(Section 2) and Stronge (Section 3) is presented. Section 4 describes the present theory in detail.
Section 5 deals with the projection of the present method to the 2D case and its validation. Section 6
is concerned with numerical examples illustrating the characteristics of the present method. An
application to the analysis of a ship–iceberg collision is included in the last part in this section. The
conclusions are presented in Section 7. Appendix A and B show information on the usage of trans-
formation matrices and the empirical equations proposed by Popov et al. [5].

2. Ship impact theory according to Pedersen and Zhang

Three different coordinate systems are established to derive the equations of motion; see Fig. 1. The
XYZ and X0Y0Z0 coordinate systems are defined as global coordinate systems for ship A and ship B,
respectively. (It is noted that the original expression in reference [1] was changed accordingly to keep
the notations consistent in this paper.)
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� The XYZ coordinate system for ship A is fixed to the sea bed. The Z-axis is oriented out of water. The
X-axis lies in the symmetry plane of the striking ship pointing towards the bow. The origin of the
XYZ-system is placed so that the midship section is in the YZ-plane at the moment of contact;

� The X0Y0Z0 coordinate system for ship B is established in the sameway as the XYZ coordinate system
is for ship A;

� The xh coordinate system (corresponding to the*n1
*n3 local coordinate system in this paper, please

refer to Section 3) is located at the contact point C. The x-direction is normal to the impact surface.
The angle between the X-axis and the h-axis is denoted a (the waterline angle, see Section 4), and
the angle between the X-axis and the symmetry plane of the struck vessel is q.

For example, the equations of motion of ship A are given by

M
�
1þ bmx

�
_bvx ¼ �f3sina� f1cosa (1)

M
�
1þ bmy

�
_bvy ¼ �f3cosaþ f1sina (2)

MbR2
zz

�
1þbjzz� _bu ¼ f3

hbycsina�
�bxc � bxa�cosaiþ f1

hbyccosaþ
�bxc � bxa�sinai (3)

whereM is themass of the ship, and bmx; bmy are the addedmass. The subscripts x, y represent the X-axis
and Y-axis, respectively. If there is no explanation, the diacritical mark ^ over a symbol in this paper
expresses that thequantity is formulated in theglobal coordinate system. _bvx; _bvy are theaccelerations. The
dot over a symbol signifies time derivatives. f1, f3 are the impact forces in the local coordinate system,
corresponding to the *n1 and *n3 direction, respectively, see Fig. 1.bRzz is the radius of gyration for yaw
motion,bjzz is the added inertia factor of the ship, and _bu is the angular acceleration. bxa is the coordinate of
the centre of ship A on the X-axis, and bxc; byc give the contact point C in the XYZ coordinate system.

In order to determine the energy to be dissipated through the crushing of the ship structures at the
contact point, Pedersen and Zhang further assume that the ratio between the collision forces parallel
and perpendicular to the impacting surfaces, f1 and f3, are constant during the collision; that is,
f1¼ mn,f3, where mn is the ratio of the impact impulses. For more details, please see reference [1]. If
jm0j< jmnj, the two ships will slide against each other, where m0 is the real friction factor between the
two ships. If jm0j � jmnj, the ships will stick together during the collision. The expressions for the
dissipated energy in these two cases are finally calculated as follows:

a) Sticking case:

E3 ¼ 1
2

1
Dx þ m$Dh

�
1� e2

��
v03

�2
(4)

Fig. 1. The coordinate system used for analysis of a ship–ship collision, after Pedersen and Zhang [1].
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E1 ¼ 1
2

1
1=m$Kx þ Kh

�
v01

�2
(5)

b) Sliding case:

E3 ¼ 1
2

1
Dx þ m0$Dh

�
1� e2

��
v03

�2
(6)

E1 ¼ 1
2

1
1=m0$Kx þ Kh

�
v01 � vt1

�2
(7)

where Dx, Dh, Kx, Kh are expressions derived from equation of motions; please refer to section 2.1 in
reference [1]. v30, v10 are the initial relative velocities in the local xhð*n1*n3Þ coordinate system, v1t is the
final relative velocity in h-axis ð*n1Þ, and e (0� e� 1)is the coefficient of restitution. For an entirely
plastic collision, e¼ 0, and for a perfect elastic collision, e¼ 1.

3. Stronge’s impact mechanics model

Unlike the previous method, one so-called local coordinate system is established to derive the
equations of motion in Stronge’s impact mechanics [7], e.g., *n1

*
n2

*
n3; see Fig. 2. The basic assump-

tions are

� The impact duration is short, and the impact force is large, so all other external forces are
neglected.

� The deformations are limited to a small area within the contact surface.

Consider two bodies that collide at contact point C. The bodies have no displacement constraints
except that they are mutually impenetrable at C. If the surface of at least one of the bodies has
a continuous curvature at C, there is a common tangent plane that constrains point C. First, define
a common normal direction*n that is perpendicular to the common tangent plane. Let*ni, i¼ 1, 2, 3, be
a set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors with *n1 and *n2 at the tangent plane, while *n3 ¼ *n is

Fig. 2. Collision between two rough bodies. The rigid bodies have contact pints C and C0 that are separated by a deformable particle,
after Stronge [7].
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normal to this plane, as shown in Fig. 2. A local coordinate system *
n1

*
n2

*
n3 is established. The bodies

have massesM andM0 and inertia tensorsbI ij andbI 0ij for the secondmoments of their masses at G and G
0
,

respectively. The diacritical mark ^ here indicates the variable is referring to the axes passing through
the centre of gravity, and the prime mark 0 over a symbol is used to distinguish variables for different
collision objects. A direction vector ri connects G to the contact point C, while ri

0
locates C0 relative to G0.

Let bV i and bV 0
i be the velocities of the centres of mass, while ui and ui

0 are the corresponding angular
velocities for the bodies in *ni of the local coordinate system. At the contact points C and C0, the bodies
are subjected to forces Fi and Fi

0
. These contact forces are mutual reactions applying an impulse to each

body. The impulses Pi(t) and Pi(t) are given by

dPi ¼ Fi dt (8)

dP0i ¼ F 0i dt (9)

The equations of translational and rotational motion for each body can be expressed as

M dbV i ¼ dPi (10)

bI ij duj ¼ 3ijkrj dPk (11)

and

M0 dbV 0
i ¼ dP0i (12)

bI 0ij du0
j ¼ 3ijkr

0
j dP

0
k (13)

wherea repeated index (e.g., jor k) indicates summation, and thepermutation tensor 3ijk takes the values
þ1 if the indices are in cyclic order, �1 if the indices are in anticyclic order and 0 for repeated indices.

The velocity of each contact point, Vi and Vi
0
, can be obtained from the velocity of the respective

centre of mass and the relationship between the velocities of two points on a rigid body.

Vi ¼ bV i þ 3ijkujrk (14)

V 0
i ¼ bV 0

i þ 3ijku
0
jr
0
k (15)

Let the relative velocity be

vi ¼ Vi � V 0
i (16)

Any incremental change in the reaction impulses acting on the rigid bodies is equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction if the infinitesimally small deforming element has negligible mass; see Fig. 2.

dpi ¼ dPi ¼ �dP0i (17)

From the above equations, we find

dvi ¼ m�1
ij dpj (18)

where the elements of the inverse inertia matrix m�1
ij are given by

m�1
ij ¼

�
M�1 þM0�1

�
þ 3ikm3jln

�
I�1
kl rmrn þ I0�1

kl r0mr
0
n

�
(19)

The inverse inertia matrix is symmetric, i.e.,m�1
ij ¼ m�1

ji . The following are representative elements:

m�1
11 ¼

�
M�1 þ r22 I

�1
33 � 2r2r3I

�1
23 þ r23 I

�1
22

�
þ
�
M0�1 þ r022 I0�1

33 � 2r02r
0
3I

0�1
23 þ r023 I0�1

22

�
(20)
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m�1
12 ¼

�
M�1 þ r1r3I

�1
23 � r23 I

�1
21 � r1r2I

�1
33 þ r2r3I

�1
31

�
þ
�
M0�1 þ r01r

0
3I

0�1
23 � r023 I0�1

21 � r01r
0
2I

0�1
33 þ r02r

0
3I

0�1
31

�
ð21Þ

m

�1
13 ¼

�
M�1 þ r1r2I

�1
32 � r22 I

�1
31 � r1r3I

�1
22 þ r2r3I

�1
21

�
þ
�
M0�1 þ r01r

0
2I

0�1
32 � r022 I0�1

31 � r01r
0
3I

0�1
22 þ r02r

0
3I

0�1
21

� (22)

In these expressions, it should be noted that the matrix Iij of moments and products of inertia has an
inverse, which is denoted by I�1

ij , e.g., I�1
21 ¼ ðbI13bI23 �bI12bI33Þ=detðbI ijÞ.

4. Present method

4.1. Equations of motion

The method is an application of previous studies to ship impacts. The global coordinate system
originates from the COG (centre of gravity) of the ship at the moment when impact occurs. In this way,
it minimises the effect of COG movement. The impact force is assumed to be much larger than other
external forces, e.g., the restoring forces. Taking two ships in collision as an example; see Fig. 3.

The derivation of the equations of motion follows the principles described in Section 3. For
simplicity, the influence of hydrodynamic forces is considered by introducing the addedmass factors in
both themass and inertiamatrices. Consequently, themassM in Stronge’s theory should be replaced by
the mass matrices Mij and Mij

0
. As discussed by Salvesen et al. [9], the mass and inertia matrices are

significantly simplified due to the lateral symmetry of the ship hull (symmetry about the X,Z-plane in
the global coordinate system). If we put the origin of the coordinate system in the COG of the ship, then
the mass and inertia matrices can be assumed to be diagonal matrices with reference to the global
coordinate system, e.g., bMij;

bM 0
ij andbI ij;bI 0ij. However, it does not apply to the iceberg because its shape is

usually irregular. Field measurements are necessary if accurate results are required. To begin,
a simplified iceberg shape can be used. Then, the formation of Mij, Mij

0
and Iij, Iij

0
in the local coordinate

system *n1
*n2

*n3 can be generated if the transformation matrix is known; see the Appendix A. The

Fig. 3. Illustration of a ship–ship collision.
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transformation matrix is presented in the following subsection. Based on the discussion above, Eq. (19)
will be in the following form

m�1
ij ¼

�
M�1

ij þM0�1
ij

�
þ 3ikm3jln

�
I�1
kl rmrn þ I0�1

kl r0mr
0
n

�
(23)

where, for example,

m�1
11 ¼

�
M�1

11 þ r22 I
�1
33 � 2r2r3I

�1
23 þ r23 I

�1
22

�
þ
�
M0�1

11 þ r022 I0�1
33 � 2r02r

0
3I

0�1
23 þ r023 I0�1

22

�
(24)

m�1
12 ¼

�
M�1

12 þ r1r3I
�1
23 � r23 I

�1
21 � r1r2I

�1
33 þ r2r3I

�1
31

�
þ
�
M0�1

12 þ r01r
0
3I

0�1
23 � r023 I

0�1
21 � r01r

0
2I

0�1
33 þ r02r

0
3I

0�1
31

�
ð25Þ

m�1
13 ¼

�
M�1

13 þ r1r2I
�1
32 � r22 I

�1
31 � r1r3I

�1
22 þ r2r3I

�1
21

�
þ
�
M0�1

13 þ r01r
0
2I

0�1
32 � r022 I

0�1
31 � r01r

0
3I

0�1
22 þ r02r

0
3I

0�1
21

�
ð26Þ

Similarly, it should be noticed that the matrix Mij has an inverse, which is denoted by Mij
�1, e.g.,

M21
�1¼ (M13M23�M12M33)/det(Mij).

4.2. Transformation matrix

Generally, the ship motions are described in the global coordinate system XYZ (or X0Y0Z0), as defined
in Section 2; see Fig. 4. The present subsection will demonstrate how to derive the transformation
matrix between the global and the local coordinate system.

The local coordinate system is established according to themethod discussed in Section 2; see Fig. 6.
It is further assumed that the hull shape at the collision point of ship A determines the direction of the
local frame. The following hull angles defined by DNV [10] are used; see Fig. 5:

� a: waterline angle
� b: frame angle
� b

0
: normal frame angle

� g: sheer angle

The various angles are related through the expressions

tanðbÞ ¼ tanðaÞtanðgÞ (27)

tan
�
b0
� ¼ tanðbÞcosðaÞ (28)

Fig. 4. Global coordinate system of the ship.
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Here, the angles a, b0 are chosen as the independent variables because only two angles are
independent.

The direction cosines of the normal direction *n3 at the impact point are follows; see Daley [11]:

cosð*n3XÞ ¼ sinðaÞcos�b0� (29)

cosð*n3YÞ ¼ cosðaÞcos�b0� (30)

cosð*n3ZÞ ¼ �sin
�
b0
�

(31)

We define the intersection line of the collision plane (parallel to the water plane and passing through
the impact point) and the tangential plane as one of the vectors in the tangential plane, say*n1, heading
forward as positive. The cosines are expressed as

cosð*n1XÞ ¼ cosðaÞ (32)

cosð*n1YÞ ¼ �sinðaÞ (33)

Fig. 5. Definition of hull angles.

Fig. 6. Collision point geometry and local coordinate system, modified from Daley [11].
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cosð*n1ZÞ ¼ 0 (34)
*n2 is obtained by taking the cross product of *n1 and *n3. Finally, the transformation matrix from the
global to the local coordinate system of ship A can be written as

Tlg ¼
24 cosðaÞ �sinðaÞ 0
�sinðaÞsin�b0� �cosðaÞsin�b0� �cos

�
b0
�

sinðaÞcos�b0� cosðaÞcos�b0� �sin
�
b0
�
35 (35)

Some special cases for the transformation matrix:

- For a symmetrical collision at the stem, the transformation matrix becomes a¼ 90�, b0 ¼ g:

Tlg ¼
24 0 �1 0
�sinðgÞ 0 �cosðgÞ
cosðgÞ 0 �sinðgÞ

35

- For collision at amidships, a¼ 0�, b¼ b0 ¼ 0:

Tlg ¼
241 0 0
0 0 �1
0 1 0

35
As for ship B, the corresponding transformationmatrix can be obtained by defining the angle q in Fig. 3.
The transformation matrix from ship B to ship A is

Tab ¼
24 cosðqÞ sinðqÞ 0
�sinðqÞ cosðqÞ 0

0 0 1

35 (36)

Thus, the transformation matrix from the global to local coordinate system of ship B is given by

T 0lg ¼ TlgTab (37)

After establishing the transformation matrix, the input parameters in the local coordinate system can
be generated according to the method in Appendix A.

4.3. Derivations of energy dissipation

The impulse in each direction, *ni (i¼ 1,2,3), is given by

dpi ¼ fi dt (38)

where fi is the ith component of the interaction force acting on the infinitesimally small deforming
element in the *ni direction.

The relative acceleration €si in each direction is

€si ¼
dvi
dt

(39)

According to Eqs. (8) and (17),

fi ¼ Fi ¼ �F 0i (40)

By substitution of Eqs. (38) and (39) into Eq. (18), we obtain

€si ¼ m�1
ij fj (41)

The acceleration can be written
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€si ¼
d_si
dsi

dsi
dt

(42)

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41) and integrating over the impact duration t, it can be seen thatZ t

0
m�1

ij fj dsi ¼
Z t

0
_si d_si ¼

1
2

��
vti
�2��v0i �2� ¼ 1

2
Dv2i (43)

where vi
t,vi0 are the relative velocities before and after the collision in the *

ni-direction, and Dvi
2 is the

change of the squared relative velocities vit and vi
0. Note that it is not always positive.

Dv2i ¼ �
vti
�2��v0i �2 ¼ dvi

�
dvi þ 2v0i

�
(44)

where dvi is the relative velocity change in the *
ni-direction:

dvi ¼ vti � v0i (45)

Further,Z t

0
m�1

ij fj dsi ¼ m�1
ij

fj
fi
$

Z t

0
fi dsi ¼ Ei$m

�1
ij

fj
fi

(46)

Substitution of Eq. (46) into Eq. (43) yields

Ei ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
fi dsi

1A ¼ 1
2
$abs

0@ 1

m�1
ij

fj
fi

$Dv2i

1A (47)

where ‘abs’ indicates to calculate the absolute value because the force fi and dsi may be not at the same
direction. If we define an equivalent mass variable mi as follows:

1
mi

¼ m�1
ij

fj
fi

(48)

Then, the dissipated energy has the following form:

Ei ¼
1
2
abs
�
miDv

2
i

�
(49)

Eq. (47) shows that the complicate 6DOF can be simplified to a 1DOF problem in each direction if the
equivalent mass mi and change of the squared relative velocity Dvi

2 can be derived.
To illustrate the usage of mi and Dvi

2, we can consider one simple case, the purely plastic head-on
collision of two spheres. We have bry ¼ br 0y ¼ 0, brz ¼ br 0z ¼ 0 and a¼ 90�, b0 ¼ 0. Based on Appendix A,
the transformation is made, and thus we obtain r1¼ r1

0 ¼ r2¼ r2
0 ¼ 0, r3 ¼ brx and r03 ¼ br 0x corre-

spondingly. According to Eq. (23), we obtain

m3 ¼ 1
M

þ 1
M0 (50)

with

Dv23 ¼ �
�bVx � bV 0

x

�2
(51)

The dissipated energy is calculated as follows through Eq. (47):

E3 ¼ 1
2

1
1
M

þ 1
M0

�bVx � bV 0
x

�2
(52)
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The dissipated energy in the other two directions can be obtained similarly. In this case, they are both
zero; E1¼ E2¼ 0 (Fig. 7).

4.4. Boundary conditions and solutions

4.4.1. Effect of friction
In order to solve Eq. (47), boundary conditions are needed. First, the Amontons–Coulomb theory for

friction is considered; see Johnson [12]. The theory assumes that the friction force is proportional to the
normal component of the reaction. Two friction factors are introduced, namely the normal friction
factor and the tangential friction factor mt.ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f 21 þ f 22

q
¼ mnf3 (53)

f2 ¼ mt f1 (54)

This yields the following relationships:

f1 ¼ mnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q f3 (55)

f2 ¼ mtmnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q f3 (56)

mn is calculated by the impulse ratio in order to determine whether the sticking or sliding mechanism
applies; see Eq. (57). Similarly, mt can be obtained through Eq. (58).

mn ¼ signðdp1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dp21 þ dp22

q
dp3

(57)

mt ¼ dp2
dp1

(58)

where ‘sign’ is defined as follows:

signðxÞ ¼
8<:1 if x > 0

0 if x ¼ 0
�1 if x < 0

(59)

Fig. 7. Example of 1DOF problem.
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4.4.2. Relative velocities
According to the definition in Section 2, we have

vt3 ¼ �ev03 (60)

Then, on the basis of Eq. (44),

Dv23 ¼ �
vt3
�2��v03�2 ¼ �

e2 � 1
��

v03

�2
(61)

For the case where two objects stick together after collision, in which vi
t¼ 0 (i¼ 1,2) and dvi¼�vi

0

(i¼ 1,2), we have

Dv21 ¼ �
vt1
�2��v01�2 ¼ �

�
v01

�2
(62)

Dv22 ¼ �
vt2
�2��v02�2 ¼ �

�
v02

�2
(63)

For the casewhere sliding occurs, Dv12 andDv2
2 cannot be established because dv1 and dv2 are unknown.

They should be calculated through the Eq. (18), which will be presented in following section.

4.4.3. Equations for Ei
According to Eqs. (48), the equivalent mass is derived as follows:

1
m1

¼ m�1
11 þm�1

12 mt þm�1
13

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q
mn

(64)

1
m2

¼ m�1
21

1
mt

þm�1
22 þm�1

23

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q
mnmt

(65)

1
m3

¼ m�1
31

mnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q þm�1
32

mtmnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m2t

q þm�1
33 (66)

As to the determination of mt, mn and Dvi
2, two cases are considered.

a. Sticking case jmnj � jm0j

By substituting Eqs. (61)–(63) into Eq. (18), dpi (i¼ 1,2,3) is obtained. Then mn and mt are determined
by means of Eq. (57). Thus, both mi and Dvi

2 are known, and the dissipated energy in each direction is
found for the sticking case:

E1 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f1 ds1

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m1Dv

2
1

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
�m

�
v01

�2�
(67)

E2 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f2 ds2

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m2Dv

2
2

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
�m2

�
v02

�2�
(68)

E3 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f3 ds3

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m3Dv

2
3

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
m3

�
e2 � 1

��
v03

�2�
(69)
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b. Sliding case, jmnj> jm0j

If sliding occurs, we have

mn ¼ m0 (70)

One additional condition should be introduced to solve Eq. (18) in this case. It is assumed that the
sticking case occurs tentatively, and we thus obtain mt according to the method described above.
Therefore, with m0, mt and dv3, Eq. (18) is solved on the basis of Eqs. (57) and (58). The dvi and dpi
(i¼ 1,2) are then established. According to Eq. (44), the dissipated energy for the sliding case is given by

E1 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f1 ds1

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m1Dv

2
1

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
m1 dv1

�
dv1 þ 2v01

��
(71)

E2 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f2 ds2

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m2Dv

2
2

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
m2 dv2

�
dv2 þ 2v02

��
(72)

E3 ¼ abs

0@Z t

0
f3 ds3

1A ¼ 1
2
abs
�
m3Dv

2
3

�
¼ 1

2
abs
�
m3

�
e2 � 1

��
v03

�2�
(73)

5. Application to 2D collisions

5.1. Energy dissipation equations

In this section it is shown that the present method degrades to the 2D expressions. Obviously, we
have

b0 ¼ 0 (74)

brz ¼ br 0z ¼ 0 (75)

where brz;br 0z are the Z-axis components of the direction vectors br;br0 for ships A and B, respectively. The
transformation matrices Eqs. (35) and (36) become

Tlg ¼
24 cosðaÞ �sinðaÞ 0

0 0 �1
sinðaÞ cosðaÞ 0

35 (76)

Tab ¼
24 cosðqÞ sinðqÞ 0
�sinðqÞ cosðqÞ 0

0 0 1

35 (77)

We have following solutions:

a. Sticking case, if jmnj � jm0j

Based on Eqs. (64), (67) and (69):

E1 ¼ 1
2
abs

 
�1

m�1
11 þm�1

13
1
mn

�
v01

�2!
(78)
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E3 ¼ 1
2
abs

 
e2 � 1

m�1
31 mn þm�1

33

�
v03

�2!
(79)

b. Sliding case, if jmnj> jm0j

Based on Eqs. (66), (71) and (73):

E1 ¼ 1
2
abs

 
1

m�1
11 þm�1

13
1
m0

dv1
�
dv1 þ 2v01

�!
(80)

E3 ¼ 1
2
abs

 
e2 � 1

m�1
31 m0 þm�1

33

�
v03

�2!
(81)

Referring to Appendix A and Eq. (23), the 2D collision mechanics can be derived. Comparing to the
work done by Pedersen and Zhang [1] (also see Section 2 in present paper), similar equations are
obtained. The difference between these two methods is that they are formulated in different coordi-
nate systems. Pedersen and Zhang derive the equations of motion in the global coordinate system,
while the present method is in the local coordinate system. The new formulation method enables the
possibility to expand to solve 3D collision problems.

5.2. Numerical analysis – case 1

This case was first analysed by Pedersen and Zhang [1]. Two identical supply vessels are sailing with
a forward speed of bV ¼ bV 0 ¼ 4:5 m=s. Collisions take placewith different impact angles and locations;
see Fig. 8. The length of each vessel is 82.5 m, the breadth is 18.8 m, the draught is 7.6 m, and the
displacement is 4000 t. The radius of inertia for yaw motion is 20.6 m. The added mass coefficients are
the same as those used in the original paper. More data are given in Table 1. The results of the present
method and that of the model of Pedersen and Zhang are presented in Fig. 9. The agreement is
excellent. It is interesting to see that the energy ratio in most cases attains a maximum for midship
collision locations because little kinetic energy is transferred into yawmotion. However, collisions with
q equal to 120� and 150� follow a different trend because of the effect of bow shape, as described by the
waterline angle a. When the collision takes place forward of 0.2 d/L in these two cases, the collision
becomes increasingly similar to a head-on collision.

6. 3D analysis

6.1. Numerical analysis – case 2

Case 1 in Section 5.2 is analysed again using the 3D method. The waterline angle is assumed to be
a¼ 0, and the normal frame angle is assumed to be b0 ¼ 0; refer to Fig. 10. In the 2D analysis, vertical

Fig. 8. Illustration for the numeric case 3, reprint from [1].
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eccentricity was not considered, i.e., brz ¼ br 0z ¼ 0 was implicitly assumed. When nonzero values of brz
and br 0z are taken into account, the roll motion of the ships is excited. The probable range of the collision
point brz is estimated to be from 0bRxx to 1bRxx, where bRxx is the radius of gyration for the roll motion of
ship A. This range is based on the assumption that the COG is located at a height of T/2 relative to the
keel, where T is the draft, and the radius of gyration and added mass are as estimated in Appendices A
and B. For ship B, br 0z is assumed to be 0:5bR0

xx.

Table 1
Ship parameters – case 1.

Impact point brx bry brz br 0x br 0y br 0z a

1(bow) 40 0 0 41.25 0 0 90
2 38.5 2.6 0 41.25 0 0 45
3 36.6 4.1 0 41.25 0 0 37.5
4 34.6 5.6 0 41.25 0 0 32.5
5 30.8 7.5 0 41.25 0 0 21.7
6 27 9 0 41.25 0 0 14.4
7 23.1 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 7.3
8 19.3 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
9 15.4 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
10 11.6 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
11 7.7 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
12 3.9 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
13(mid) 0 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
14 �3.9 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
15 �7.7 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
16 �11.6 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
17 �15.4 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
18 �19.3 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
19 �23.1 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
20 �27 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
21 �30.8 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
22 �34.6 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
23 �38.5 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0
24(stern) �40 9.4 0 41.25 0 0 0

Fig. 9. Comparison of 2D numerical simulations.
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The results of the 3D analysis are presented in Fig. 11. It is interesting to see that the vertical
eccentricity brz has a significant influence on the dissipated energy, especially if the collision takes place
amidships. In such cases, the roll motion (but not yaw motion) of ship A is excited, which takes
a significant part of the total kinematical energy. If the collision is located close to the bow or the stern
of ship, the longitudinal eccentricity exciting yaw motion becomes more important than the vertical
eccentricity. In all cases, 3D analysis yields a smaller energy ratio than 2D analysis because the collision
energy is allowed to transform into more kinetic energy components.

6.2. Numerical analysis – case 3

Recently, Tabri et al. [13] conducted model experiments on nonsymmetrical ship collisions; see
Fig. 12. The collision point is controlled by adjusting the draft of the striking ship and the COG of the
struck one, physical parameters of models are provided; see Tables 2 and 3.

Fig. 10. Scenario of numerical example: case 2.

Fig. 11. Energy ratio of total dissipated energy with brz=bRxx .
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According to [13], the friction coefficient between the foam and the painted surface of the bulb was
m0¼ 0.15–0.2. A value of 0.18 was adopted. In order to use the present method, the waterline angle
a and the normal frame angle b0 must be determined. The shape of the bulbs is an elliptic paraboloid. It
is impossible to detect the exact collision point due to the deformation during the collision. However,
the waterline angle and the frame angle can be estimated according to model information; see Table 4.

Generally, it is found that the recorded and predicted energy dissipation is in good agreement; see
Fig. 13. Table 4 also lists all the components of the total dissipated energy. It was found that E2 is quite
small in most cases. The reason for this is that the relative position of COG with respect to the collision
point varies little in most cases. Furthermore, the collision occurs at the tip of the bulbous bow where
the frame angle is small (up to 20� as estimated). In this respect, most cases of the model tests aremore
relevant for 2D analysis.

6.3. Application to ship–iceberg collisions

The 3D (6DOF) model was then applied to the assessment of energy dissipation in a ship–iceberg
collision. Because a ship–iceberg collision is most likely to take place at the shoulder area of the ship,
a non-vertical contact surface can only be taken into account by the 3D method. In addition, the
method also includes the 3D eccentricity of the iceberg in collision. A simplified iceberg shape is
proposed to facility the 3D ship–iceberg impact analysis.

Generally, the dimensions of the above water part of iceberg are relatively easy to observe, but the
submerged part is more difficult to see. An empirical equation could be used to estimate themass of the
iceberg based on the above water measurements, i.e.,

Fig. 12. General arrangement of the model tests, after Tabri et al. [13].

Table 2
Physical parameters of the models; see [13].

Model Draft
(cm)

Mass
(kg)

KG
(cm)

bRxx bRyy bRzz bmx bmy bmz
bjx bjy bjz

Striking 4 20.5 7.4 19 70 70 0.05 0.17 3 0.12 2.20 0.14
Striking 6 285. 6.4 15 67 67 0.05 0.23 2.10 0.11 1.70 0.20
Striking 8 40.5 5.1 9 65 65 0.05 0.28 1.70 0.23 1.46 0.27
Struck 4 20.5 7.4 19 77 77 0.05 0.16 3.76 0.20 2.31 0.10
Struck 6 30.5 7.3 17 69 69 0.05 0.21 2.38 0.14 1.84 0.17
Struck 8 44.5 5.1 9 65 65 0.05 0.27 1.90 0.36 1.64 0.25
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Table 3
Test matrix of model tests.

Tests q (deg) Lc (m) M (kg) M0 (kg) bVx (m/s) E (J)

201 90 0.82 28.5 30.5 0.87 3.91
202 90 0.83 28.5 30.5 0.71 2.36
203 90 0.83 28.5 30.5 0.38 0.75
204 90 0.45 28.5 30.5 0.91 6.3
205 90 0.48 28.5 30.5 0.91 6.3
206 90 0.38 28.5 30.5 0.38 0.95
207 90 0.8 28.5 20.5 0.9 4.2
208 90 0.41 28.5 20.5 0.89 4.92
301 120 0.37 28.5 20.5 0.87 4.2
302 120 0.32 28.5 20.5 0.3 0.51
303 120 0.3 28.5 44.5 0.84 6.5
304 120 0.38 28.5 44.5 0.37 1.01
305* 145 0.32 28.5 20.5 0.34 0.54
306* 145 0.44 28.5 20.5 0.87 3.91
307* 145 0.38 28.5 44.5 0.84 5.47
308 145 0.34 28.5 44.5 0.28 0.52
309* 145 0.46 28.5 20.5 0.87 3.19
310* 145 0.44 28.5 20.5 0.88 3.19
311 120 0.42 28.5 20.5 0.88 4.25
312 120 0.41 28.5 20.5 0.86 4.64
313 60 0.29 28.5 20.5 0.76 3.14
314 60 0.32 28.5 20.5 0.36 0.81
315 60 0.38 28.5 44.5 0.75 4.35
316 60 0.4 28.5 44.5 0.43 1.17

*Symbols denote “sliding”; see [13].

Table 4
Numerical calculation matrix.

Tests a (deg) b0 (deg) E (J) E1 (J) E2 (J) E3 (J)

201 90 0 5.63 0.00 0.00 5.63
202 90 0 3.75 0.00 0.00 3.75
203 90 0 1.07 0.00 0.00 1.07
204 90 0 6.33 0.00 0.00 6.33
205 90 0 6.32 0.00 0.00 6.32
206 90 0 1.11 0.00 0.00 1.11
207 90 0 4.79 0.00 0.00 4.79
208 90 0 4.88 0.00 0.00 4.88
301 30 10 2.48 0.65 0.05 1.78
302 30 10 0.30 0.08 0.01 0.21
303 30 10 3.67 0.93 0.06 2.68
304 30 10 0.71 0.18 0.01 0.52
305* 40 20 0.50 0.11 0.02 0.37
306* 40 20 2.98 0.66 0.12 2.21
307* 40 20 4.44 0.92 0.19 3.34
308 40 20 0.50 0.10 0.02 0.37
309* 40 20 2.97 0.65 0.12 2.20
310* 40 20 3.05 0.67 0.12 2.26
311 30 20 2.58 0.68 0.11 1.78
312 30 20 2.47 0.65 0.11 1.71
313 30 20 4.73 1.12 0.21 3.40
314 30 20 1.06 0.25 0.05 0.76
315 30 20 5.74 1.33 0.26 4.15
316 30 20 1.88 0.44 0.09 1.36

*Symbols denote “sliding”; see [13].
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Miceberg ¼
�

rirw
rw � ri

�
fbLiWiHi (82)

or

Miceberg ¼ aiL
3
i (83)

whereMiceberg is the mass of iceberg, ri, rw are densities for the iceberg and seawater, respectively, fb is
the block coefficient for the above water part, which is dependent on the iceberg shape, Li is the
waterline length (the longest waterline dimension),Wi is thewaterlinewidth (thewaterline dimension
perpendicular to Li), Hi is the maximum height above the water surface, and ai is a shape coefficient,
approximately 300 kg/m3. Eq. (83) may be applied if only Li is available, as discussed in reference [8].
The inertia properties of the iceberg can only be obtained if the underwater profile is known. A sonar
system could be used to detect it, as shown in Fig. 14.

It may be convenient to define a simplified, equivalent iceberg shape first to investigate the ship–
iceberg collision. A cone-shaped iceberg is proposed, inwhich only the waterline length and height are
needed because these two parameters are quite easy to obtain by field measurements; see Fig. 15. The
suggested shape consists of two cones, one for the above water part and one for the submerged
volume.

Fig. 13. Comparison of model tests and the analytical calculation of the total energy.

Fig. 14. Sonar mounting configuration (left) and underwater profiles of iceberg (right), after Ralph et al. [8].
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For this shape the following relationships apply:

k ¼ h1
h2

¼ rw � ri
ri

(84)

z ¼ h2 � h1
4

¼ h1ð1� kÞ
4k

(85)

bR2
zz ¼ 3

10
R2 (86)

bR2
xx ¼ bR2

yy ¼ 3
20ð1þ kÞ

  
kþ 1

!
R2 þ h21

4

�
kþ 1

k2

�!
þ h21
16k

(87)

where k is the ratio between the height h1 and draft h2 of the iceberg, z is the vertical distance from the
COG to the waterline, bRxx; bRyy; bRzz are the radii of gyration for the roll, pitch and yaw motions,
respectively, and R is the radius of the cross section at sea level. The block coefficient of the present
shape is given by fb ¼ p=12 ¼ 0:26 according to Eq. (82), which is in agreement with reference [8]. It
has to be noted that this simplified shape is not valid for dry-dock icebergs.

Assume an oil tanker collides with an iceberg with the shape defined above; see Fig. 16. The main
dimensions are listed in Table 5. Appendix B shows the details for the added mass factors and inertial
radii for the striking ship. The empirical equations for the assessment of the added mass of the iceberg
are not available. In lieu of this an averaged value of 0.5 is adopted [14], and a further sensitivity study
will be presented. The ship is assumed to travel with a speed of 4.5 m/s, while the iceberg has zero
speed. The COG of the ship is assumed to be 8.5 m below the waterline, which is brz ¼ 8:5 m. The
relative vertical distance from the collision point to the COG of the ship has a minor impact on the
energy dissipation because the collision happens at the bow area, as discussed before. The COG of

Fig. 15. Simplified iceberg shape.
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the iceberg is calculated as br 0z ¼ z ¼ h1ð1� kÞ=4k; see Eq. (85). The waterline angle obeys a¼ 30� and
q¼ a; see Fig. 16. The friction between the ice and steel is set at 0.15. According to these settings, the
calculated total dissipated energy is 5.06 MJ.

A sensitivity study is carried out for the uncertain added mass factor for the iceberg. k is introduced
to describe the relative magnitude of the parameter in question. The relative amount of energy
dissipation is plotted in Fig. 17. It is observed that the added mass in the normal direction of tangential
plane bm0

y influences the results considerably, while the other parameters have a moderate influence.
It is further interesting to see how the energy dissipation ratio depends on the normal frame angle

b0 as a function of the iceberg mass. According to McKenna [15], the following relationship between h1
and R may be further assumed:

h1 ¼ 1
2
R (88)

By letting R vary from 1.5 m to 15 m the mass increases from 3 t to 13,000 t, which is in the bergy bit
size domain and is of great interest. In practice, the waterline angle a may typically be in the range of
30�, while the normal frame angle b0 might vary considerably. The results are displayed in Fig. 18. The

Fig. 16. Collision scenario and the main dimensions.

Table 5
Main dimensions.

Ship Iceberg

Height H¼ 22 m Height over sea level h1¼ 3.75 m
Length L¼ 256.50 m Radius R¼ 7.5 m
Breadth B¼ 42.5 m Water density rw¼ 1025 kg/m3

Draft T¼ 17 m Ice density: ri¼ 900 kg/m3

Mass Mship¼ 151,000 t Mass Miceberg¼ 1630 t
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energy dissipation is normalised versus the maximum possible energy dissipation E0, associated with
a central, plastic impact as given in reference [16]:

E0 ¼ 1
2
Micebergbv2ship

�
1� bv icebvship

�2

1þ Miceberg

Mship

(89)

where bvship;bvice are velocities under the global coordinate system of ship and iceberg respectively,
Mship is the mass of ship. In Eq. (89) the masses include the appropriate added masses. The method
from Pedersen and Zhang is also included in the figure. It is observed that a very large normal frame
angle b0 is favourable with respect to small energy dissipation for the given iceberg shape. As

Fig. 17. Sensitivity of energy dissipation with respect to added mass values.

Fig. 18. Energy ratio and mass ratio relationship.
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b0 decreases, the energy dissipation increases and attains a maximum for b0 ¼ 20� to 30�. Fig. 18 shows
that the 3D method produces a smaller energy ratio than the 2D method, which is expected because
the 3D method allows transfer of the kinetic energy into motion components in all 6DOFs. The 2D
method proposed by Pedersen and Zhang is quite conservative in this case.

The “worst” frame angle for the present scenario is between 20� and 30�. Eq. (49) shows that the
“worst” angle is governed by the equivalent mass mi and the change of the relative velocity squared
Dvi

2. The frame angle influences both parameters. The equivalent mass takes on a maximum value
when the collision force is oriented through the COG and eliminates roll motion. Assuming the friction
force to be small, the maximum value occurs when

d ¼ atan
�z
R

�
¼ atan

�
h1ð1� kÞ

4Rk

�
(90)

According to Eq. (88) and Table 1, d¼ 37.8� h b0 is obtained. The change of relative velocity squaredDvi
2

increases for decreasing frame angles, such that the combined effect of the two parameters produces
the “worst” angle of 20� to 30�.

7. Conclusions

A new 3D formulation for the analysis of the external mechanics of ship collisions is presented, and
it is successfully applied to the analysis of ship–iceberg and ship–ship collisions. The 3D method is
compared with the 2D method proposed by Pedersen and Zhang for various collision cases. The
conclusions are as follows:

– The present theory is capable of solving 2D problems. It degenerates to the 2Dmethod by assuming
the ship side to be vertical and neglecting the vertical eccentricity of the contact point with respect
to the centre of gravity of the ship. In this case, only sway, surge and yaw motion are considered.

– Excellent agreement is obtained with the 2D method for ship–ship collisions when vertical
eccentricity exciting roll motion is neglected.

– It is found that the energy ratio to be dissipated as strain energy is significantly influenced by
vertical eccentricity when the collision takes place amidships. If the collision is located close to the
ship’s bow or stern, the influence is overshadowed by longitudinal eccentricity exciting yaw
motion.

– Analysis of ship–iceberg collisions shows that the 2D theory may produce very conservative values
for the energy ratio.

– The normal frame angle of the ship influences the energy ratio significantly. It is found that the
“worst” frame angle for the iceberg collision scenario analysed is in the range of 20�to 30�.
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Appendix A. Usage of the transformation matrix
Mass matrix

The mass matrices for objects A and B under the local coordinate system are obtained as follows:

Mij ¼ Tlg bMijT
T
lg (A.1)
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M0
ij ¼ T 0lg bM 0

ijT
0T
lg (A.2)

where bMij and bM 0
ij are the mass matrices for objects A and B in the global coordinate system,

respectively. Taking the ships as an example, the mass matrices for the ships are

bMij ¼
"1þ bmx 0 0

0 1þ bmy 0
0 0 1þ bmz

M

#
, bM 0

ij ¼
"1þ bm0

x 0 0
0 1þ bm0

y 0
0 0 1þ bm0

z

M0
#

where bmx; bmy; bmz and bm0
x; bm0

y; bm0
z are the added mass factors, andM andM0 are the masses for ship

A and ship B, respectively.

Inertia matrix

The inertia matrices under the local coordinate system are obtained as follows:

Iij ¼ TlgbI ijTT
lg (A.3)

I0ij ¼ T 0
lg
bI 0ijT 0T

lg (A.4)

For ships, the inertia matrices, bI ij and bI 0ij, under the global coordinate system might be written as
follows due to symmetry.

bI ij ¼
2664
�
1þbjxx�bR2

xx 0 �bI13=M
0

�
1þbjyy�bR2

yy 0

�bI13=M 0
�
1þbjzz�bR2

zz

3775M

bI 0ij ¼
2664
�
1þbj0xx�bR02

xx 0 �bI 013=M
0

�
1þbj0yy�bR02

yy 0

�bI 013=M 0
�
1þbj0zz�bR02

zz

3775M0

where bjxx;bjyy;bjzz (and bj0xx;bj0yy;bj0zz) are added mass factors, and bRxx; bRyy; bRzz (and bR0
xx;
bR0
yy;
bR0
zz) are the

radii of gyration for roll, pitch and yaw, respectively. The only product of inertia that appears isbI13ðbI 013Þ,
which will vanish if the ship has fore-and-aft symmetry and is small otherwise (see Salvesen et al. [9]).

Direction vector

r ¼ Tlgbr (A.5)

r0 ¼ T 0lgbr0 (A.6)

where br and br0 are the direction vectors from the COG to the impact point in the global coordinate
system for objects A and B, respectively, e.g., br ¼ ½brx bry brz �T . r and r0 are the corresponding
direction vectors under the local coordinate system, e.g., r ¼ ½ rx ry rz �T .

Relative velocity

v ¼ Tlgbv (A.7)

v0 ¼ T 0lgbv 0 (A.8)
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where bv; bv 0 are the relative velocity vectors between objects A and B under the global coordinate
system, respectively, e.g., bv ¼ ½bvx bvy bvz �T . v, v0

are the corresponding relative velocity vectors under
the local coordinate system, e.g., v ¼ ½ vx vy vz �T .

Appendix B. The empirical equation from Popov

In order to investigate the ice loads exerted on the ship structure, Popov et al. [5] derived a series of
empirical equation to assess the added mass factor and radius of gyration for ships.

bmx ¼ 0 (B.1)

bmy ¼ 2T=B (B.2)

bmz ¼ 2=3
�
BC2

wp

�
=
�
TCb
�
1þ Cwp

��
(B.3)

bjxx ¼ 0:25 (B.4)

bjyy ¼ B=
�
T
�
3� 2Cwp

��
3� Cwp

��
(B.5)

bjzz ¼ 0:3þ 0:05L=B (B.6)

bR2
xx ¼ CwpB2=ð11:4CmÞ þ H2=12 (B.7)

bR2
yy ¼ 0:07CwpL2 (B.8)

bR2
zz ¼ L2=16 (B.9)

where T is the height, B is the width, L is the length, Cwp is the water plane coefficient, Cb is the block
coefficient, and Cm is midship section coefficient.
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The present paper considers numerical modelling of ship–iceberg collisions with emphasis on material
modelling. A material model is proposed for ice. The model is pressure-dependent and strain rate-
independent. The so called Tsai-Wu yield surface envelop is adopted, and plastic flow theory is used to derive
the constitutive relationships. The ice is assumed to be isotropic, the temperature profile of icebergs is
considered in the present model, and the influence of strain rate is discussed. A user-defined failure criterion
is proposed; the criterion is based on effective plastic strain and hydrostatic pressure and enables crack
initiation and damage evolution. Thematerial model has been simulated using the commercial code LS-DYNA.
Both local and global contact pressures have been investigated. Numerical examples show that the present
model produces reasonably good results. It is applied to integrated analysis of iceberg impacts for the
Accidental Limit State. Results from simulations of a head-on collision between a ship bow and icebergs are
presented and discussed with respect to validity.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to climate change, the melting speed of large glaciers both in
Arctic and Antarctic regions has been accelerating, which may cause
increased glacial surge and thus higher iceberg production. Increased
ship traffic in these waters enhances the probability of ship and
iceberg collisions, which necessitates assessment of the consequences
of these collisions. In the limit state design format, loads from rare
iceberg impacts can be characterized as an Abnormal Level Ice Event
(ALIE) (see ISO/CD 19906, 2010), which corresponds to the Accidental
Limit State (ALS) in modern codes for offshore structures. As indicated
by the ALIE (or ALS) format, gross damagemay occur, but the structure
shall survive, preventing a cargo spill and any associated pollution.
According to the NORSOK code (NORSOK, 2004), when a structure is
designed according to the ALS format there may be distinguished
between three different strategies; Ductility design, Shared-energy
design and Strength design (Fig. 1).

Strength design implies that the structure is capable of crushing the
ice with moderate structural deformations. Hence, the structure must
resist the maximum pressure the ice will apply over the contact area
and leads typically to pressure–area relationships specified for
Ultimate Limit State (ULS) design or Extreme Level Ice Events (ELIE).
The designer is free to adopt this approach for ALIE, but this may often
yield excessive structural dimensions.

Ductility design implies that the structure has to dissipate the
required level of strain energy in the collision, whereas the iceberg

remains undamaged and may be treated as a rigid body. This strategy
simplifies the analysis largely, but it may place heavy demands on the
deformability and ductility of the structure; for a tanker the breadth of
the (ballast) wing tanks may have to be increased substantially to
avoid penetration of cargo tanks.

Shared-energy design implies that both the structure and the
iceberg dissipate strain energy by undergoing significant deforma-
tions. The approach is extremely challenging, because the deforma-
tion of the ship and iceberg depends of their mutual behaviour; the
resistance of the structure at a given time step depends upon the load
from the iceberg and vice verse. Generally, the “softer” of the ship and
the iceberg will deform, and the relative strength may change
significantly during the impact. In order to facilitate such analysis a
realistic continuum mechanics model of the ice is required. The
purpose of this paper is to develop and verify an iceberg material
model to be adopted in Shared-energy design.

Since ice is a very complicated material the ambition is not to
develop a material model which captures the behaviour of ice in “all”
respects. If the model with simple inputs is capable of predicting
reasonable pressure–area relationships in the case of Strength design
it is considered to be sufficiently accurate to be used in Shared-energy
design.

Ice material models for Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation
are not well established. Carney et al. (2006) presented an ice model
for high strain rate ice impacts that is designed for very high velocity
collisions (in the order of 100 m/s). Gagnon (2008) simulated growler
impacts to ships by using a so called ‘crushable foam’material model to
simulate the ice behaviour; the model was developed by Hallquist
(2007). However, input for the ‘crushable foam’ model suffers from
lack of physical explanation. Further, ice cracks and damage are not
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considered. In the present paper, a simple plastic model is proposed;
this model is based on data from triaxial experiments and describes
the material behaviour during iceberg impacts reasonably well.

In nature, ice exists at high temperature states (i.e., close to its
melting point, where the homologous temperature is close to 1). The
strain–stress behaviour of ice is strain rate- and temperature-
dependent. Developing a complete ice material model that considers
all scenarios of ice/structure interactions for all types of ice conditions
is not realistic. In this study, application of the proposed ice model is
limited to iceberg impact scenarios. Contrary to sea ice, iceberg ice
may reasonably be considered as isotropic (Sanderson, 1988). The
temperature and strain rate influence on iceberg strength are
discussed. The difference in strength between the tensile and
compression states is described by using a cut-off pressure pcut.

The Lagrange finite method is considered here. A common way to
simulate failure is to use the ‘erosion’ technique. Elements violating
the failure criterion are deleted. Erosion is an easy and efficient
procedure and is employed in the present work. Prior experience has
shown that ‘erosion’ does not simulate elastic, brittle failure very well
due to stress wave issues (Liu et al., 2009). Therefore, the ice is
assumed to be elastic-perfect plastic. The yield surface is obtained by
using curves fitting to the triaxial experimental data. An empirical,
user-defined element failure criterion based on stress state and
effective plastic strain is introduced. In this manner, a quasi-brittle
material model is proposed and successfully simulated using the
commercial code LS-DYNA 971.

2. Iceberg yield surface

According to elastic–plastic theory, the constitutive equations
describing the strain–stress relationship can be derived from the yield
surface formulation and the selected flow rule. The yield surface is
usually formulated as an algebraic combination of the invariants of
the stress tensor σij. In the case of iceberg impact, ice particles in the
center contact area are significantly confined from neighbouring
particles. This means that the ice is in a triaxial stress state. In this
sense, triaxial experiments should be carried out prior to adopting a
suitable yield surface. The common method of triaxial loading
experiments is to subject ice samples to a pressurized fluid and then
to apply an additional axial load while holding constant the fluid
pressure, e.g. Jones (1982), Durham et al. (1983), Rist and Murrell
(1994), Gagnon and Gammon (1995), Sammonds et al. (1998) and
Melanson et al. (1999). There are also other methods called true
triaxial loading, as summarized in the book by Schulson and Duval
(2009). The experiment data sets as mentioned are usually present in
the formation of stress and strain or the differential stress and
confining pressure relationship. In the present paper, only the data
obtained by Gagnon and Gammon (1995) are picked up and discussed
in following part of this paper.

Gagnon and Gammon (1995) carried out triaxial experiments
with iceberg and glacier ice. Triaxial tests were conducted on
cylindrical samples with strain rates ranging from 4 ⋅10− 5s− 1 to

2.7 ⋅10−1s−1 and confining pressure ranging from 0 to 13.8 MPa.
Temperature was varied and chosen as −1, −6, −11, or −16 °C.
Even though the available experimental data covered a limited span
of hydrostatic pressures, an elliptical yield envelop for the iceberg
(similar to that proposed by Nadreau) is proposed as by Derradji-
Aouat (2000):

τ−η
τmax

� �2
+

p−λ
pc

� �2
= 1 ð1Þ

where η, τmax, λ, and pc are constants,τ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sij : sij

3

r
is the octahedral

stress sij is the deviatoric stress tensor and p is the hydrostatic
pressure. Mathematically, the yield surface proposed by Derradji-
Aouat (2000) is the same as the so called ‘Tsai-Wu’ yield surface for
the condition η=0 (see Appendix A). Fig. 9 shows the yield surface
shape in p− J2 space proposed by Derradji-Aouat for iceberg ice at
a temperature of −11 °C. It has been used to model ice mechanics
for years (Kierkegaard, 1993; Liukkonen and Kivimaa, 1991; Løset
and Kvamsdal, 1994; Riska and Frederking, 1987). However, it has
not been applied to integrated FEM simulation of ship–iceberg
impacts. For an isotropic material, it is usually written in following
form:

f p; qð Þ = q−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a0 + a1p + a2p

2
q

ð2Þ

where p = σkk
3 = I1

3 is the hydrostatic pressure, q = 3
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sij : sij

p
is the

Von Mises stress, and a2, a1, and a0 are constants that require
fitting to triaxial experimental data. In the present work, the
elliptical yield surface is adopted to describe iceberg behaviour. In
order to make the implementation convenient, the Tsai-Wu yield
surface is rewritten in p− J2 space as follows:

f p; J2ð Þ = J2− a0 + a1p + a2p
2

� �
= 0 ð3Þ

where J2 is the second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor. Fig. 2 shows
a comparison of the recommended inputs based on various data
sources in p− J2 space. It is seen that there are big differences existing
which are due to the different data sources and the fitting methods
used to approach the experimental data sets.

3. Temperature profile discussion

Løset (1993) has performed a comprehensive study on the
temperature profile of icebergs. This study found that for icebergs at

Fig. 1. Strength, ductility and shared-energy design in ALS design.

Fig. 2. Illustration of Tsai-Wu yield surface in p− J2space.
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sea, there is a temperature gradient from the surface to the core
region due to the low thermal conductivity of ice. Within the
submerged part of the iceberg, ablation during the late winter,
spring and summer seasons gives rise to a steep gradient that
reaches the core temperature approximately 3 m into the ice. The
corresponding change in strength of the ice can be considered in the
following way:

f p; J2ð Þ = J2− a0 Tð Þ + a1 Tð Þp + a2 Tð Þp2
� �

= 0 ð4Þ

where T is the temperature. Linear interpolation may be used for
elements between the surface and core area. The temperature
gradient consideration has been incorporated into the material
model using the computer code LS-DYNA.

4. Strain rate effects

Gagnon and Gammon (1995) found that the iceberg strength
increases with increasing strain rate (up to 5⋅10−3s−1). However, ice
tested at a strain rate of 50⋅10−3s−1 has lower strength than ice tested at
5⋅10−3s−1. Derradji-Aouat (2000) concluded that the yield envelope of
the iceberg under various strain rates expands to a maximum size and
then contracts. This indicates that the strength of iceberg ice decreases at
high strain rates (those larger than 3⋅10−3s−1). But it is not yet clear
whether there is a limit or whether the iceberg strength will decrease
indefinitely. More experimental data are needed to draw firm conclu-
sions regarding this matter. There is perhaps a slight indication from the
work performed by Jones (2007), even though this work only deals with
the uniaxial compressive strength of iceberg ice. However, the data are
too few and too scattered to draw any meaningful conclusion.

By using an explicit code such as LS-DYNA in conjunction with
numerical simulation of a ship and iceberg impact, the strain rate may
be calculated by the following equation:

ε̇v =
dεv
dt

ð5Þ

where ε̇vis the volumetric strain rate, d εv is the increase in volumetric
strain and d tis the time step. d t is dependent on the element mesh
size as well as sound wave speed (Hallquist, 2007) and d εv is
dependent on the impact velocity and geometry of distorted
elements. Trial numerical simulations show that the strain rate
spans from 4⋅10−3s−1 to 4⋅10−1s−1 with impact velocities from
85 mm/s to 10 m/s for a mesh size of 50 mm×50 mm×50 mm. This
indicates that the ship and iceberg impact probably involves high
strain rates (those larger than 1⋅10−3s−1), where the ice should be in
a brittle failure mode. This conclusion is in agreement with the
suggestions given by Derradji-Aouat and Lau (2005), which is
obtained through calculations based on an empirical equation. As
discussed before, the lack of experimental data makes it impractical to
consider the strain rate in the material model. Thus, the strain rate
dependence has not been incorporated into the present model. In lieu
of this, a yield envelope representative of high strain rates is used in
the following numerical simulations.

5. Failure criterion and numerical examples

The Tsai-Wu yield surface has been incorporated into the explicit
code LS-DYNA as a user-defined subroutine. The Cutting Plane Algorithm
is used to map the stress back to the yield surface (Simo and Hughes,
1998). This execution enables introduction of a more advanced failure
criterion based on the stress state. Ralston (1980) argued that the
apparent stiffness of the ice sample will not change significantly until
later in the loading process when the plastic limit load is approached.
The key point to consider is how long the stress trajectory travels
along the yield surface before failure occurs. Based on this hypothesis,

an empirical failure criterion based on effective plastic strain and
hydrostatic pressure is proposed here (see Fig. 3).

εpeq =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3
εpij : ε

p
ij

r
ð6Þ

εf = ε0 +
p
p2

−0:5
� �2

ð7Þ

where εeqp is the equivalent plastic strain, εijp is the plastic strain tensor,
εf is the failure strain, ε0is the initial failure strain, which should be
adjusted according to experimental data, and p2 is the larger root of
the yield function. If εeqp Nεf or the pressure is not greater than the cut-
off pressure pcut, erosion is activated. This failure criterion is based on
trial and error simulations and is purely empirical. Only one input
parameter (ε0) is needed.

5.1. Numerical study — Case 1: Iceberg collision with rigid wall

This case concerns a conically shaped iceberg colliding with a rigid
wall (see Fig. 4). The temperature gradient is not considered in this
simulation. During crushing, the pressure–area relationship is
recorded. This is performed by considering the average pressure
over various contact areas at various stages of deformation. From an
ALS perspective, this may be a direct measurement of the stiffness of
the material model.

Fig. 3. Illustration of failure criteria curve (p2=100 MPa).

Fig. 4. Iceberg collision with a rigid wall.
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The mesh size for the iceberg is 50 mm×50 mm×50 mm. Various
yield surfaces have been used and it is listed in Table 1; the initial
failure strain is set as 0.01 (1%). The density is set to 900 kg/m3,
Poisson's ratio is 0.3, the elastic modulus is 9.5 GPa and the cut-off
pressure for the tensile strength is set to −2 MPa. The corresponding
strain rate is greater than 10−3s−1. The purpose of the present
simulation is to obtain the maximum contact pressure within various
areas. As shown in Fig. 5, the instantaneous contact pressure varies
from 81 MPa to 0 MPa per grid (100 mm×100 mm).

Fig. 6 shows one example of the ice cracking and failure process
during the collision simulation. Cracking and crushing evolutions
develop in this simulation. Fig. 7 shows the recordedmaximum contact
pressure versus contact area based on various yield surface inputs (see
Table 1). The design curve proposed by Masterson et al. (2007) is
plotted for comparison, which is also recommended by the ISO code,
ISO/CD 19906 (2010) for the ice loads in ALIE. This comparison shows
that the yield surface derived by Derradji-Aouat (2000) and Kierke-
gaard (1993) produces values closest to the pressure curve recom-
mended by ISO/CD 19906 (2010) when the contact area is less than
0.5m2. For larger areas, conservative interface pressure is obtained. The
data provided by Riska (1987) shows the opposite trend. It should be
noted that inputs 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 14 by Riska and Frederking
(1987) are derived frombiaxial compression tests ofmulti-year ice for a
temperature of −2 °C and −10 °C, respectively. The Derradji-Aouat
(2000) data is recommended when considering the local deformation
of ship structure during iceberg impacts. However, if the assessment
focuses on global reactions, it is recommended to use inputs based on
the Riska and Frederking (1987) data.

Table 1
Input parameters for the iceberg material model.

Items Derradji-Aouat
(2000)

Kierkegaard
(1993)

data 1 by Riska
and Frederking
(1987)

data 2 by Riska
and Frederking
(1987)

Constant a0 22.93 2.588 1.60 3.1
Constant a1 2.06 8.63 4.26 9.20
Constant a2 −0.023 −0.163 −0.62 −0.83

Fig. 5. Example of recorded contact pressure (MPa).

Fig. 6. Numeric simulation of crack and failure of iceberg during collision with rigid wall.

Fig. 7. Recorded maximum pressure versus contact area (based on various input
parameters as given in Table 1).
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5.2. Numeric Case 2: pond inlet indentor tests

During the fall of 1983 and winter of 1984, a major research
project was undertaken by the Hibernia Partners (Mobil, Chevron,
Gulf and Petro-Canada) to simulate the results of an iceberg impacting
an offshore structure. A total of 21 iceberg impact simulation tests
were performed in four tunnels (3 m×3 m×15 m) that were dug into
an iceberg grounded off the Hamlet of Pond Inlet, Nunavut. Five
spherical indenter plates, each with a specified radius of curvature
and maximum area of contact, were fabricated for the tests (see
Fig. 8). The 3 m2 test data are available (Daley, 1994).

The ice properties were also tested during the experiment, but no
triaxial testing data are available. Therefore, the value proposed by
Derradji-Aouat (2000) is used as a reference (see Fig. 9). The strain
rate in the experiment was sufficiently high to produce crushing type
ice failures in the brittle zone (Johnson, 1987). ε0 is adjusted by trial
and error simulations and set to 0.01 (1%) here. The other input
parameters for thematerial model are the same as those in Case 1. It is
not necessary to account for the temperature gradient in this
simulation because the experiment is conducted deep within the
iceberg.

The FEM model of the indenter is a rigid sphere, while the iceberg
is modelledwith solid elementswith one integration point. The center
contact area has a fine mesh (50 mm×50 mm×50 mm) (see Fig. 10).
The denting velocity is controlled by a quarter cosine displacement
curve, as used in the experiment. The contact algorithmmust take into
account the emerging surface that results from the eroded elements.
Thus, the ERODING_SURFACE_TO SURFACE contact method with SOFT option 2
is used here (Hallquist, 2007).

The plasticity flag is shown in Fig. 11 (flag=1 when yielding
occurs, otherwise flag=0). The erosion only occurs if the flag equals 1
and the failure criterion is met. Unlike the first example, the crack
propagation in this case cannot be simulated since the ice is always
well confined. The non-simultaneous failure mechanics are captured
(Jordaan, 2001) and the load at various points in time is transmitted
through several distinct points.

To investigate the local interface pressure during the denting
process, two small patches are chosen which are located at the center
bottom of the indentor. One patch is with the size of
100 mm×100 mm and the other one is 400 mm×400 mm. The
interface pressure is recorded and plotted with denting distance, see
Fig. 12. It is seen that the interface pressure can be as high as 35.5 MPa
for the first patch and 29.2 MPa for the second. This is less than the
results in first numerical case which is probably due to lower denting
speed. The interface pressure for both patches is in the form of a

sawtooth shape. These two figures show that the present material
model is also capable of producing the high pressure zones in the local
contact area. The variation in interface pressure may cause dynamic
effects in the response of the structure. This has not been pursued in
the present study.

Other results of the simulation are presented in terms of pressure
versus nominal contact area. The pressure is calculated by dividing the
contact force by the nominal contact area, which depends on the
penetration distance. Good agreement between simulations and tests
is obtained if the contact area is larger than 0.3 m2 (see Fig. 13).
Initially, the simulation predicts a significantly higher pressure than
that recorded in the experiments (contact area less than 0.3 m2). As
discussed by Johnson (1987), significant noise in the experimental
displacement curves caused difficulty in precisely locating the
penetration distance in the beginning of interaction. This may explain
the large discrepancies for small contact areas. However, the simple
iceberg material model yields promising results and agrees reason-
ably with the ISO-ALIE design curve.

The mesh size sensitivity is investigated by using four mesh sizes in
the center contact area: 100mm×100mm×100mm, 80mm×80mm×
80mm, 50mm×50mm×50mm and 25mm×25mm×25mm. Fig. 14
shows that the results from the last two mesh sizes are very close. The
25 mm mesh size is computationally demanding. A trade-off between
computation time and accuracy supports a mesh size of 50mm×
50mm×50mm.

Fig. 8. Sketch of the test arrangement at Pond Inlet, (Daley, 1994).

Fig. 9. Elliptical failure curves obtained by using the Gagnon and Gammon triaxial test
results for iceberg ice in the p− J2space (Derradji-Aouat, 2000).
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6. Application to ship bow–iceberg head-on collision

6.1. FEA model set-up

In this section, an integrated analysis of a ship bow–iceberg head-
on collision scenario is carried out in order to investigate features of
the material model. In the ALS design, it is convenient to split the
collision scenarios into external mechanics and internal mechanics
(Pedersen and Zhang, 1998).The coupling between the external and
internal mechanics is the amount of kinetic energy to be dissipated as

strain energy. Liu and Amdahl (2010) proposed a new formulation for
calculating the ship–iceberg collision. It should be noted that:

E0 =
1
2
Miceberg v̂

2
ship

1− v̂ice
v̂ship

� �2

1 + Miceberg
Mship

ð8Þ

where E0 is the maximum dissipated energy associated with a central
plastic impact, v̂ship is the velocity of the ship, v̂ice is the velocity of the

Fig. 10. Numerical model (left) and damaged iceberg with contour of pressure (right).

Fig. 11. Detailed numerical simulation at different time ( read means flag=1).
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iceberg and Miceberg and Mship are the mass properties of iceberg and
ship, respectively. In principle, the addedmass should be included, the
added mass in surge for ship is set as 0.05 (Popov et al., 1969) and 0.5
for iceberg (Bass and Sen, 1986).

Fig. 15 shows that due to the vertical eccentricity of the contact
force, the energy dissipation is slightly different than that of a central
plastic impact. For example, consider two scenarios for which the ship

has a forward velocity of 4.5 m/s and the iceberg is assumed to be
static.

• Scenario A: for a bergy bit with a mass of 1250 t, the dissipated
energy is 18.2 MJ;

• Scenario B: for a bergy bit with a mass of 5400 t, the dissipated
energy is 75.5 MJ.

Simulating the ship/iceberg collision is significantly simplified by
splitting the problem into external and internal mechanics, which
saves considerable computation. The integrated analysis concerns the
internal mechanics. Only the parts directly involved and the adjacent
structure are modelled.

The ship bow belongs to an ice strengthened shuttle tankerwith the
displacement of 150,000 t. Within the bow area, a detailed finite
element model is created. An elastic–plastic kinematical hardening
model is used for steel,with has a yield stress of 355 MPa. Fracture of the
steel plating is not considered in the present case. The mesh size is
typically 120 mm×120 mm for shell elements of the ship, while the
iceberg ismeshedwith solid elements of size 50mm×50mm×50mm, as
in the simulations described in the previous section. The temperature
gradient has been considered in this case, and the temperature changes
from−1 °C to−11 °Cover a depth of 3 m(Løset, 1993). The ship bow is
travelling with a speed of 4.5m/s, while the iceberg has zero speed.
Collision between the bow and a rigid wall is also carried out. The input
parameters for the ice material model are the same as those for the
numerical example 2 that was discussed in the previous section.

Fig. 12. Average local interface pressure for 100 mm×100 mm and 400 mm×400 mm
patches.

Fig. 13. Numerical results and experimental data (pressure with nominal contact area).

Fig. 14. Effects of mesh size.

Fig. 15. Energy dissipation ratio versus mass ratio.

Fig. 16. Internal energy versus penetration distance.
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7. Results

The simulation is carried out in the same environment as that used
in the previous validations. Fig. 16 shows that the strain energy is
dissipated in both the iceberg and the ship structure for the bow
collision with iceberg and rigid wall. In scenario A, the penetration
distance corresponding to an energy dissipation of 18.2 MJ is 1. 5 m;
the ship structure undergoes minor plastic deformations while the
iceberg dissipates most of the energy (see Fig. 17(a)). In other words,
the ship bow structure is strong enough to crush the iceberg. For
scenario B, 75.5 MJ is dissipated for a penetration distance of 3.9 m.
Both the ship bow and the iceberg experience large plastic deforma-
tions. Ice particles have been eroded extensively (see Fig. 17(b)), and
the bow is subjected to significant crushing behaviour. It is interesting
to see that there is a ‘maximum crushing distance’ for the ship bow
corresponding to the present ice material model. From this point, the
bow structure begins to undergo significant permanent deformation
(see the turning point symbol (☆) in Fig. 16). This takes place for a
penetration of 1.7 m, which corresponds to an internal energy
dissipation of 25 MJ. Using the results of the external mechanics
calculations, the associated iceberg mass is estimated to be 1750 t. In
other word, if the iceberg is heavier than 1750 t in the present
scenario, the bow will be crushed. In future studies, a failure criterion

will be included for the steel material so that tearing of the shell
plating can be accounted for as well.

8. Conclusions

The present paper considers numerical modelling of ship–iceberg
collisions with emphasis on material modelling. The most important
results are as follows:

• a plastic material model is proposed;
• thematerial model consists of two parts: the elastic-perfectly plastic
material model and the user-defined failure criterion, which is
based on hydrostatic pressure and effective plastic strain;

• the material model is based on triaxial experimental data and the
effects of a temperature gradient may be taken into account;

• numerical examples show that the present model yields good
results; it undergoes mesh convergence and the computational time
is acceptable. For instance, simulating one second of a bow–iceberg
collision takes 12 h if 4CPU nodes are used;

• the material model is successfully applied to simulation of ship bow–

iceberg collisions;
• separating the external and internal mechanics of ship–iceberg
collision problems simplifies the numerical simulations significantly;

Fig. 17. Bow and iceberg deformation (penetration distance=1.5 m (a), 3.9 m (b)).
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• during a collision, the ship bow and iceberg share the total dissipated
energy. The iceberg dissipates most of the energy initially. In the
scenario analysed here, the bowwill be crushed if the iceberg is heavier
than 1750 t.

The present model provides a useful tool for ALS design of ship
structures with respect to iceberg impact loads. Ongoing work
regarding integrated analysis of ship–iceberg collisions that account
for fracture and crack propagation in ship shell plating will be
presented in the near future.
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Appendix A. Equivalent interpretation between Derradji-Aout and
Tsai-Wu yield surface

The elliptical yield curve proposed by Derradji-Aouat (2000) is
presented as following:

τ−η
τmax

� �2
+

p−λ
pc

� �2
= 1 ðA:1Þ

where τ is the octahedral shear stress, τmax is the minor axis of the
ellipse, η and λ are the center coordinates of the ellipse, p is the
hydrostatic pressure, pc is the major axis of the ellipse.

The Tsai-Wu yield curve for the isotropic material can be simplified
as following:

f p; J2ð Þ = J2− a0 + a1p + a2p
2

� �
= 0 ðA:2Þ

Where pis the hydrostatic pressure, J2 is the second invariant for
deviatoric stress tensor, a0,a1,a2 are constants.

Based on the definition, we have:

J2 =
1
2
sij : sij ðA:3Þ

where sij is the deviatoric stress tensor and sij = σij−δij
σkk
3 .

The Von Mises stress q can be obtained through the following
equation:

q =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3J2

p
ðA:4Þ

And the octahedral stress τ is as following:

τ =

ffiffiffi
2

p

3
q ðA:5Þ

If

η = 0 ðA:6Þ

Eq. (A.1) could be equivalently transferred to Eq. (A.2) according
to following:

a0 =
3τmax

2

2p2c
−λ2 + p2c
� �

ðA:7Þ

a1 =
3τmax

2

p2c
λ ðA:8Þ

a2 =
−3τmax

2

2p2c
ðA:9Þ
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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents results of integrated elasto-plastic analyses of
ship-iceberg collisions based on continuum mechanics modelling
of both bodies. The collision simulation was simplified by splitting
the problem into external and internal mechanics, which are both
discussed in detail. A simplified formulation was used to obtain the
demand for energy dissipation in a ship-iceberg collision. The
internal mechanics was assessed by means of the explicit non-
linear code LS-DYNA 971. A new iceberg material model was used
to simulate the iceberg behaviour during the impact. The foreship
structure was modelled by shell elements. Rupture due to exces-
sive straining was taken into account by a widely used steel frac-
ture model. The relative strength of the ship and iceberg was
varied by adjusting the stress-strain properties of the steel. Two
iceberg shapes were investigated: a half-sphere with a radius of
2000 mm and another half-sphere with a radius of 1000 mm. The
point of impact of the iceberg was assumed to be either the web
frame or midway between web frames. The evolution of contact
pressure and the distribution of damage to the foreship and
crushing of the iceberg were studied comprehensively.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Arctic waters are becoming an attractive area due to its large reservoir of oil and gas. Explo-
rations in such areas will meet with harsh environmental elements, such as ice loads and low
temperatures. However, the sea ice extent and thickness have diminished over the past few years due
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to global warming. This diminishing ice may provide access to new sailing routes in these waters in the
years to come. The probability of collisions between ships and icebergs may increase due to this
increased activity. The assessment of the loads caused by iceberg impacts is an important issue for ship
designers. In modern ship and offshore structure design, the design should always be carried out under
the principle of the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and further checked with the requirements for the
Accidental Limit State (ALS).

Although it is not explicitly stated, the conventional design of ship structures is carried out in the
ULS format. This design implies that the structure is only allowed to undergo small deformations with
no or limited elasto-plastic behaviour. The task is then to determine the scantlings such that the
structure can resist the maximum pressures and forces from the ice as the ice is being crushed by the
ship. Consequently, the ice action is characterised as pressure versus contact area curves; the smaller
the contact area, the larger is the indentation pressure. Substantial efforts have been invested over the
past decades to determine pressure-area relationships for crushing ice. A variety of formulations can be
found in ship classification codes and rules for arctic offshore structures, such as IACS [12] and ISO
19906 [13]. The return periods for the ice pressures are not always explicitly stated, but in general, vary
from a few years to 100 years.

Pressure-area relationships are sometimes also given for very rare ice impact events, for example,
for a return period of 10000 years. The intention is to use the pressure for design in the ALS format.
Such pressure–area relationships are useful if the objective is to design the structure to be so strong
that it can crush the ice with very moderate deformations, similar to the task in the ULS design.
However, such a design will often lead to overly conservative design. In most codes, it is accepted that
the structure may undergo substantial deformations in the ALS design; yielding, plastic mechanisms,
buckling, et al., are allowed, but the integrity of the structurewith respect to global stability shall not be
put in jeopardy. For a ship or offshore structures carrying dangerous cargo, it is also normally required
that a spill into the environment should not occur. For a double-hull tanker, this requirement implies
that while gross deformation and fracture of the outer shell may be accepted, puncturing of the inner
shell (cargo tank) should not occur. For this kind of design, pressure-area curves are meaningless; the
pressures on the ice-structure interface will to a large extent be limited by the structural resistance.

For a realistic design against an accidental iceberg impact, we require knowledge about the iceberg
shape and a continuum mechanics model of icebergs, in addition to iceberg mass and speed. Both
issues are associated with substantial challenges.

Icebergsmay take on a variety of shapes. A few attempts have beenmade to characterise the shapes,
e.g., Sanderson [20] and McKenna [18], but so far, a common agreement on standard shapes to be used
for ALS design has not been established. An alternative approach to characterisation of iceberg shapes
on the basis of empirical surveys is to characterise the shapes in view of the structural resistance to
iceberg impacts. In principle, a “spear-like” protrusion of an iceberg has a large puncturing potential.
However, in such cases the side of the ship will simply crush the ice. A vertical, plane iceberg surface
yields significant confinement of the ice, which may become virtually rigid compared to the structure.
However, the associated large contact area yields a significant energy dissipation capability, and no
penetration of the inner hull is likely (unless the iceberg kinetic energy is very large). An important
objective of the present work is to evaluate iceberg shapes in terms of their damage potential. It will be
shown that the demand for strain energy dissipation for collisions with bergy bits, icebergs and
growlers up to 1000 tons is moderate. This observation implies that a relatively small part of the
iceberg will be crushed and contribute to the energy dissipation. Consequently, it is not essential to
have exact information about the overall shape of the iceberg, but instead, the local shape is important.
Furthermore, the local shape should be evaluated in view of the structural configuration of the ship.

The physical properties of ice are complex, and relatively few continuum mechanics models exist.
These limitations make the numerical simulation of ice-structure interactions a challenge. In the
1980’s, the typical numerical methodology to model iceberg ice was based on the use of simplified
analytical equations and ice failure strength, e.g. Cammaert and Tsinker [3] and Arockiasamy et al. [2].
The crushing and crack of iceberg ice during impact were not considered at all. Gagnon has done
extensive research on numerical simulation of iceberg impacts, e.g. Gagnon [8,9]. The so-called
“crushable foam” material type was adopted to simulate ice crushing. It is a promising method for
investigating structure and iceberg interactions. However, it has not yet been applied to integrated
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analysis. Liu et al. [15] presented a new material model for iceberg ice that is designed to facilitate
simulation of ship structure and iceberg interactions. It is based on plasticity theory, and the “erosion”
technique is employed to simulate the crushing of the iceberg. This model is adopted in the integrated
analyses reported in the present paper.

The material model used is based on a simplified modelling of complex physical iceberg mecha-
nisms. Hence, it is essential to verify that it yields a realistic description of iceberg-crushing behaviour.
The structure-iceberg interface pressures obtained in the integrated analyses were, therefore, studied
in detail in the present paper.

The demand for energy dissipation is another issue of importance. The iceberg with its associated
added mass represents a kinetic energy, where the impact speed often is largely governed by the ship
speed. Only a fraction of the kinetic energy must, however, be dissipated as strain energy. Depending
on the collision geometry, a significant part of the impact energy will remain as kinetic energy. This
determination is convenientlymade by splitting the analysis into two tasks, namely, an assessment of i)
external mechanics and ii) internal mechanics. The result of external mechanics is the demand for
energy dissipation. This result provides a useful perspective on the amount of deformations that is to
be expected in the structure and the ice. The distribution of damage and energy dissipation is deter-
mined in the integrated analysis of internal mechanics. A major objective of the present work is to
study the distribution of damage in the ship and the iceberg as a function of the relative strength of the
two structures. A further objective is to determine the size of iceberg impacts that a typical tanker can
resist without jeopardising the acceptance criteria.

The integrated analysis of ship-iceberg collisions in the present paper means that the deformations
of both ship and iceberg are taken into consideration in the non-linear finite element simulations. This
analysis corresponds to the shared-energy design method in the ALS design stage. For simplicity, it is
convenient to split the dynamics of ship-iceberg collisions into external and internal mechanics (see
Fig.1). The external mechanics deal with the global translational and rotational momentum balance for
the ship and iceberg. It can be analysed by analytical methods (for more details refer the work done by
Liu and Amdahl [14]. However, the internal mechanics focus on the local deformation of ship and
iceberg. Non-linear finite element (NLFEA) methods are used in this paper to analyse the internal
mechanics due to its geometry and mechanical complexity of both ship and iceberg. These two
mechanics are coupled together by the dissipated energy level. The present paper will mainly describe
the internal mechanics of a ship-iceberg collision.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the external and internal mechanics.
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2. External mechanics

To put the energy level into a practical perspective, the demand for energy dissipation was first
determined by calculating the external mechanics using the model developed by Liu and Amdahl [14].
The model depends on several factors, such as the iceberg mass, centre of gravity, added mass factors
and collision angles. In general, such parameters are highly dependent on field data, which were not
available during the study. The data are also associated with considerable uncertainties. These
uncertainties may be considered within the framework of probabilistic analysis, see Fuglem et al. [7]. In
this context, the following simplifying assumptions are introduced.

According to Liu and Amdahl [14], the maximum dissipated energy (E0) in a collision between ship
and iceberg is reached if the impact is purely plastic and central (collision force through the centre of
gravity), which yields the following expression:

E0 ¼ 1
2
Miceberg bv 2

ship

 
1� bvicebvship

!2

1þMiceberg

Mship

(1)

Eq. (1) can be rewritten as the following expression:

E0 ¼ 1
2
cMicebergDv

2 (2)

whereMshipandMiceberg are themasses of the ship and iceberg, respectively. In general, the addedmass
factor should be considered (see the discussion in Liu and Amdahl [14]. However, for simplicity, it is
neglected in the present discussion. c ¼ 1=ð1þMiceberg=MshipÞ ¼ Mship=ðMship þMicebergÞ, and c is
usually close to 1 in this work because the focus is on growler or bergy bits collisions with ship
structures. If a ship of mass 150000 tons collides with an iceberg of mass 1000 tons, then c ¼ 150/151.
Dv ¼ bvship � bvice is the relative velocity between the ship and iceberg. The demand for energy dissi-
pation (E) in a ship-iceberg collision may therefore be expressed as follows:

E ¼ xE0 (3)

where x is a factor that depends on a variety of parameters, such as the collision position, the water line
angle, the frame angle of ship, the relative centre of gravity (COG) position and the velocity direction
between the ship and iceberg. To quantify the value of x is a challenge. The work done by Fuglem et al.
[7] sheds light on how to assess x. As to the iceberg and ship collision case, if we consider the iceberg
collision with the foreship structure as the most likely scenario, a factor of 0.3 may be conservatively
assumed based on previous study by Liu and Amdahl [14].

The demand for strain energy dissipation versus relative speed for foreship collisions with different
iceberg sizes is plotted in Fig. 2. For example, if a 5000-ton iceberg collideswith the foreshipof a 150000-
ton vesselwith a relative velocity of 5m/s, the estimated total dissipated energy is 18.2MJ. If the iceberg
size is 10000 tons, the demand for energy dissipation is then 35.2MJ. These values are comparable to the
present criteria for accidental collisionswith platforms in the North Sea (14MJ for supply vessels, 40–60
MJ for passing vessels, see Moan et al. [17]). However, a general conclusion regarding the energy level
should be based on field data, such as the sizes, mass, shapes and velocities of both iceberg and ship,
e.g. the work done by Liu et al. [16]. The required energy can be dissipated either as strain energy in
the vessel or by crushing of the ice or by the crushing of the iceberg and the vessel. Such values give
a direct measurement of the damage extent if we link it with the following internal mechanics analysis.

3. Internal mechanics

This section contains a detailed discussion about the internal mechanics during a ship and iceberg
collision.
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3.1. Ship model

The ship bow model is based on the drawing of an ice-strengthened FPSO structure (see Fig. 3(a)).
The main dimensions are listed in Table 1.

The steel material model used was developed by Alsos et al. [1]. The material was assumed to have
isotropic plastic properties and modelled using plane stress J2 flow theory. The equivalent stress-strain
relationship is represented by a modified power law formulation that includes the plateau strain:

Fig. 2. E versus Dv.

Fig. 3. (a) Foreship model, (b) Iceberg model R ¼ 2000 mm, (c) Iceberg model R ¼1000 mm. Notice that (a, b, c) are not at the same
scale level.
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seq ¼
	
sy if 3eq � 3plat
K
�
3eq þ 30

�n otherwise
(4)

where 3plat is the equivalent plastic strain at the plateau exit and sy denotes the initial yield stress, K is
strength index, n is the strain hardening index. The strain 30 at the intersection of the plateau and
power law expression, (3plat,sy), is given by the following expression:

3o ¼
�sy
K

�1
n

�3plat (5)

The RTCL damage criterion was employed in the integrated analysis in the event that steel fracture
and crack happened in the simulation. Detailed information can be found in the paper by Alsos et al.
[1]. The key data for the steel model are listed in Table 2.

3.2. Iceberg model

It is a challenge to define real iceberg shapes. Nonetheless, two different iceberg shapes are
proposed in the present study. The first is a half-sphere with a radius of 2000 mm. The second is
a compositae shape comprising a half-sphere of radius 1000 mm in the front, a rounded platform of
height 2000mm, and top and bottom radii of 1000mm and 1500mm, respectively, in the back (see (b)
and (c) in Fig. 3). The sphere-shaped iceberg simulates the contact area during the iceberg collision
with the foreship. These shapes are highly idealised, and there are also other possibilities for the
contact area shapes, which may be investigated later. The iceberg models are both modelled by hex-
octahedron solid elements with a user-defined constitutive relationship.

The iceberg material model, which is based on the “Tsai-Wu” yield surface, was developed by Liu
et al. [15]:

f ðp; J2Þ ¼ J2 �
�
a0 þ a1pþ a2p

2
�

¼ 0 (6)

where p ¼ skk/3 ¼ I1/3 is the hydrostatic pressure, J2 ¼ 1=2sij : sij is the second invariant for
the deviatoric stress, and a2, a1, and a0 are constants that require fitting to triaxial experimental data.
A user-defined failure criterion was proposed as follows:

Table 1
Main dimensions of the bow structure.

Items Dimension

Plating 35 mm
Stiffener spacing 400 mm
Stringer spacing 1650 mm
Stringer plating 20.5 mm
Web frame spacing 3200 mm
Stiffener 400 � 18 þ 100 � 11 mm2

Web frame 3500 � 12.5 þ 200 � 12.5 mm2

Stiffener of stringers 1500 � 200 � 12 mm3

Table 2
Steel material model inputs.

Items Value

Densityr 7.89 � 103 kg/m3

Young’s modulus E 210 GPa
Poisson ration 0.3
Yields stress sy 285 MPa
Strength index K 740 MPa
Strain index n 0.24
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3peq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3
3pij : 3

p
ij

r
(7)

3f ¼ 30 þ
�
p
p2

� 0:5
�2

(8)

where 3peq3
p
eq is the equivalent plastic strain, 3pijis the plastic strain tensor, 3fis the failure strain, 30 is the

initial failure strain, which should be adjusted according to experimental data, and p2is the larger root
of the yield function. If 3peq > 3f or the pressure is not greater than the cut-off pressure pcut, erosion is
activated. This failure criterion is based on trial and error and is purely empirical. Only one input
parameter (30) is needed.

The iceberg material model shows reasonably good behaviour in different numerical examples.
More details are available in Liu et al. [15]. Different values for the yield surface parameters were tried,
and it was concluded that the data obtained based on the work done by Derradji-Aouat [5] could be
used for the simulation of the local structure deformation. The present paper contains a further
investigation of the behaviour and validity of the iceberg material model. The data for the present
iceberg material model are listed in Table 3. As discussed by Liu et al. [15], the data derived from
Derradji-Aouat generally gives an upper bound of the iceberg impact loads.

3.3. Boundary conditions and collision positions

The end of the ship bow structurewas fixed. The ship bow structurewas big enough tominimise the
influence of the boundary on the results. The iceberg was free to move against the ship bow with
a velocity of 4000 mm/s. Collision positions were placed at the middle of two vertical stringers (side
view in Fig. 4). Horizontally, two locations were considered: one was on the top of the web frame, and
the other was located in the middle of two web frames (top view in Fig. 4).

4. Simulation results

The non-linear explicit finite element code LS-DYNA 971 was used to assess both the ship structure
and the icebergdeformations. The simulationswere runonaXenon64EMTLinux serverwith8CPUs. The
simulation time for each casewas approximately 20 h. Three groups of contacts and friction factorswere
definedasgiven inTable 4. Theoption *CONTACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACEwasused to consider the contact
between ship structure and the newly emerged surface of iceberg if the ice element is eroded. The option
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE was used to calculate internal contact between ship structural compo-
nents. The command *CONTACT_ERODING_SINGLE_SURFACE enabled calculation of possible contact between ice
elements. More information can be found in Hallquist [11].

Table 3
Iceberg material model inputs.

Items Value [5]

Constant a0 22.93 MPa2

Constant a1 2.06 MPa
Constant a2 �0.023
Initial failure strain 30 0.01
Young’s modulus E 9.5 GPa
Density r 900 kg/m3
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4.1. Ice impact pressure

Prior to discussing how the deformation and energy dissipation are shared by the ice and the ship
structure in the integrated analysis, it is interesting to investigate how ice pressures develop on the
contact surface. The ice pressures were obtained by assessing the output data of contact pressure per
node, which corresponds to a square mesh of size 0.014 m2 (120 � 120 mm2) in the present simulation
(see Hallquist [11]). Gagnon [10] used a new impact panel to measure forces and pressures during
collisions of a shipwith bergy bits and small icebergs. It was concluded that the contact zones consisted
of relatively small regions of hard ice (pressure in the range of 8–20MPa for contact areas varying from
0.002 m2 to 0.03 m2) usually surrounded by a larger area of softer pulverised ice, where the pressure
was around 2.5 MPa. To compare with this finding, the contact pressures in the numerical simulation
were investigated. Screenshots of the contact pressure at time 0.005 s and 0.15 s are presented in
Fig. 5(a, b). The contact pressure at the very beginning (at time 0.005 s) is in the range of 16–37 MPa.
The maximum contact pressure at time 0.15 is 15.5 MPa (e.g. the red colour in Fig. 5(b)). The high
contact pressure points in the range of 8–15.5MPa at 0.15 s are distributed randomlywithin the contact
surface. Several nodes are picked up for investigation; see Fig. 5(c). It is seen that the contact pressure
in the centre area is generally higher than that in the area close to the edge. This is as expected since the
ice at the centre area is well confined. The failure criterion embedded in the material model which
determines the “erosion” of ice elements plays an important role on inducing such big variation of
contact pressure as Fig. 5(b) presents. However, other reasons, e.g. the dynamic stress wave and
the contact algorithm used by LS-DYNA may also exist. Anyway, the model that has been developed
is capable of generating realistic impact forces and pressure distributions on the ship structure.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Illustration of collision location.

Table 4
Contact and friction definitions.

Contact location Contact algorithm Friction

1 Ship structure and iceberg *CONTACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE 0.15
2 Ship structure *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE 0.30
3 Iceberg *CONTACT_ERODING_SINGLE_SURFACE 0.15
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Further, three patches of different sizes were selected for the investigations. They are all located
close to the centre contact area, see Figs. 6–8. The smallest area of 0.23 m2 (16 nodes, 480 � 480 mm2)
was close to the square of the stiffener spacing, and was chosen because it is often the reference area
used to design the local plate thickness (see Fig. 6). The second area of 0.9 m2 (64 nodes, 960 � 960
mm2) represented some intermediate situationwhere approximately two stiffener spaces were loaded
directly (see Fig. 7). The largest area of 2.00 m2 (143 nodes, 1320 � 1560 mm2) represented a case
where a complete plate field between stringers and web frames was loaded (see Fig. 8).

Interface pressures were recorded for a ship with basic material properties, see Table 2. In addition,
pressures were monitored for the case that the ship was infinitely rigid. The results for the three areas
are shown in Figs. 6–8.

Some interesting features are observed:

� For a rigid side, the largest pressures occurred in the early stages of contact. The pressures
exhibited very large oscillations, especially for small contact areas. The oscillations were probably
induced by the rapid change of stiffness for ice elements reaching the failure criteria;

� For realistic structure properties, the magnitude of the oscillations was considerably smaller,
notably in the early stages of deformation. The peak pressureswere significantly smaller. In the late

Fig. 5. (a, b) Contact pressure contour (unit: MPa) on the ship outer hull, at time 0.005 s and 0.15 s. (c) Contact pressure variation for
nodes picked at time 0.15 s. A polynomial fitting curve is also plotted. Fitting degree n ¼ 6, the adjusted R -square R

2¼ 0.25.

Fig. 6. Contact pressure for a loading patch of 16 nodes (0.22 m2) located at the centre of the contact area. Rigid versus integrated.
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stages of deformation, the difference in ice pressure experienced by the rigid and realistic struc-
tures was small, especially for the large contact area;

� The average contact pressures increased with increasing deformation (or time).

Based on Figs. 6–8, the maximum pressures experienced for the three areas for the rigid and
realistic side structure are plotted in Fig 9 along with the ISO 19906 [13] specifications. The pressures
lie above the design curve for the two smallest areas, whereas the pressures for the realistic structure
fall below the curve. For the largest area, they are both virtually identical to the values given by the ISO-
curve. Overall, the agreement with the design curve is good.

Fig. 7. Contact pressure for a loading patch of 64 nodes (0.9 m2) located at the centre of the contact area. Rigid versus integrated.

Fig. 8. Contact pressure for a loading patch of 143 nodes (2.0 m2) located at the centre of the contact area. Rigid versus integrated.
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These results demonstrate that the behaviour of the ice material model contained several favour-
able properties:

� The maximum pressures decreased with increasing area in the same manner as the accepted
design curves. This feature is probably induced by the numerical method “erosion”, which is
determined by the failure criterion embedded in the material model;

� The pressures oscillated significantly. We believe this behaviour to be the case for the pressures
exerted by real ice;

� The magnitude of the oscillations decreased with increasing area. This behaviour is reasonable;
due to the non-simultaneous failure at the contact surface, an increasing area should level out the
oscillations;

� The reason that the peak pressures were smaller in the early stages of loading is due to the fact that
the pressures are governed by the ship side resistance. The side of the ship was simply not strong
enough to crush the ice initially. The strength of the side of the ship was limited by plastic
deformation of the stiffeners. This behaviour is in agreement with the current practise for design of
ship side structures; the plating possesses significant strength, while the stiffeners represent the
“weak” link;

� When the contact area increased, the side of the ship became relatively stronger than the ice.
Consequently, the ice began to be crushed, and the contact pressure for the rigid and realistic side
became equal.

� The increase of the average pressure for a constant area with time seemed realistic; the total
contact area increased, and the studied area experienced increasing confinement. The averaged
contact pressure in all the path sizes was between 3.5 and 4 MPa, which agrees perfectly with the
recommended value by Croasdale [4]. This agreement is expected because the iceberg impact loads
from Croasdale and the present material model are both verified against the pond inlet tests (see
Croasdale [4] and Liu et al. [15].

We emphasise that even if the maximum deformation of the hull of 137 mm is significant from
a ULS design perspective, it constitutes very moderate damage from an ALS point of view. To conduct
more thorough studies of the integrated analysis, it is necessary to change the relative strength of the
ice and the side of the ship.

Fig. 9. Pressure-area relationship recorded during the rigid and integrated analysis.
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4.2. Load-deformation curves

The structural and ice responses of the ship and iceberg can be formally represented as load-
deformation relationships, as illustrated in Fig. 10 (also see reference NORSOK [19]. The strain energy
dissipated by the ship and iceberg equals the total area under the load-deformation curves:

E ¼ Ei þ Es ¼
Z wi;max

0
Ridwi þ

Z ws;max

0
Rsdws (9)

whereEi,Es are the dissipated strain energy by the iceberg and ship, respectively, wi,max,ws,max are the
maximum deformation for the iceberg and ship, respectively, Ri,Rs are the impact forces for the iceberg
and ship, respectively, and dwi,dwsare the increments of the deformation for the iceberg and ship,
respectively.

Depending on the relative strength of the ship and iceberg, the deformation and energy dissipation
tend to be distributed to theweaker of the two “structures”. The relative strength at a given time instant
may vary significantly during the impact. Hence, the distribution of energy dissipation may exhibit
different phases as illustrated in the principle sketch, Fig. 10. The curves show the various phases cor-
responding to the three ALS design principles defined in NORSOK [19], namely the ductile design,
strength design and shared energy design. An important objective of the present work is to study the
deformations and energy dissipation of the iceberg and ship structure when relative strength varies.

The most logical approach to adjust the relative strength of the iceberg and the ship is to either
change the ship scantlings or let the ice material parameters vary. As the ice material has been cali-
brated to test data, changing the material parameters would introduce additional uncertainties (e.g.
how the ice behaviour shall be interpreted?). It is easier to comprehend a variation in the ship strength.
However, changing the scantlings of the ship side is cumbersome. Consequently, the ship strength was
adjusted by simply scaling the yield strength. The yield stresses for the steel material for five different
cases are presented in Fig. 11.

Integrated simulations of the iceberg-ship impacts were carried out for five different ship strength
cases. The contact force versus deformation of the initial contact point of the ship and the ice are shown
in Fig. 12.

The simulations show widely different behaviour depending on the relative strength. For example,
for the weakest structure with a yield strength of sy¼75 MPa, the iceberg behaved almost like a rigid

Fig. 10. Illustration of the load-deformation curve between the iceberg and ship.
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body. It underwent only minor deformation, while the ship structure was damaged significantly and
finally experienced ductile fracture (see Fig. 13a). With yield strengths of sy¼120 MPa, 150 MPa, the
iceberg ice and the ship structure had equal stiffness and shared the energy almost equally.

An interesting observation is that therewas a “switch” in stiffness between the iceberg and the ship.
Initially, the iceberg was strong enough to deform the side plating of the ship. As the side plating
displaced, the centre of the contact area experienced increasing confinement, and the capacity of the
ice increased. However, when the iceberg came into contact with the stringers, the tendency of the side
plating to “wrap” around the iceberg was broken. At this stage, the “shoulders” of the iceberg in contact
with the ship side experienced considerably less confinement, and the crushing resistance was
reduced. At the same time, the resistance of the side structure increased due to the direct contact with
the stringers. The combined effect was that the ship structure began to crush the iceberg. Once the
iceberg began to be crushed, its strength was further reduced because of eroding elements. The
significant increase of the contact area caused the stringers to buckle locally. Subsequently, the iceberg
sufferedmost of the deformations (see Figs 13b and 14). We emphasise that the observations are based
on the model adopted for the ice material. The “erosion” of elements technique adopted does not
simulate any additional loads caused by the extrusion of crushed ice, which might play a role during
the crushing. In spite of this limitation, we note that the pressures generated agree well with estab-
lished pressure-area relationships (see Fig. 9). For the case of sy¼235 MPa, 285 MPa, the ship under-
went minor deformations compared to the iceberg (see Fig. 13c). The ship resisted the maximum
pressures caused by the iceberg, except at the very beginning of contact.

The sy ¼ 75 MPa or sy ¼ 120 MPa, 150 MPa simulations represent the practical consequences when
an impact occurs between an iceberg and ships that are not well strengthened for ice loads.

4.3. Iceberg shape considerations

The underwater shape of icebergs is often highly irregular. In particular, small icebergs may have
small sections that protrude out of the main body. In principle, such protrusions may have a significant
impact on the collision consequences. If the ship is not capable of crushing the protrusions, they may
penetrate deep into the side structure and ultimately tear open the inner shell. To shed some light on

Fig. 11. The proposed stress-strain curves under different yield stresses.
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this issue, impacts with an iceberg with a smaller nose radius of 1000mmwere analysed (see Fig. 3(c)).
The mesh size and velocity were identical to those of the iceberg with a nose radius of 2000 mm. The
simulations were carried out for sy¼75, 120 and 150 MPa.

The load deformation curves for the iceberg and the ship are plotted in Fig. 15 along with the
corresponding curves for a nose radius of 2000 mm. The iceberg with the smaller nose radius of 1000
mm shows a similar but not exactly the same behaviour as the large radius iceberg. The iceberg force-
deformation curves exhibit two peaks associated with direct contact with the iceberg on the upper and
lower stringers. The non-simultaneous contact was caused by the inclined side hull of the bow.
Compared to the iceberg with a nose radius of 2000 mm, the delay between the two peak forces was
larger, and the averaged impact force was much smaller. The first effect was governed by the shape of
the iceberg, and the second effect was governed by the resistance of the plating. Again, it is observed
that the stiffeners constitute theweak link of the ship side; they cannot support the force level required

Fig. 12. Load-deformation curves, R ¼ 2000 mm.

Fig. 13. Local view of structure damage in different cases (a,b,c).
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to crush the ice. Consequently, in the first stages of contact, the iceberg with a nose radius of 1000 mm
was capable of displacing the ship side by a greater extent compared with the large radius iceberg for
the present range of steel strength. This observation is also evident by comparing the deformation
pattern in Fig. 16. As seen in Fig. 15, the side of the ship was, therefore, more prone to rupture, although
rupture did not take place except for the case where sy ¼ 75 MPa. Once contact with the stringers was
established, the ship began to crush the iceberg with a nose radius of 1000 mm, and the deformations
in the side of the ship ceased for sy ¼ 120 and 150 MPa.

For the case of R ¼ 2000 mm and yield strength sy ¼ 120 and 150 MPa, the deformation of the ship
structure ceased for a short period after contact with the stringers was established and then began to
increase again due to increased contact area and forces. The behaviour may be categorised as changing

Fig. 14. Cross-sectional view (vertical) of the structure and iceberg interaction for sy ¼ 120 MPa , R ¼ 2000 mm. (Time unit: seconds)

Fig. 15. Load-deformation curves, R ¼ 2000, 1000 mm.
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from the “strength” to the “shared energy” domain, as annotated in Fig. 10. This observationmay tell us
that the ship structure was probably able to crush some types of icebergs, such as the R ¼ 1000 mm
case. If the strength of the side is increased to 285MPa as defined previously, the simulation shows that
the side will start to crush the ice with R¼ 1000 mm at an earlier stage, before the ice has contact with
the stringers. However, the structure still undergoes moderate deformation before the deformation
ceases and crushes the ice at a maximum deformation of around 170 mm.

How can the influence of iceberg shape be quantified? Fitzpatrick and Kennedy [6] proposed the
aspect ratio (Ar) to describe the shapes’ influence on iceberg impact loads. The aspect ratio is defined as
follows:

Ar ¼ H
D

(10)

where H,D are the height and diameter, respectively, of crushed ice at the leading edge, as defined by
Fitzpatrick and Kennedy [6]. However, the parameterAr is still difficult to assess because both
H,Dcannot be easily obtained. Here, we adopted Fitzpatrick and Kennedy’s concept and further
assumed that Ar may be defined according to the structural configuration. We propose that the
parameterDshould be set equal to the spacing between strong structure components in a ship. In most
cases, the stiffeners were too weak, and the natural choice was to set D as the spacing between
stringers, frames, deck or bulkhead. The height H was then determined as illustrated in Fig. 17. In the
present simulations, Ar equals 0.3 and 0.1 for R¼1000 mm and 2000 mm, respectively; the larger the
value ofAr, the higher the potential of penetrating the inner shell. For large values ofAr, the ice will start
crushing while the structure remains intact or undergoes only moderate deformation. For small values
ofAr, the ship structure may endure most of the deformations.

4.4. Different locations

Two locations of the collision position were proposed for the iceberg with a radius of 2000 mm
(see Fig. 4). The load-deformation curves are summarised in Fig. 18. As expected, the structure tended

Fig. 16. Cross-sectional (vertical) view of the structure and iceberg interaction for sy ¼120 MPa, R¼1000 mm., time unite: second.
The envelops indicate the folding of frames.
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to deform more if the collision took place midway between web frames. An interesting observation is
that the “switch” of the relative strength between the ship and iceberg was delayed in the centre
collision case, which is obvious when sy ¼ 120 MPa (see Fig. 18). For example, when sy ¼ 120 MPa,
the collision located in the centre deformed the stiffener immediately when the contact was
established. The resistances for web frame contact and centre contact were virtually the same in the
initial stages. In this stage, the contributions to the resistance from the web frame and the stiffener
were almost the same. When the contact extended to the stringers, there was a noticeable difference

Fig. 17. Illustration of aspect ratio definition for (a) a sphere and (b) arbitrarily shaped iceberg profiles.

Fig. 18. Load-deformation curves for collisions at frame and centre, R ¼ 2000 mm.
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for the web frame and centre collisions. For the web frame collision, the intersection between the
stringer and the web frame was a hard spot that was sufficiently strong to crush the ice. Hence, the
deformation in the side ceased. For the centre contact case, the resistance was slightly smaller due to
the buckling of the stringer plate (see Fig. 19), and the side continued to deform until it reached
a level at which the ice may be crushed.

5. Conclusions

The present work represents one of the first attempts to conduct truly integrated large deformation,
elasto-plastic analyses of ship-iceberg collisions based on continuum mechanics modelling of both
bodies. The properties of ice during crushing and its interactionwith a deformable structure such as the
steel ship are not well known and introduce significant uncertainties. In spite of these limitations, we
believe that the results of the integrated analysis provide useful information and new perspectives on
iceberg modelling aspects. Both external and internal mechanics were discussed in detail. A new
developed material model for iceberg was successfully applied to simulate the iceberg and foreship
collision. We took both iceberg and ship structure deformations into equal consideration in our
numerical simulations. The major conclusions are the following:

� The demanded dissipated energy in an iceberg and foreship structure collision is mainly deter-
mined by the iceberg and ship masses and the relative velocity between them. A fully “plastic”
impact represents an upper bound for the required energy dissipation. Based on typical foreship
geometries, it has been found that the required energy dissipation is only 30% of the one repre-
sented by plastic impact. Thus, a significant amount of energy is transferred into kinetic energy by
deflecting the iceberg.

� Large icebergs present the greatest damage potential. However, they are more likely to be detected
by radar. Icebergs in the range of 5000–100000 tons represent probably the largest risk, taking into
account the kinetic energy potential and detectability. If a 5000-ton iceberg collides with a ship
with a mass of 150000 tons with a relative velocity of 5 m/s, the demand for energy dissipation is
18 MJ. This demand is not dramatic from an ALS point of view. The typical kinetic energy used for
supply vessel collisions in the North Sea is 11–14 MJ. A FPSO has been shown to resist considerably
larger energies before puncturing of the inner tank (see [17]).

� The ice material model proposed by Liu et al. [15] demonstrated many good features in our
integrated analysis. It was able to provide reasonably good contact pressure values for various sizes
of patches. The averaged contact pressure in the core area simulated was around 3.5–4 MPa;

� Impacts with icebergs with the modelled properties would not cause severe damage to the ice-
strengthened foreship with a nominal yield strength of sy ¼ 285 MPa studied. The maximum
deflection of the side was 137 mm;

Fig. 19. Cross-sectional (vertical) view of simulations for (a) centre and (b) web frame, collisions at time 0.12 s, R ¼ 2000 mm, and
sy ¼ 120 MPa. The envelops indicate the folding of frames.
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� If a ship structure is not designed to be as strong as the present model, then an iceberg impact may
cause severe damage to the side of the structure. Severe penetration and fracture were observed
for the case when sy ¼ 75 MPa;

� In all simulations, the stiffeners beneath the contact area were subjected to significant folding and
cannot effectively support the forces created in the plating. If not directly hit, the stringers andweb
frames may support the membrane forces produced in the side when it undergoes finite
deformations;

� If the iceberg has a sharp protrusion, it has the potential of puncturing the ship structure initially.
However, the ship structure may crush such protrusions before that happens, as shown in the case
of an iceberg with a half-sphere in the front with a radius of 1000 mm;

� Icebergs may take on infinitely many shapes, both on the macroscopic and local level. A few
attempts have been made to characterise iceberg shapes, but accepted standards for iceberg
shapes are far from being established by the engineering community, probably because the need
for these standards has not been previously recognised. In an ALS analysis, the need to characterise
iceberg shapes can no longer be circumvented. In lieu of relevant data, we propose to approach the
iceberg shape issue from the ship scantlings’ point of view. We also propose to use the aspect ratio
Ar to describe the shapes of the leading edges of icebergs and further suggest that Ar can be defined
from the structure damage point of view.
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ABSTRACT  
This paper deals with the integrated numerical analysis of iceberg collisions with ship 
sides. A nonlinear explicit commercial code LS-DYNA 971 was used in the analysis. 
The deformations and fracture of both the ship structure and iceberg are considered. 
The RTCL failure criterion is applied to simulate steel fracture, whereas the iceberg 
fracture model is simulated by a plastic strain and pressure-based empirical failure 
criterion. Material models for steel and iceberg are implemented in the commercial 
code through a user-defined subroutine. For simplicity, the ship-iceberg collision is 
split into external and internal mechanics. Thus, only part of the ship structure and 
iceberg is modelled in the numerical simulations. The ship structure is based on the 
drawings of an ice-strengthened FPSO, and only the side structure is modelled. The 
structure model has been enlarged to minimise boundary influences. Different shapes 
for the leading edges of the iceberg are proposed, namely so-called “sharp”, “blunt” 
and “intermediate” icebergs. The iceberg shapes are simply represented by revolving a 
parabolic or circular profile line about its symmetry axis. Four profiles are proposed. 
Three different collision locations were simulated as well. Rigid analyses have also 
been performed. Finally, 24 numerical simulations have been carried out. The results 
for the maximum deflection of the outer and inner shells and the total internal energy 
are presented. Discussions and conclusions based on the results are provided as well.  

Introduction 
Arctic waters are attracting researchers and engineers due to the large reserves of oil 
and gas and the potential for new sailing routes through this area. It is expected that 
ship traffic will increase in this area in the near future. Thus, the probability of 
ship/iceberg collision increases, and it is necessary to investigate ship and iceberg 
collision problems in Arctic and sub-Arctic waters. This paper presents a study on the 
numerical simulation of iceberg collisions with ship sides. 
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To simplify the ship-iceberg collision, the division of external and internal mechanics 
is recommended; see Pedersen and Zhang [1]. The external mechanics describe 
translational and rotational momentum balance and energy dissipation. Recently, Liu 
and Amdahl [2] developed a new formulation for the external mechanics of ship-ship 
collisions. It is also applicable to ship-iceberg collisions. With the given information 
about the mass, velocities, added mass factors and ship/iceberg shape properties, the 
total dissipated energy for a ship-iceberg collision scenario can be efficiently obtained. 
On the other hand, the internal mechanics of ship-iceberg collision focus on the local 
deformations of both the ship and iceberg. Nonlinear finite element analyses (NLFEA) 
are always used to access the internal mechanics. Due to the large deformations, 
NLFEA should be able to handle the fracture of both steel and ice. The external and 
internal mechanics are linked to one another by the dissipated energy. By dividing the 
external and internal mechanics, models of the entire ship and iceberg are not required 
in the finite element model (FEM). The examples of this can be found in  paper by 
Liu et.al. [3,4]. Figure 1 shows an illustration of this simplification. The 
computational time is significantly reduced by following this principle. More effort 
can then be focused on detailed studies of the internal mechanics. 
 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of side-ship and iceberg collision (cross-sectional view). 

 
Ship and iceberg models 
 
Ship structure 
 
The ship structure model used in this study is based on the side scantlings of a FPSO 
tanker, which has been designed for ice loads. The main dimensions are listed in Table 
1. 

 
Table 1. Main dimensions. 

Location Stiffener/web 
Frame 

Spacing 
[mm] 

Frame/stringer 
spacing [mm] 

Plate 
thickness 

[mm] 

Material 
stiffener 
[MPa] 

Material 
plating 
[MPa] 

Side 250 x 12 BP 600 4430/2215 23 285 285 

Inner 450 x 125 
BP 825 4430 17 285 285 

 
To minimise the influence of the boundary conditions set for the structural model, the 
model described above was arrayed into a 3 x 3 matrix as shown in Figure 2. The 



 
 

boundary conditions are defined according to Table 2, where 1 denotes fixed and 0 
indicates free (see also Figure 2). 
 

Table 2. Boundary conditions. 
Location X Y Z RX RY RZ 

Boundary A 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Boundary B 1 1 0 0 0 0 

 

 
Figure 2. The side structure model with illustrations 
 of the boundary conditions and collision locations. 

 
The structure model was meshed by using a Belytschko-Tsay quadrangular mesh with 
a general mesh size of 120 mm × 120 mm. The material model for steel in this study 
should be able to predict the fracture and crack propagation of steel. Thus, the 
material model developed by Alsos et al. (2009) [5] is employed here. The power law 
expression was chosen to describe the stress-strain relationship. In this study, 

285Y� � , 740K � , 0.24n � . The so-called RTCL ( Rice–Tracey and Crockcroft–Latham ) 
failure criterion was adopted in the material code for steel in which the triaxiality is 
considered; more information is provided in a paper by Alsos et al. [5].  
 
Iceberg profile 
 
As previously discussed, only the local area of contact with the iceberg is required in 
the numerical simulations. However, it is still a great challenge to model the correct 
shape of contact area. Similar problems have been discussed by Alsos and Amdahl [6] 
with respect to ship grounding They defined three categories of seabed topology on 
the basis of the extent of damage, namely rock, reef and shoal. Similarly, we may also 
consider categorising the iceberg profile based on the extent of structural damage. 
 
Generally, two categories of iceberg profiles, “sharp” and “blunt”, are proposed. Both 
“sharp” and “blunt” can be simply represented by revolving a parabolic or a circle 
profile line about its symmetry axis. As shown in Figure 3, the iceberg profiles based 
on different parabolic or circular lines are created. The 3D iceberg shapes can be 



 
 

easily obtained by revolving the profile lines 360° about the X-axis. In this paper, the 

iceberg shapes were modelled based on the parabolic line 21
500

X Y� �  and half-circle 

lines, 2 2 2( )Y X r r� � � , where r  equals 1000 mm, 2000 mm and 3000 mm. All of the 
icebergs modelled have the same height of 2000 mm along the X-axis. Thus, a round 
platform was additionally attached to the half sphere when 1000 mmr � with an 
inclination angle of 025 . The final iceberg shapes are presented in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 3. Iceberg profiles presented by parabolic and circle lines. 

 

   
Figure 4. FEM models for local iceberg part (parabola, round platform plus 

half-sphere and sphere). 
 
The 3D iceberg models were all meshed by hexahedral elements with mesh size of 50 
mm x 50 mm x 50 mm. The material model used here is that presented by Liu et al. 
[6].  The inputs applied to the ice material model are: 0a =22.93, 1a =2.06, 

2a =-0.023, 2cutp MPa� � , 0 0.01� � , where 0 1 2, , , cuta a a p and 0� are constants 
defining the material model. The iceberg material model was developed to facilitate 
the iceberg impact simulations by authors. It is based on the so called ‘Tsai-Wu’ yield 
surface and a user-defined failure criterion. The failure is dependent on pressure and 
plastic strain of the elements; more information is available in a paper by Liu et. al. 
[7]. In addition to the integrated analysis, rigid icebergs are also included. For the 
rigid analysis, it is not necessary to use a solid-element mesh; the Belytschko-Tsay 
quadrangular mesh is used for the outer shell of the above icebergs’ instead.  
 



 
 

Collision location 
 
The locations of initial contact during the ship-iceberg collision are assumed to be in 
the middle of the structure model; thus, the influence of the boundary conditions is 
minimised. Three typical locations are proposed, as seen in Figure 2. If we considered 
a grid (2215 mm × 600 mm) between the stringer/web frame and two longitudinal 
stiffeners, the three points A, B and C are distributed evenly along this grid. 
 
Results 
 
All of the simulations were carried out by the computer code LS-DYNA 971. There were 
three contacts defined in the simulations, as listed in Table 3. In total, 24 numerical 
cases are summarised in Table 4. The iceberg was simulated to move against the ship 
structure at a constant velocity of 4000 mm/s, and the maximum penetration was set 
to 2000 mm. 

 
Table 3. Contact and friction definition. 

 Contact location Contact algorithm Friction 
1 Ship structure and iceberg *CONTACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE 0.15 
2 Ship structure *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE 0.30 
3 Iceberg *CONTACT_ERODING_SINGLE_SURFACE 0.15 

 
Table 4. Summary of all numerical cases. 

No. Name Integrated or 
Rigid analysis Iceberg profiles Location 

1 I-P-500-A Integrated Parabolic line 21
500

X Y� �  A 

2 R-P-500-A Rigid Parabolic line 21
500

X Y� �  A 

3 I-C-1000-A Integrated Circle line 2 2 2( 1000) 1000Y X� � �  A 

4 R-C-1000-A Rigid Circle line 2 2 2( 1000) 1000Y X� � �  A 

5 I-C-2000-A Integrated Circle line 2 2 2( 2000) 2000Y X� � �  A 

6 R-C-2000-A Rigid Circle line 2 2 2( 2000) 2000Y X� � �  A 

7 I-C-3000-A Integrated Circle line 2 2 2( 3000) 3000Y X� � �  A 

8 R-C-3000-A Rigid Circle line 2 2 2( 3000) 3000Y X� � �  A 

9 I-P-500-B Integrated Parabolic line 21
500

X Y� �  B 

… 
 

… 
 

… 
 

… 
 

… 
 

24 R-C-3000-C Rigid Circle line 2 2 2( 3000) 3000Y X� � �  C 
 
Figure 5 shows the iceberg damage patterns in the integrated analysis. The “sharp” 
(the first group, e.g., Figure 5(a) I-P-500-A) iceberg is mostly deformed, while the 
“blunt” (the last group, e.g. Figure 5(d) I-C-3000-A) iceberg is only slightly deformed. 
A moderate extent of deformation is observed for shapes intermediate between 
“sharp” and “blunt” (second and third group, e.g., I-C-1000-A and I-C-2000-A). The 
rigid analysis simulation was also carried out for the sake of comparison. Significant 
differences were observed, which point to the necessity of conducting integrated 
analyses of ship and iceberg collision scenarios. The following sections will present 
detailed results. 



 
 

 
Figure 5. Iceberg damage patterns: a, Case 1, I-P-500-A, b, Case 3, I-C-1000-A,  

c, Case 6, I-C-2000-A, d, Case 9, I-C-3000-A. 
 
Maximum deformation of outer and inner shell 
 
The maximum deflections of the outer shell for all simulations are summarised in 
Figure 6. For the rigid analysis cases, the maximum deflection should be equal to the 
iceberg displacement; see the black line in Figure 6. In most cases, the integrated 
analyses are quite different from those corresponding to the rigid analyses. The 
difference becomes more obvious when the iceberg is “sharper”, as the iceberg is 
quite easily crushed. The deflection of the structure in the integrated analyses is much 
smaller than that under the rigid analyses, e.g., cases I-P-500-A,B,C. It is interesting 
to note that the location of collision shows significant influence on the extent of 
damage of the side structure, e.g., cases I-C-1000-B and I-C-2000-B. The collision at 
location B in both cases produces much more damage to the side structure, while 
other two locations are less damaged. Location B is less supported than A and C, as 
shown in Figure 2. The detailed failure pattern in such cases is illustrated in Figure 7 
for case I-C-1000-B. Initially, the iceberg is sufficiently stiff to crush the side structure; 
however, the relative stiffness changes when the iceberg is in contact with the web 
frame and the stringer. The support from the web frames and stringers increases the 
side structure’s ability to crush the iceberg. 
 
The differences between the integrated and rigid analyses for cases I-C-2000-A,B,C 
and I-C-3000-A,B,C are quite small. The side structure is not able to crush this size or 
shape of iceberg. Fracture is only observed in the first two groups of rigid analyses, 
e.g., R-P-500-A,B,C and R-C-1000-A,B,C. In cases R-P-500-A,B,C, the “sharp” 
iceberg penetrates the outer shell of the side structure during the early stage of 
collision (see the star symbol in Figure 6). For cases R-C-1000-A,B,C, the fracture is 
initiated when the iceberg penetration distance is approximately 1000 mm.  
 



 
 

 
Figure 6. Maximum deflections of outer shell with iceberg displacement. 

 

 
Figure 7. Horizontal cross-sections for case I-C-1000-B at different time frames. 

 
The deflection of the inner shell is of great interest as it is an important criterion in 
judging a ship’s survivability, especially for membrane-type LNG ships. The 
maximum deflection of the inner shell in the present research was only as high as 265 
mm. Figure 8 summarises the maximum inner shell deflections for all cases. Only 
small differences are found between the integrated and rigid analyses in the first two 
groups (I-P-500-A,B,C, R-P-500-A,B,C and I-C-1000-A,B,C, R-C-1000-A,B,C), 
where fractures are observed. For the integrated analyses, the side structure crushes 
the iceberg ice and the inner shell experiences quite a small deflection, while for the 
rigid analyses, the side structure is penetrated by the iceberg, and large parts of the 
energy dissipation are focused in local areas where the rigid iceberg is in contact with 
it. Thus, the inner shell is still less influenced in such cases. However, it can be 
expected that the inner shell may be penetrated by the rigid iceberg if the iceberg 
displacement is sufficiently long. Another observation is that the deflection of the 



 
 

inner shell in these two groups shows vibrations; this is due to the crushed ice that has 
been eroded in the simulation in the integrated cases and the fracture of the outer shell 
in the rigid cases. When the iceberg curvature becomes smaller, for example, in cases 
I-C-2000-A,B,C and R-C-2000-A,B,C, the difference is significant, as shown in 
Figure 8. For cases I-C-2000-A and I-C-2000-C, the collision is located where web 
frames and stringers are laid; the iceberg is crushed due to the strong support, and 
thus, the inner shell deflection is quite less than the deflections of the corresponding 
rigid analyses. The reason for this is the same as that discussed in the previous 
subsection. The differences between the integrated and rigid analyses for cases 
I-C-3000-A,B,C are quite small, indicating that the icebergs are sufficiently stiff to 
crush the side structure. 
 

 
Figure 8. Maximum deflection of inner shell with penetration distance. 

 
Energy dissipation ratio discussion 
 
To illustrate the difference between the integrated and rigid analyses, the total internal 
energy dissipation during the collision was assessed. The total internal energy 
includes the eroded internal energy, as we have element erosion in most cases.  
 
The total internal energy for the integrated analyses is normalised to that of the 
corresponding rigid analyses, as shown in Figure 9. The internal energy ratio in the 
first group (I-P-500-A,B,C) is far from being 1, which can only be described by the 
integrated analyses. The rigid analyses in such cases (“sharp”) may overestimate the 
internal energy and produce a design that is too conservative. The ratio in this group 
increases with the penetration distance, which indicates the increasing stiffness of the 
iceberg. The second and third group (I-C-1000-A,B,C and I-C-2000-A,B,C) show the 
same trend. The internal energy ratios for types A and C are smaller than 1 and almost 
equal to 1 for type B in both groups in which the points of collision are located in 
less-supported areas.  
 



 
 

 
Figure 9. Internal energy ratio between the integrated and rigid analyses. 

 

 
Figure 10. Internal energy ratio between icebergs and  

the total energy for integrated analyses. 
 
Another interesting feature is shown in Figure 10. The internal energy ratio between 
the iceberg and the total energy is summarised for all of the integrated analyses. A 
ratio equal to 1 indicates that the internal energy goes to the iceberg, while the side 
structure is intact and has no contribution; on the contrary, if the ratio equals 0, then 
the side structure endures the deformation, while the iceberg remains stiff. It is shown 
that the internal energy ratio is close to 1 in the first group (I-P-500-A, B, C), where 
the iceberg is crushed, and the structure is kept intact. The influence of the collision 
location is also observed. The second group (I-C-1000-A,B,C) shows that the iceberg 
and the structure contribute almost equally to the total internal energy, except for case 
I-C-1000-B where the side structure is less supported. The ratio in the third group 
(I-C-2000-A, B, C) is smaller than 0.5, which means that the side structure contributes 
more than the iceberg to the internal energy. The iceberg is becoming stiff and more of 



 
 

the structure is crushed. The iceberg in case I-C-2000-B is almost as stiff as it is rigid 
as the ratio is close to 0. The last group (I-C-3000-A, B, C) shows that the iceberg in 
this scenario is almost the same as that in the rigid case. All of the internal energy is 
contributed by the side structure. 
 

 
Figure 11. Total internal energy with the iceberg displacement for all cases. 

 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
The results presented previously show the details of the integrated and rigid analyses, 
which are mainly focused on the internal mechanics, local deformations and energy 
dissipation. To place the internal mechanics into a practical context, the introduction 
of the external mechanics is necessary. Figure 11 shows the values of the total internal 
energy for all cases analysed. Based on these results, we consider case I-P-500-B as 
an example. The total internal energy is 6.5 MJ at a displacement of 2000 mm. Based 
on the work by Liu and Amdahl [2], it can be estimated that roughly 40% of the 
maximum possible impact energy will be dissipated in this scenario, which yields 
16.25 MJ. If we assume a ship with a size of 150,000 t, the corresponding iceberg size 
will be 1605 t. In such a case, the ship will mostly crush the iceberg, and no 
penetration will be initiated. The maximum deflections of the outer and inner shell are 
328 mm and 7.5 mm, respectively, which are obtained based on Figures 6 and 8.  
Other scenarios may follow the same procedure to obtain the extents of damage. 
 
Finally, the following conclusions can be highlighted based on the present numerical 
study: 
� The steel model by Alsos et al.(2009) [5] and the iceberg model by Liu et al. [7] 

are successfully coupled to simulate the side-ship and iceberg collision; 
� The iceberg profiles in the present study have been simplified by revolving a 

parabolic or a circular line about an axis. An iceberg with a parabolic profile 
( 21 500y x� ) will be crushed by a ship, and an iceberg with a circular line 
profile ( 2 2 2( )Y X r r� � � , 3000 mmr � ) is sufficiently stiff to crush the side 
structure. When 1000, 2000 mmr � , the iceberg and side structure share the 
energy during the collision in the integrated analyses; 



 
 

� In the rigid analyses, the “sharp” profiles, the first and second profiles 
( 21 500y x�  and 2 2 2( 1000) 1000Y X� � � ), penetrate the side structure. In the 
integrated analyses, no fracture is observed in the side structure in all cases; 

� The collision location shows significant influence when both the iceberg and side 
structure endure large deformation, for example, the second and third groups 
(I-C-1000-A,B,C and I-C-2000-A,B,C). The web frame and stringer provide 
support for types A and C and increases the side structure stiffness significantly 
compared to type B, where the location of collision is in the middle of the 
spacing; 

� The integrated analyses differ very much from the rigid analyses in most cases. 
Moreover, the difference is highly dependent on the iceberg profiles. The iceberg 
with a “sharp” profile shows the greatest difference, while the “blunt” profile 
shows little difference. In the present study, when the radius of the circle profile is 
greater than 2000 mm, the iceberg will be as stiff as it is rigid; thus, the rigid 
analysis is valid in such cases. 

� However, it is still quite difficulty to quantify the definitions of “sharp” and 
“blunt” icebergs. It is recommended to consider the damage of both ship and 
iceberg at the same time. More work is needed before a general conclusion is 
derived. 
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Numerical and simplified methods for analysis of the residual strength of ship double
bottoms

Zhenhui Liu, Jøgen Amdahl
Department of Marine Technology, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 7491, Trondheim, Norway

Abstract

This paper presents a numerical simulation and simplified methods for estimating the residual strength of a damaged double bottom.
A typical double-bottom structure from a shuttle tanker was modelled. The structure was idealised to a small degree. Imperfections
were introduced to the whole structure according to design rules. The most severe situation of the fully loaded condition was
investigated. Hull girder bending was considered. Damage was caused by a variety of indenters that were specially designed
to obtain a desired damage profile. A total of 16 numerical-calculation cases were investigated using the explicit commercial
code LS-DYNA 971. A simplified method was derived. This method includes elastic plus rigid-plastic analyses of a 3-span,
single-stiffener model. Unlike Smith’s method, the present approach takes damaged stiffened panels into account in the residual
strength assessment. The elastic and rigid-plastic analyses were combined to provide the load-end shortening curve for the damaged
stiffeners. A simplified damage mechanism for the tripping of stiffeners is presented, as is a 3-span single stiffener model with proper
boundary conditions. Both the analytical and single stiffener models were used to estimate the residual strength of a damaged double
bottom. Both methods were validated with Non-linear Finite Element Analysis (NLFEA) simulation.

Keywords: residual strength, rigid-plastic analysis, shortening curve

1. Introduction

Ships are always at risk of encountering accidental loads dur-
ing their service time, such as collision, grounding, and dropped
objects. Whenever these accidents occur, the residual strength
of the ship’s structure becomes a key issue. In this study, the
residual strength of a damaged double bottom was investigated.

No general consensus exists on how to characterise dam-
age. The damage profile depends on the shape of the sea floor
and the motion of the ship during grounding, as discussed by
A.Hagbart and J.Amdahl (2007) [1]. Depending on the ground-
ing scenario, a large part of the bottom may be subjected to
damage. Damage in the form of the lateral denting of stiff-
eners and the associated plate flange between adjacent frames
was studied in the present paper to minimise the number of
variables. The dent depth was varied, as was the width of the
dented area (i.e., the number of dented stiffeners). To preserve
the plastic deformations and residual stresses generated during
the denting phase, the entire process was analysed in two steps:
the denting process and the subsequent compression phase.

The numerical analyses that were conducted were cumber-
some. To establish a potential alternative simplified calculation
model, a new analytical method and a 3-span, single stiffener
model were established. Both methods were able to provide the
load-end shortening characteristics for the damaged stiffened
panels. Based on this, an effective and quick estimate of the
residual strength of a damaged double bottom was achieved.

The method first proposed by Smith (1977)[2] and later de-
veloped by Yao and Nikolov (1991,1992) [3, 4] has been widely

used to assess the residual strength of damaged ships. Smith
and Dow (1981) presented a general review on how to calculate
the residual strength of damaged ship structures and offshore
platforms. Zhang et al. (1996)[5], Paik et al. (1996)[6] and
Wang et al. (2002)[7] have all proposed analytical methods for
calculating residual strength. Soares et al. (2008)[8] performed
a benchmark study on the use of simplified structural codes to
predict the ultimate strength of a damaged ship hull. They con-
cluded that the simplified method based on Smith’s assumption
is valid for predicting residual strength. In any case, neglect-
ing damaged structures when calculating the residual strength is
not always acceptable, especially when the damage level is rel-
atively small. In such cases, a damaged stiffened panel can still
provide a significant contribution to the total strength. Based on
the DNV ship rules (2009)[9], calculating the strength of hull
girders should be based on the shortening curves of each struc-
ture element on the cross section and also on the location of the
neutral axis.

As to intact stiffeners, significant amount of work has been
conducted on the ultimate strength of intact single stiffeners
with adjacent plate flanges by Faulkner (1975)[10], Soares and
Gordo (1997)[11], and Paik and Kim (2002)[12], among oth-
ers. By contrast, there have been few studies on the compres-
sive resistance of damaged stiffened panels. The present paper
is the first study on deriving the shortening curve for damaged
stiffeners. The elastic and rigid-plastic methods are adopted
as a simplified means for accessing the residual strength of
damaged stiffeners. This method has been widely used by
researchers, for example, see Murray (1973)[13], Louca and
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Items Value
total length 264.68m

length between pp 256.50m
breadth modeled: 42.5m
width modeled 22.0m

design draft 15.0m
scanting draft 15.65m

design dead weight 119.315 mt

Table 1: Main dimension of shuttle tanker

Harding (1994)[14], Paik and Pedersen (1995)[15], Cui and
Mansour (1998)[16] and Amdahl (2004)[17].

The present method follows Amdahl’s method (see Amdahl,
2004) and combines it with elastic analysis to obtain the short-
ening curve for damaged stiffeners. At the same time, a 3-span,
single stiffener model with the proper boundary conditions was
also investigated. Both of these results were validated through
NLFEA simulations. In the simulations, both geometric and
material nonlinearities were taken into account. Imperfections
corresponding to the rule tolerance requirements were embed-
ded in a finite element (FE) model of the entire double bottom
model through a user-defined subroutine. The initial damage
(dent) and associated residual stress were obtained through the
CONTACT algorithm in the explicit computer code LS-DYNA
971, as in Hallquist (2006). Material hardening was modelled
by means of Ludwik’s formulation, as in Ludwik (1909). To
illustrate this approach, a typical double bottom structure of an
oil tanker was modelled and will be described in the following
section.

2. Model Characteristics

The double bottom structure of a 140,000 m3 shuttle tanker
is the subject of the present study.

The cross section is not perfectly symmetrical due to the cen-
tre bulkhead; this was neglected, however, and only the star-
board side was modelled. A section of 4 frames from frames 65
to 68 in the drawing were modelled, as shown in Figure 1. This
selection was considered large enough to allow the longitudinal
redistribution of stress/strain after damage. The structure was
slightly idealised compared to the structure as built; a longitu-
dinal girder was shifted slightly to have an uneven number of
stiffeners, and the double bottom height was constant. Initial
analyses showed that transverse webs might buckle vertically
due to the high loads transferred during the denting phase. This
effect obscured the results; hence, the thicknesses of frames 66
and 67 in the middle were increased by 75% to avoid buckling.
The main dimensions of the FE model and the profile of the
stiffeners are shown in Figure 1.

The plastic behaviour was thoroughly considered in the ma-
terial modelling. In this study, the true stress-strain relationship
of the material in the plastic range was described by the Ludwik
relation in the form of a power law, σ = σ0+K(ε p)n, whereσ0is
the yield stress, and εp is the effective plastic strain. The follow-
ing parameters were based on experimental test data: σ0=275

Figure 1: Profile and dimensions of the double bottom model

MPa, K=740, and n=0.24. Ruptures were not taken into ac-
count (i.e., infinite strains were allowed, in principle).

2.1. Imperfections

Due to the manufacturing process, residual welding stresses
and distortions are unavoidably introduced. Sherbourne (1960)
examined the effect of imperfections and demonstrated an ap-
preciable reduction in the maximum load capacity, even for
small initial deflections. Hence, it was necessary to repre-
sent imperfections properly to achieve reliable results from the
NLFEA. The actual shape of an initial defect is fabrication-
dependent, complex and generally unknown.

For design purposes and for parametric studies of compres-
sive strength, equivalent imperfections are frequently intro-
duced. Due to a lack of data, the shape is assumed to be com-
patible with the critical buckling mode as far as possible, and
the magnitude is typically equal to the fabrication tolerance.
Figure 2 illustrates the imperfections used in this study for the
following:

• the plate between stiffeners

• the stiffeners between the frames

• the panel between the transverse frames and longitudinal
girders

• the tripping mode of the stiffeners and

• the plates between the stiffeners on girder

A ’sine curve’ shape is generally assumed to represent the
initial defect. Imperfections are introduced into the FE model
by means of the following formulas:

f (z) =
∑

wi j sin(
mπ
ai

x) sin(
nπ
b j

y) (1)

f (y) =
∑

wi j sin(
mπ
ai

x) sin(
nπ
b j

z) (2)
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Figure 2: The imperfections and their magnitudes

Figure 3: An illustration of imperfection in present FE model (scale factor 20)

where x, y, z are the coordinates of the nodes, m, n are the
numbers of the half-waves, f (z) is for the plates and stiffeners
and f (y) is for the girders. Here m, n were coincidently set as
to the global buckling mode, and we set m = 5 for the plate-
and girder- induced longitudinal imperfection. The value of
n was always equals to 1, which causes asymmetrical waves
transversely. The amplitudes are identical to those used by the
PULS code (2001) [18], except that the amplitude for the girder
was set according to the DNV(2004) rule [19]. The imperfec-
tions, although being nominal, are considered to represent the
combined effects of the residual stresses and the initial distor-
tions.

The global mesh size was 120mm and the elements used
were the five integration points of quadrature element. The final
finite element model is shown in Figure 3.

2.2. Loads
The tanker was assumed to be in the fully loaded condition.

The corresponding draft was 15m and the oil-pressure height
was 19m. Thus the water and oil pressures were set to 0.15
MPa and 0.161 MPa, respectively. The bottom damage caused
by contact with the sea floor is created by rigid indenters, with
given slopes in the transverse direction and the longitudinal di-
rections. The indenter was ’stretched’ in the transverse direc-
tions to allow 1,3,5,7 and 9 stiffeners to be damaged in Cases
a,b,c,d and e, respectively (Case e has 2 girders). As seen from
Fig. 4, the indenter has the same shape factors α, β if the denting
depth δis the same. Specially, α = arctan( δd ) and β = arctan( δk ),
where d = 800, k = 1500. Three denting depths (δ), nominally

Figure 4: An illustration of the indenter for Case 3-150b and the notations used
in the present study.

50mm, 100mm and 150mm, were simulated. Additonally, the
simulation contains a loading and unloading procedure. Af-
ter the indentation process is finished, the indenter is unloaded
from the model. Due to the elastic deformation caused by the
indentation, some rebound took place; thus, the residual inden-
tation depth generally differed from the target value by approx-
imately 10%. The denting is conducted in the midsection be-
tween the adjacent transverse frames 66 and 67, as in Figure
4.

The indenter is placed 10 mm lower than the base plane in
order to avoid of initial penetration .Contact between the inden-
ter and the outer shell is obtained by means of the automatic
surface contact algorithm in LS-DYNA[20]. Subsequent to the
introduction of the damage, the double bottom is subjected to
compression created by the forced inward displacement of the
boundaries. The forced displacement should mimic the global
bending of the hull girder. In pure bending and in the elastic
phase the displacement will vary linearly over the double bot-
tom height as illustrated, as illustrated in Figure 5.

The correct inward displacement, or rate of displacement, of
the double bottom was obtained by introducing an angular rate
of rotation w, in addition to the mean inward speed,V0 , whic is
given by:

V0

V0 + wh/2
=

H − h/2
H

(3)

so

w =
2

2H − h
V0 (4)

where H is the height of the neutral axis above the keel and
h is the height of the double bottom.

2.3. Boundary Conditions
As shown in Figure 6, the boundary conditions are divided

into three groups: the forward (FOR) frame, the afterward
(AFT) Frame, and the centre nodes. The six-degree constraints
for all three groups are found in Figure 6, in which 1 indicates
fixed and 0 indicates free. The symmetry conditions were im-
posed on the center line nodes. The nodes for the AFT. and
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Figure 5: Simplification of the axial loads.

FOR. frames are rigidly connected and behaved as a rigid sec-
tion. The nodes for the AFT. frame were fixed on the X,Y and
Z displacements, and the rotation was free about the Y-axis. A
bending moment was applied. The nodes on the FOR. frame
had fixed displacement on the Y-axis and fixed rotation about
the Z-axis. These conditions were due to the combined com-
pression and bending loads added to these nodes in the simu-
lation. These boundary conditions cause the membrane forces
during the denting stage in the simulation to be balanced by the
middle span of the total double bottom structure.

Figure 6: The boundary Conditions.

Figure 7: The relative ultimate strengths of the individual stiffeners as predicted
by LS-DYNA and PULS’ prediction for the intact case.

3. Simulation Results

The simulations were conducted using the explicit dynamic
code LS-DYNA on Xeron 64 EMT platform servers running the
Linux 2.4.21 OS. The average computation time was 5 hours
for each case when using 4 CPUs. The detailed results will be
presented in following subsections.

3.1. Comparison with PULS
According to DNV (2004b)[21], PULS is a recognized com-

puter code for calculating the ultimate strength of stiffened
plates and is an accepted tool for checking the design of ship
panels. The PULS code is based on a series expansion of plate
deformations combined with a numerical solution strategy. In
the present work, a comparison with PULS for the intact case
was made to verify that the LS-DYNA 971 simulations provide
good estimates of the ultimate strength.

A target damaged stiffened panel in the outer bottom was se-
lected for the comparison. Figure 7 shows the ultimate strength
(i.e., the maximum stress level through each individual stiff-
ener in the outer shell panel). The results from LS DYNA 971
agree quite well with those from PULS. The stiffeners midway
between the longitudinal girders (stiffeners 3, 9 and 15) have
larger defects due to the effect of sea pressure. Thus, they attain
a lower ultimate strength than those close to the longitudinal
girders. This NLFA model proved to be capable of providing
reasonable results.

3.2. The residual strength of the double bottom
The effect of damage to the stiffeners is to reduce their abil-

ity to sustain compressive forces. Due to the difference in the
rate of inward displacement caused by global bending, the inner
plate and outer plate will buckle non-simultaneously. Figure 8
shows a typical force-end shortening relationship for the double
bottom. It consists of two peaks, denoted by A and B, which
correspond to the buckling of the outer bottom plating and in-
ner bottom plating, respectively. The distance between peaks A
and B is dependent on the ratio between the height of the double
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Figure 8: The resistance force and shortening relationship for Case1-Intact

Figure 9: Peak load comparison for all the normalized cases versus the resis-
tance in the intact condition ( note that: a,b,c,d and e denote the indenter types
and A,B denote the peak loads for A and B, respectively).

bottom h and the location of the neutral axis of the hull girder
H. It is due to both h and H determining the shortening rate
difference, Δε̇, between the inner and outer bottoms. Δε̇ can be
expressed as follows:

Δε̇ =
wh
l
=

1
( H

h − 0.5)l
V0 (5)

where l is the stiffener length.
The two normalised peak loads are summarised in Figure 9.

It is interesting to observe that for a given number of damaged
stiffeners, the peak resistance B shows relatively low small sen-
sitivity to the level of indentation, whereas the resistance A to
the buckling of the outer panels is significantly more sensitive.
In other words, the initial buckling is considerably influenced
by the degree of denting, whereas the resistance of the dam-
aged stiffeners, which are well into the post-collapse region at
point B, depends only weakly on the degree of denting.

Figure 10: Ultimate strength of the bottom,Case intact and Case 150d

Figure 11: Configuration of ordinary stiffener element and hard corner element

The reason for this difference is the decreased degradation
of the resistance in the post-buckling region at point B relative
to the ultimate resistance at point A for the damaged stiffen-
ers. This is illustrated in Figure 10 for the case intact and the
case150d. This figure indicates that the residual strength of the
double bottom is the sum of the inner bottom and outer bottom
strengths. The different shortening rates for the inner and outer
bottoms are evident. Although the ultimate strength of the dou-
ble bottom may be attained at peak A in the intact case, (i.e. at
the initiation of buckling of the stiffeners in the outer bottom),
the maximum load on the damaged panel is more likely to be
attained at peak B(i.e. when the inner bottom stiffeners buckle).

4. Prediction of the residual strength

The key point for predicting the residual strength of a dam-
aged double bottom is obtaining the force end-shortening curve
both for the intact and damaged stiffeners. As for the intact stiff-
eners, they are determined by the common structural rules for
oil tankers, see DNV(2009) [9]. As illustrated in Figure 11, the
double bottom model was divided into an ordinary stiffener ele-
ment and a hard corner element. To illustrate the difference, the
entire double bottom structure was categorized into two halves;
the inner bottom and the outer bottom. The total strength of the
double bottom was obtained by summing the resistances of all
the elements of the inner and outer bottoms for a give strain.

The present case involved significant hydrostatic pressure
that could not be ignored, see X.Wang (1997) [22]. Hence, the
shortening-curve had to be adjusted to consider the pressure ef-
fects. A large number of stiffeners (all L shaped) have been
investigated, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12: The study of pressure influence to the stiffener ultimate strength
(plate thickness 17.5mm)

Figure 13: Prediction of the intact stiffener shortening curve based on
DNV(2009)[9]

The simple interaction equation proposed by Faulkner (1979)
[23] was adopted:

(
σx

σc
)2 +

p
pu
= 1 (6)

whereσx is the axial stress, σc is the axial critical stress with-
out pressure, p is the pressure and pu is the ultimate pressure
corresponding to the collapse load for the three hinge mecha-
nism. The preak resistances in the analytical results agree quite
well with those of the simulations. However, the post-buckling
strength is underestimated by the analytical method relative to
the numerical results, (Figure 13). Consequently, the analytical
method gave a conservative prediction for the strength of the
double bottom.

Obtaining the the shortening curve for damaged stiffeners is a
challenge. First, it can be seen from the damage pattern shown
in Figure 14 that a tripping mode of deformation is indicated by
the relatively large lateral distortion. The tripping makes sim-
plified analytical calculations difficult. Second, it can be seen

Figure 14: The damage pattern after the denting process (e.g. Case7 150b)

Figure 15: The ultimate stresses of stiffener 9 at Peak A (left) and Peak B (right)

from Figure 15, that the ultimate resistance and also the post-
buckling strength of the double-bottom center stiffener (stiff-
ener No.9 as defined in Figure 7) are virtually constant when at
least five stiffeners are damaged. For Case a, in which only one
stiffener is damaged, the two adjacent stiffeners strengthen the
resistance of the centre stiffener. Case b is less influenced by
the undamaged stiffeners but still shows similar strength, espe-
cially for the strength at Peak A. Based on this observation, it
was assumed that the centre damaged stiffener would have the
same ultimate strength in Cases b, c, d and e. Case a was not
considered in the present approach.

4.1. The Elastic and Rigid-plastic method

To obtain the resistances of compression members, it is often
useful to combine elastic analysis with the rigid-plastic analysis
mentioned earlier. The resent approach is a further application
of the method presented in Amdahl(2004) [17].

4.1.1. Elastic analysis
The end shortening in the elastic domain consists of one com-

ponent due to axial straining and one due to bending:

δe =
Nl
EA
+
π2

l
δ20

(1 − N
NE

)2
(7)

where δeis the elastic axial shortening, N is the axial force,
l is the length of stiffener,E is elastic modulus, Ais the section
area of the stiffener,NE is the Euler column force and δ0 is the
imperfection amplitude. In the case of the denting of stiffen-
ers, the elastic shortening curve should be corrected. The final
shortening is:

δe + δ0 � δ
e +

2w2
0

l
(8)
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Figure 16: The damage shape of the stiffener.

Figure 17: The simplified damage mechanics at the cross section of stiffener.

4.1.2. Rigid-plastic analysis
Assuming the material to be perfectly plastic, the N−M rela-

tionship of the cross section of the stiffener can be derived ( Ap-
pendix Appendix A). Four stages have been defined, depend-
ing on the magnitude of the axial force (Appendix Appendix
A). A simplified mechanism based on observations from the
simulations was used to take the tripping into consideration.

The plots in Figure 16, demonstrates that the top-flange is
displaced very little in all of the denting cases. Hence, it is sim-
ply assumed that the top flange does not displace at all (see the
blue line in Figure 16). Obviously, the assumption is incorrect
if the denting distance exceeds the web height. The assump-
tion is conservative for small dents, but yields more reasonable
results if the denting distance is large

The model for a dented stiffener is shown in Figure 16.The
following relations apply:

he
w = hw − δ (9)

cos(α) =
he

w
hw

(10)

and

be
f = b f cos(α) (11)

where he
w, be

f are the effective web height and flange width af-
ter damage and α is the tripping angle. The effective web height

Figure 18: A comparison between elastic rigid-plastic and numeric analysis.

and flange width are used instead of h, b when calculating the
section properties in the N − M relationship.

An additional equation is needed to solve the N − M equa-
tion. The external equilibrium equation for the axial force and
moment at the centre was based on rigid beam mechanism (Ap-
pendix Appendix B).

Finally, based on the above N − M relationships, the axial
force N can be obtained explicitly. Then the axial stress was
obtained by:

σ =
F
A
=

N cos(θ′) + Q/2 sin(θ′)
A

(12)

where F is the axial force, A is the cross secion area of stiff-
ener, Q is resultant force caused by hydrostatic pressure,θ′ is
the beam deflection angle, see Appendix Appendix B.

4.1.3. Validation
This elastic and rigid-plastic analysis was validated by com-

paring the numerical simulation with the analytical deviation (
Figure 18).

Because of the previous denting stage, it can be seen that the
average stress-strain curve for damaged stiffeners does not start
from zero strain. Generally good results were obtained. As
expected, the larger denting distance yielded better results than
the smaller one. The residual strength of the damaged double
bottom is calculated using the procedure for damaged stiffeners
in combination with the methods described in DNV (2009) [9]
for intact stiffeners..

4.2. Finite element analysis of 3-span single stiffener
A significant reduction in the computational effort is

achieved if the force-end shortening curve for the damaged stiff-
eners can be predicted by simulating individual stiffeners. A
key issue in this context is obviously the proper boundary con-
ditions, notably with respect to the behaviour of the plate long
edges and the rotational restraint of the stiffener at the bound-
aries.. A reasonable assumption may be to assume that the long
edges are free to move but are constrained to be straight. The
fixity of the stiffener at the boundaries depends heavily on the

7



Figure 19: Illustration of the boundary conditions and the damage pattern for
the single stiffener model.

Figure 20: Comparison of the damage patterns of the single model and
Case150c in D.B.

level of hydrostatic pressure. The uncertainty is significantly
reduced by using a three-span model. The boundary settings as
shown in Figure 19 were applied.

Figure 20 shows that the single stiffener model with the se-
lected boundary conditions captures the damage mode of the
double bottom model very well. As demonstrated the force-
end shortening relationships in Figure 21,good agreement is ob-
tained with the double bottom predictions, except for the dent-
ing distance of 150mm. For such large dents, the simplified
boundary conditions do not represent the real deformations.

4.3. Application and validation
With the force-end shortening curves established by the two

methods described above, the residual strength of the double
bottom could be predicted. The total resistance of the double
bottom is found by summation of the resistances of all the or-
dinary stiffener elements and hard-corner elements. The resis-
tance of the intact stiffeners was based on the DNV (2009) [9],
and the resistance of the damaged stiffeners was based on the
elastic and rigid-plastic analysis or the single stiffener model.
All of the damaged stiffeners are assumed to have the same
shortening curve as the center stiffener (No.9). As mentioned,
the strain-history relationship is simplified by the combination

Figure 21: The single stiffener model and the numeric simulation

Figure 22: Prediction 1: the intact case

of angular velocity and axial displacement and the neutral axis
location is assumed to be fixed. For example, the strain history
for the outer bottom is (V0 + wh)/(3l) before the buckling oc-
curs and is changed to (V0 + wh)/l after buckling is initiated.
This simple expression agrees well with the numerical simu-
lations. A computer code was developed for the elastic rigid-
plastic analysis and the single-stiffener model. The analytical
results were compared with the numerical simulations.

Figure 22 shows the intact case which also validates the
shortening curves derived by the common structure code (see
DNV(2009) [9]. Excellent agreement was obtained. For the
damaged cases, the shortening curves are partly replaced by
the elastic rigid-plastic analysis or the single stiffener model
results. It is further assumed all of the damaged stiffeners have
the same shortening curves. Again, good results were obtained
for all the cases, as seen Figure 23-25.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of the numerical and analytical analyses, the
following conclusions can be drawn.
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Figure 23: Prediction 2: the 50mm denting cases

Figure 24: Prediction 3: the 100mm denting cases

Figure 25: Prediction 4: the 150mm denting cases

• The damage caused by the indentation of the bottom stiff-
eners primarily affects the load-bearing capacity of the
stiffeners that are directly subjected to the damage;

• The height of the double bottom and the location of the
neutral axis have a substantial influence on the resistance
force of the double bottom. This influence is because to-
gether they determine the difference in the end-shortening
rate between the inner and outer bottoms;

• The peak resistance (buckling strength) of an individual
stiffener is significantly affected by the indentation level,
but the post-buckling resistance at the point of ultimate
resistance of the entire double bottom is influenced signif-
icantly less;

• The method described in the DNV rules for obtaining the
post-buckling strength of a ship’s hull was verified to be
effective and accurate;

• A simplified damaged mechanism for the tripping be-
haviour of stiffened plates was developed. Based on this
mechanism, the force-end shortening curves can be ob-
tained by means of an elastic and rigid-plastic analysis.
This approach constitutes a quick and efficient method for
assessing the residual strength of a ship’s structure;

• A single stiffener FEM analysis model was proposed.
The force-end shortening relationships obtained using the
single-stiffener model agree well with those obtained us-
ing the double-bottom model;

• The results from the analytical and single-stiffener anal-
ysis may be used to effectively determine the residual
strength of a double bottom with a large reduction in com-
putation time.
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Appendix A. The plastic axial force-bending moment in-
teraction

The N − M Interaction at the cross section, also see
Amdahl(2004)[17].

Stage 1: N ≤ N∗ and N∗ = ( 2Ap
A − 1)Np (Figure A.1).

M
Mp
= 1 (A.1)
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Figure A.1: The plastic stress distribution in stage 1

Figure A.2: The plastic stress distributions in stage 2

and

F =
M
Mp
+ (

N
Np

)α − 1 = 0 (A.2)

where α is a constant. Stage 2: N∗ < N ≤ N∗∗ and N∗∗ =
(1 − 2Af

A )Np (Figure A.2).

F =
M
Mp
+ (

A
2Aw

)2 1
1 + 2 At

Aw

(
N − N∗

Np
)2
− 1 = 0 (A.3)

Stage 3: N∗∗ < N < Np

F =
M

M∗∗
+

N − N∗

Np − N∗∗
− 1 = 0 (A.4)

where M∗∗ = σyA f hw Stage 4: N = Np

F = 0 (A.5)

Appendix B. Force equilibrium

The N−Mrelationship of the global balance equilibrium (Fig-
ure B.1).

δ0 = 2(
l
2
−

√
l2
4
− w2

0) � l(1−

√
1 − (

2w2
0

l
)2) �

2w2
0

l
(B.1)

cos(θ0) =

√
l2
4 − w2

0

l
=

√
1 −

4w2
0

l2
(B.2)

Figure B.1: The external balance mechanism for N − M

Figure B.2: A demonstration of force and momentum balance

and

δw + w0 =

√√
w2

0 +
δe

√
l2 − 4w2

0

2
−
δ2e
4

(B.3)

where w0 is the initial deflection ( denting distance), δ0 is the
initial shortening due to the denting damage, θ0 is the initial
deflection angle, δw is the additional deflection, δe is the axial
shortening and l is the length.

The equilibrium equation:
From the global balance:

Fy1 + Fy2 −
Q
2

cos(θ′) · 2 = 0 (B.4)

where Fy1, Fy2are the reaction forces at both ends in the ver-
tical direction and Q is the resultant force caused by the hydro-
static pressure, see Eq.B.9.

For the symmetry condition, we have

Fy1 = Fy2 =
Q
2

cos(θ′) (B.5)

From the local balance:

F −
Q
2

sin(θ′) − N cos(θ′) = 0 (B.6)
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where θ′ is the deflection angle (Figure B.2). The moment
balance to Point b in the local balance (Figure B.2) is:

Fy1 ·
l
2
· cos(θ′) + F · d −

Q
2
·

l
4
= M1 + M3 (B.7)

where d is the deflection. It is further assumed that:

M1 = M3 (B.8)

and

Q = Pbl (B.9)

where b is the spacing distance. Substituting Eqs. B.5,B.6,
B.8 and B.9 to Eq. B.7, we have:

Nd cos(θ′)+
Pbl2

8
(2 cos2(θ′)−1)+

Pbl
2

d sin(θ′) = 2M(B.10)

Finally, the N − M relationship is established as follows:

N(δw+w0) cos(θ′)+
Pbl2

8
(2 cos2(θ′)−1)+

Pbl
2

(δw+w0) sin(θ′) = 2M(B.11)

If P = 0, then we have the simplified equation:

N(δw + w0) cos(θ′) = 2M (B.12)
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